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Newspaper
Selected As A Best All Rovilid Kentucky Community
THREE SECTIONS TODAY
Today's Ledger & Times
contains a regular section of 12
pages, a special, 20-page
tabloid
"Back-To-School"
section and the regular, 8-page,
Friday "Leisure Time" section
making a total of 40 pages.
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In Murray and
Calloway County
Member of Associated Press

In Our 94th Year

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, August 10, 1973
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Council Discusses Expansion Of City Park
No Decision Reached
On Selection of Site
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Mayor Ellis asked that the
of the Gatesborough Subdivision were present- at the members of the council visit
meeting to protest an entrance both properties in question and
into the park area from the that possibly a special meeting
subdivision, in the event that may be called to discuss the
The follow definitions of
the Friday property is chosen. issue and possibly make a firm
They pointed out that the decision to buy. The city and
the various "isms" has been
subdivision was created as a county together have funds with
making the rounds:
quiet residential area and does which to purchase either
SOCIALLSM•You have two
not lend itself to heavy traffic property.
cows. The government takes
which would be created if the
Councilman Melvin Henley
one and gives it to your neighpark is placed on the Friday reviewed the dog leash orbor.
property.
COMMUNISM: You have two
dinance which is being
orcows. The government takes
Speakers included Pete proposed. He read the
for comboth and gives you the milk.
Waldrop, Guy Cunningham, dinance and asked
FASCISM: You have two
Ricbard Cullem and others. ments from council members.
cows. The government takes
Howard Brandon was present at Several points were raised
by
both and sells you the milk.
the meeting and pointed out that which will be reviewed
a
e
and
committe
Henley's
NAZIEM: You have two cows.
is
sites
two
the
of
neither
be
will
ordinance
The government take both cows
suggested
suitable and indicated that the
Mayor
and shoots you.
third site is more suitable. Mr. presented to the council.
have
You
:
NEW DEALLSM
. pointed out that the Ellis pointed out that a dog
Culled'
two cows. The government buys
fewer the entrances to the park' leash law is needed for the Oty
both,shoots one,milks the other
area the better-, as far as proper mid-that the -council shottlOott-.
and throws the milk away.
in the immediate future.
policing is concerned.
CAPITALLSM: You have two
Councilman John E. Scott
Councilman Rex Alexander
to
cows. You sell one cow and buy
told the group that the location presented two amendments
a bull.
of the park on the Friday the Murray Zoning Ordinance
of
property would serve them concerning the parking
mobile homes in the city. These
since
ARE YOU WILLING?
citizens
the
most
than
when
morning
better
this
coffee
cap
of
a
eipphig
was
Al
Beaks,
truck,
trailer
of
RUNAWAY TRUCK DITCHED—The driver this
To close your book of comStation at
45 per cent of the children in the amendments were approved
truck took off on its own and rolled into a ditch on the Coldwater Road. Basks said be bad parked Ihe truck at Del's Gulf
of
book
the
open
to
The
and
ditch.
the
plaints
lower grades are in the and an ordinance will be drawn.
Five Points, while he went to the Palace Cafe to drink a cup of coffee. When he came back, thehselt had rolled into
Councilman Dave Willis
pull
to
hand
praise?
on
were
services
quadrant formed by Main and
weenier
and
McCiard
4th
St.
on
Garland
N.
Co.,
Trucking
truck is reportedly owned by Lynn Robinson
for permission to purasked
children
To believe other men are as
These
streets.
Twelfth
on
Gene
Photo
Mctutche
(81hth
the truck back onto the road.
new sanitation trucks
two
chase
Main,
sincere as you and to treat them
to
cross
have
would not
with respect?
Twelfth or Chestnut streets to for the Sanitation System. He
said that delivery is from fifty
To ignore what life owes you Teachers Announcitd
reach the city park he said.
_
to fifty-two weeks. The council
inresidents
and think about what you owe
the
of
Most
life?
dicated they wished to retain approved this request.
A new pickup truck will be
To stop looking for friendship
the quiet atmosphere that
fro the Sanitation
purchased
.
possesses
and to start being friendly?
now
ough
Gatesbor
System. The truck owned by the
To be content with such things
tr'•-••
system was wrecked some
as you have and stop whining
High school and college act as judges in their various
weeks ago and the accident was
for the things you do not have?
students participating in contests."
deemed to be the fault of the
not
To enjoy the simplest things
Horton, who attends local,
education
distributive
driver Roy Knight. The new
of life and to cease striving for
ve
distributi
national
and
state
partprograms make excellent
truck will be purchased with
the artificial pleasure of the
time employees, members of education meetings regularly,
the insurance
from
funds
day?
the Murray Rotary Club were went on to say that the
company and from revenue
To forget what you have
his
by
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ips
scholarsh
Carter and told Thursday.
sharing.
The Murray Board of schedule will be in effect at this libraries at the
accomplished and to meditate
Carrol: Horton, executive organization are based on the
are being reCouncilman Prentice Lassiter
on what others have done for Education has completed the time, the superintendent said. Robertson Schools
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s
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applicant
Kentucky
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president
-media
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library
organized into
(See Council, Page 12)
you?
professional staff and approved
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be School has been
will
Published by Oklahoma Gas & 74 school year , according to kindergarten
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second
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Center Laborator
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School Superintendent. The students, an
ve program for education activities reflected
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(See Rotary, Page 12)
The above Is a tough school calendar calls for a 190 program is being established at and cooperati
that "they come to you willing
Page 121
assignment because to do this day school year with students the Carter School and the' (See City Schools,
work."
to
ready
and
you have to be truthful with being present 180 days,
"Within the next few weeks Revival At Story's
yourself and nothing is tougher Schultz said. Ten days are
Lot
s
Purchase
some 50 to 75 of these young
Board
Howard Crittenden, principal
than that.
placed in the calendar for inChapel Starts Sunday
people in Murray will
professional
of Calloway County High
service and
nt
employme
seeking part-time
School, announced today that
Some fellow says that meetings with four holidays
Revival services will be held
in connection with their
any student in the Calloway
everyone knows the difference being included, he added.
programs," he said, at the Story's Chapel United
classroom
Bro. Marshall G. Mines
County School district who
between right and wrong-it's
starting
All students will register on
the
(
you
Church
Methodist
"and I strongly urge
plans to attend the high school
making the decision that most Wednesday, August 22zel and
conRotarians)to carefully consider Sunday, August 12, and
.
this year and has not registered,
of us don't like.
half day sessions will be held
them -roi any part-time -em- tinuing through FrIcla5% August
should do so immediately.
August 23rd and 24th. The
ployment which you might 17.
"The summer came and all cafeterias will open on Monday,
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for
provide
including
will
Ili
$5,000,
The regular school session
Routine business,
have."
The speaker will be Rev..
the birds were dead;
August 27th and the regular preparations for the coming extension of Poplar to Broach at
will open on Monday, August 20,
firm gives former pastor of the South
whose
Horton,
The days were like hot coals;
United
and all students should be
school year, highlighted the some time in the future, Schultz $2,000 annually in distributive Pleasant
Grove
the very ground
registered before the opening
regular monthly meeting of the said.
ps, went on Methodist Church - ad the
scholarshi
education
Was burned to ashes; in the
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date.
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Murray City School Board,
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• Baptist Chruch August 13 Principal Crittenden.
Fred Schultz.
,"If only to church pastor, Rev. Peck.
over last year. Identical bids of education programs
around
Increases in two items for
through 19. Services each
7.75 cents for unflavored milk,
The cultivated fields and
The annual homecoming of school lunches, milk and bakery
evening will begin at 7:30.
chocolate
for
cents
8.25
and
garden beds
St. John's Baptist Church will products, indicated the need for
Bro. Marshall G. Mines, Dean
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The United
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Evangelism, Stewardshiv. he discovered
approved for changes in conMethodist Church on Sunday
burned.
and
Missions, Education
tracts for certain personnel due
morning at 10 a.m.
Prescott said that the rescue
Promotion in that area.
to the fact that the state board
Rev. Clovis Kemp is pastor of
an
of
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squad
represent
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by
jointly
employed
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its
He
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equipmen
the local Association of Churboth the city and county school
requirements and that they
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Also discussed was the
new duties at Murray State Universit
cloudy and mild tonight, with a
Two bids were opened on a Norma Mathews, Schultz said,
Methodist Church beginning at
was elected by
County,
Church,
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with
Corner
in
y
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own
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city-count
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thunproposed
of
evening
native
a
early
of
Curris.
chance
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dump truck for the county, with and Mrs. Carol Vaughn was
regents Aug. 4, for a four-year-term. He has served and pastor Roy E. Gibson, have 7:45 p.m. Sunday.
dershowers. Lows in the upper Bailey Gore making a report on
a fifth grade the board of
as
employed
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being
who
Ford,
groups
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faculty
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issued an invitation
80s to low 70s. Partly cloudy the site-selection committee
slice 1571 as vice-president and
-contract with a hid of teacher at Murray Middle
to sing are invited-to attend
tO Offend these theetirigs.
and very warm Saturday, with progress. He action was taken the
Virgrabileofituie of Technology, Montgomery, W. Va.
School_
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by the court.
highs in the upper 80s
A full discussion concerning
the expansion of the Murray
City Park system was held last
night at the regular meeting of
the Murray City Council with
Bailey • Gore, vice-chairman of
the City-County Park Committee making a report to the
council on the two sites under
consideration.
The committee, appointed by
Mayor Holmes Ellis and County
Judge Robert 0. Miller is
evenly divided, 6-6, on two
parcels of property, one of
which may be used as an additional city park. One is the Joe
Friday property on the Wiswell
Road and the other is the Ryan
property located due east of
Roses Department Store.
Mr. Gore did not list the
merits and demerits °Meech of
The two properties but instead
listed a set of guidelines which
the committee used in selecting
a possible site for a city park.
He pointed out that the lay-ofthe-land, location, price, etc.,
were considered in making the
two selections. A third plot of
land on the south side of the city
was listed as the third choice.
A large number of residents

Fellow says that if he continues to save at his present
rate, he'll retire owing $300,000.
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City Schools Begin
Fall Term August 22

School Lunches To
Increase This Fall

St John's To Hold
Homecoming Sunday

Part-Timers, Rotary Told

A

Students Urged To
Register To Attend
Calloway County High

Marshall Mines_To_
Speak At Revival
At Cherry Corner

Cabin Destroyed
By Fire Wednesday

School Board Budgets
Approved by Fiscal Court

The Weather
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

THE LEDGER & TIMES

Dear Editor.
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1 would like to take this opportunity to thank local merchants for donating food and
condiments for a recent picnic
which was enjoyed by thirtyeight AFDC children. The
picnic was organized by
Howard Brim, member Social
Work Club, Murray State
University and myself. It was
held in the Murray City Park,
August 3, with soft ball and
shuffleboard activities
preceding lunch. After lunch,
the children were taken to the
University pool for swimming.

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

SouLrz
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It's An III Wind
One cannot help but wonder what the end results ot

the Watergate situation will be. A congressional
hearing has been in progress for some weeks now
and the nation has heard a wide variety of witnesses
give their versions of the incidents, tell what they
think other people thought, tell what other people
said, give voice to speculations and opinion, give
conflicting testimony, present copious hearsay
evidence, and otherwise thoroughly air all facets of
the incident, either real or imagined.
What will be the final conclusion of the Senate
Watergate hearings? We suspect that the committee
will merely have bulging files of testimony which is
not worth the paper it is written on.
Bear in mind that the hearings do not constitute a
trial in any respect since fully two thirds or three
fourths of what has been presented would never be
admissable in any court, since courts deal only in
hard facts.
Now comes the big question, of when, if and where
can any of those testifying, if indicted, be tried?
Where can a jury be selected which has not followed
the daily proceedings on TV and read countless
stories in newspapers?
We suspect the only people to be tried are those
who have already been tried, i.e. those who did the
actual bugging and were caught at it.
Perhaps some good will come of the hearings in
that political skull-duggery has been brought into
the open light. Perhaps it will be brought out that all
guilty of bugging,
administrations have been
maintaining personal files on private citizens,
maintaining a list of "enemies," mis-used their
power for private interests, etc.
:Perhaps new laws will be promulgated to severely
punish violators and perhaps new and stringent
regulations will be drawn to guide elections of the
future.
if some law makers, aides, beaurocrats, etc.
cannot be guided by personal integrity, then perhaps.
stiong laws with heavy penalties might give them
gater motivation to work in the public's interest
rather than their own.
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'All this trimming and she keeps on growing!'

Agnew Had Remained Untouched
By Watergate Scandal Until Now

Reasonable Wear
and Tear"

More Things We Could All Do
Don't We?dentists
Without—So Why The
monologues of

Huddleston
20 Years Ago Today In Louisville
For Meetings

4gricultural

t

bible Thoughtfor Today

Isn't It The Truth!
by

Baptis

road bed and bridges, cutting of
hills and curves.
In the past few years, there
have been several serious accidents on this road and there
will continue to be until those
who use it make enough noise to
have it upgraded.
Sincerely,
Elizabeth E. Thompson
Murray, Kentucky

Scotts Grey,
Worship Service
Evening worship

Emmanuel Missi
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
West Ferli
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
First Baptt,
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Spring Cruet

Worship
Evening Worship

Morning

Marthsiole
Morning Worship
Evening worship
Sinking Sprit
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Thanks are extended to Joe
Parker, Parker's Grocery;
Jimmy Wallace, Krogers; and
Owen's Food Market. Paul
Maggard, Jerry's Restaurant;
Charlie Save'', Fred's; Jimmy
COME UNTO ME
Edwards, Northside IGA; Ken
Manker, Bunny Bread; Phil
Little, Storey's Food Giant; Come unto me from gossomer hills,
Chalres Johnson, Johnson Come unto me from goneril valleys
everywhere,
Grocery and E. B. Fennel. Also, Come unto me from esoterics of
thanks to Dr. Frank for I am acumen, and I BM care.
allowing us the use of the
University pool; and Dorothy Let not your heart be troubled,
Nanny, Ruth Daughaday and All you who burdens bare,
above,
Bonnie Ashby for help with Come unto me who came from
transportation and supervision. Come unto me for I am love
These people were just great in Come, you who have an ear to hear,
their response when I ap- Come, you who have an eye to see,
proached them with my plans. I Come, you who have a voice to speak,
did not receive one turn-down Come unto me for I am meek.
from any of them. It makes me
proud of living in a town like How sweet the name in agape refrain,
Come unto me,come unto me all, come unto me,
Murray.
No greater love can a promise be,
and Come unto me for I am free
you! Each
Thank
—Tom Perkins.
- everyone!
Millie Broach
Service Worker
Student Assistant
A Mother's Love
Office of Social
By Waeda Mae Beane
Services Administration

Dear Editor:
I too, for aesthetic and
reasons am against
monetary
Democratic Party and won the volving dealings between con- the four-laning of Main Street in
the
of
officials
governorship of Maryland in tractors and
Murray.
1966 as a racial moderate in a Baltimore County government,
In your answer to Dr. Kop1962
from
headed
Agnew
which
housopen
border state where
on July 29, 1973, you
perud
elected
was
he
when
ing was a issue. He defeated until 1966,
stated the obvious solution in
governor.
George P. Mahoney.
paragraph five. If using Olive
It was during Agnew's years and Poplar streets during the
In 1968, however, history
governcounty
the
moved him to the role of hard- as head of
construction period of Main
nosed disciplinarian and even ment that Baltimore County ex- Street is feasible at that, time,
though he touted other men for perienced a rapid growth and why is it not feasible at all times
the presidential nomination at building boom.
without four-laning Main
The 55-year-old Agnew befirst. Nixon selected him to be
the vice presidential candidate came embroiled in conflict-Of;
and take on the party's law and, Interest charges relating to his
Activttles as county executive
order mantle.
The investigation in which and Maryland governor after
Agnew's name has arisen grew he won the Republican vice
out of a federal grand jury presidential nomination in 1968.
Agnew denied the charges
probe in Baltimore County into
an alleged kickback scandal in- and was defended by Nixon.

By TOM SEPPY .
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON ( AP) — During the past year, while the
Nixon administration has been
enmeshed in the Watergate affair, Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew has been untouched by
the political scandal.
Now the former Maryland
governor is implicated in a
kickback probe being investigated by the U.S. attorney's office in Baltimore.
Agnew, son of a Greek immigrant, has streaked to fantastic
political heights during the past
decade—from the man, by his
own admission, whose name
was not a household word to a
possible Republican candidate
LEDGER & 'TIRES FILE
for president in 1976.
According to Boyle
From the start, he was a cru-Dr. Newman Walker was the speaker at the sading politician who began his
simmer commencement at Murray State College career in the suburbs of Baltivtsterday as degrees were granted to 249 persons. more, where he bucked the enBro. Larry Breedlove will be the evangelist at the trenched Democratic machine
chief
revival meeting at the Cole's Camp Ground United in 1962 and was elected
executive because he convInCedBy HAL DOTLZ
Methodist Church next week.
the voters his version of ReNEW YORK (AP) — Things
, Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Bean will have open house in
publicanism was more com- we could all do without:
celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary on patible with their views than
Musical liquor bottles that
his Democratic opponent.
august 18 at her home on Murray Route Three.
"How dry I am."
play
A Republican, Agnew took
Colored bedsheets printed
the
the
during
within
split
a
Hospital
of
advantage
the
Murray
Births reported at
with chessboard patterns or
past week include a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
festooned clusters of writhing
Stone, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Byerly, and a
snakes.
Gold and diamond studded
girl to Mr. and Mrs. James Jordan.
bracelets — four in a set — for
pampered pet dogs.
Smutty phrases on sweatshirts for teen-agers.
LEDGER & MOM FILE
People with a high I.Q. (Intelligence quotient) who fail at
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — anything they try because it
William Conley Skinner, age 47, died today at his
US.Sen. Walta,,,D. Huddleston isn't backed up by a high M.Q.
home on Route Two Buchanan, Tenn.of eight staff I motivation quotient).
James F. Thompson, son of Mrs. Gela Thompson and a contingent in
Louisville
members were
Professional athletes in any
ef Murray, member of the University of Kentucky Wednesday for what he termed
sport who go on strike unless
Economics staff, has been awarded a "phase one" of a series of they are paid a salary amountCeneral Education bond fellowship of $3,000 for hearings and conferences to be ing to nearly half their weight
study in agriculture economics at the University of conducted throughout the state. in sold each season.
Several dozen local and state
Television actors who fell 250Chicago.
official gave presentations dur- pound thugs with a single kaMiss LaVora Holland and Jerry David Williams ing the nearly five-hour Urban
rate chop that actually wouldn't
were married August9at the Murray Woman's Club Affairs conference.
give a headache to an ailing
Huddleston told the some 150 midget.
people present that "programs
'• Births reported at the Murray Hospital from
The 14-to-15 ounce pound popugust 7 to 10 include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ben sometimes sound very good on ular with many butchers. Whatthe floor of the Senate.. but by ever happened to the old-fashOrogen.
the time they get down to the ioned 16-ounce pound?
people on the streets of
Rainbow-hued capsules of
1
Louisville, they seem very medicine that do you no more
different than what they started good than a sniff of sugar.
out to be.
Adults who tacitly condone
0 Lord, how manifold are thy works! in wisdom
"We're here tO find out their children's going to mariwhether or not these programs juana puffing parties because
hast thou made them all: the earth is full of thy
are performing the services they say it might keep the kids
riches.—Psalm 194:24.
Men are inclined to forget God's bounteous that they were intended to per- from doing something worse.
form when they were passed.
Rundown vacation resorts
provision for them
he where the bedbugs outnumber
indicated
Huddleston
hopes to schedule additional the mosquitoes and fare better.
hearings in Eastern and WestSchoolteachers who go to
ern Kentucky.
summer school only with the
Some of the officials, in- hopeful aim of marrying a
Cali Riblet Jr.
cluding Jefferson County Judge seedy Ph.D.
If we strip away the phony baloney from Todd Hollenbach and Mayor
Fingerprints on the icing of
!Washington, the City of Lost Content on the banks of Frank W. Burke, said they be- your birthday cake.
Cocktail parties at which the
.the polluted Potomac, we will find the real baloney lieved "people on the streets"
were being short-changed on host pours the first drink from
;- underneath.
some of the services approved a triple-shot glass and all the
"The more I observed Washington...
3
by the government.
rest from a thimble.
...the more I understood how proMost of the officials called
Teen-agers who describe evphetic I,'Enfant was when he laid
for a greater share in federal erything from a sunset to a car
eiry that giiis around in circles."
funds and more revenue-shar- accident with the same phrase.
ing funds.
"Isn't it gross?"
—John Mason Brown

Ten Years Ago Today

And, if the square can be
north,
reached easily from
south, east, and west, at that
time, what deterrent is there
from reaching it easily at this
time-now, today? Towns much
smaller than Murray have oneway streets.
The money could be much
better used in the upgrading of
94 East such as widening of the

when they are trying to take
your mind off what they are
doing to you.
Ladies who wear so much
mascara it runs in the rain.
Fearful passengers who have
to be three sheets to the wind
before they will climb aboard
an airplane.
The degrading stupidity of
contestants on a television giveway show getting excited over
the prospect of getting something for nothing — the New
American Dream.
From these and other burdensome afflictions of mind god
spirit, deliver us, Amen.

Because the rent for his apartment was high, Henderson figured he could do pretty much as
he pleased with the elegant furnishings. During his occupancy
he broke two valuable lamps, lost
a costly pitcher and a painting,
and spattered the antique furniture with unremovable stains.
When the landlord demanded
reimbursement for the damage,
"Ffenderson said he could not be
held liable for "reasonable wear
and tear." But a court saw things
the landlord's way and ordered
Henderson to make good.
——

Hospital Report
August 5, 1973
ADULTS 90
Nursery 9
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mn. Julia Fay Evans and
Baby Boy,Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Carol Ann McKinney,
Rt. 6, Murray, Sammie Frank
Cook, 728 Fairlane, Murray,
2
/
Mn. Nell R. Evans, 16091
Hamilton, Murray, Douglas
Grogan, Box 544, Murray, Carl
Ray Cherry, Rt. 6, Murray,
Robert Glin Jeffrey, No. 18
Riviera Cts., Murray, Jerry
Dudley Chapman, Rt. 2,
Murray, Eveard Raymond
Bynum, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Eloise Murphy Sykes, 1606
Locust, Murray, Mrs. Carolyn
June Lane, 1601 Park Lane,
Murray, Mrs. Ruth Marie
Moffitt and Baby Girl, Box 111,
Hazel, Fonza Orr, Rt. 1, Hazel
HUNGRY MOTH
The gypsy moth denuded
ver 100,000 acres Of forest in
northern New Jersey last
summer causing the wildlife
- birds, mammals and even
snakes - to leave the ravaged
areas in -droves for lack of
food, nesting areas and shade.

Hetet Isiah
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
P010111 Spri
Morning Worship
worship
Evening

Grace lap
Morning Worsn.p
Evening worship
Bleed Reel
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Kirlesety Sag
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Memorial Bs
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
New Mt. Carmel
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Flint Sapti
Morning worship
Evening Worship
Cherry Cars
Nor n.ng Worship
Evening Worship
Sim Grey
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Salon Sao
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Saw Ow

A mother holds her child and has such lovely dreams
She tells herself this child will have Do cares of pain
And if we had our way our life we would lay down
But you see this is only lovely stars we are looking through
For we do not know the pain that must yet go through
As our children grow to be young men and women

Morning worship
Everting worship
Owens Cho
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Mount Horeb Freels
Sunday School
Worship

The clouds are heavy over us and I know our cross is heavy
But we must hold to God's hand
But you will be back and we will dream of lovely things once
more
Of radiant rainbows in the sky and beautiful birds flying
Their wings a spread in ever radiant color.

Vernon's Boot 1
and
low Open In Our Ni
he Central Shopping
Boots and Shoes

As a little girl you would ask
Olt-Mother,-Why-m*44-4l'
So maybe you are in a world I have never known
Oh, my beautiful daughter if I could take the torment from your
face
And take the pain from your beautiful eyes
And kiss the tears away

Boonei!
THE CLEANER

And if we could dream those dreams again
As we did when were just a little girl
And I could hold you tight once more
For God wove a web of loveliness, clouds, and stars and dreams
For this only a mother's love
For God made us all alike
A mother's love and dreams

Corvet

"BOWL

1415 Main Streel

TO BE A CHILD AGAIN
By Weeds Mae Beane
Oh, to go back to be a child again,
For just one sweet fleeting hour,
And forget the heartache I have known,
The torment I have hidden behind this smiling face.

Dunn

hi

SALI
Ad.

The two-story house stood on a hill,
The house where I was bork
With fields so green,
Spreading everywhere with cows, sheep, and corn

Uncle Jeffs Sho

Anorn.

The church stood about a block away,
Just around the corner,
I can still hear their voices singing soft and sweet,
As I sit here and meditate of my childhood memories

If you are renting a house or
an apartment, chances are that
somewhere in your lease there is
a clause about reasonable wear
and tear. This puts commonsense limits on the use you can
make of the premises. In other
cases, coats have held it wrongful when
1) a man chopped wood indoors, ripping the wallpaper,
splintering the woodwork, and
punching holes in the plaster;
2) a woman let her bathtub
oserflow, causing extensive water
damage.
71) a man. tr‘ing to chisel open
gouged great
a stuck w inilow
holes:ig_the sill,

4) a couple permitted their
pet poodle to Soil the living room
rug at will.
On the other hand, the lan
recognizes that a certain 'amount
of deterioration—scuffed floors,
worn carpets, nicked chairs=
can come from normal, everyday
use.
Nor is thc tenant usually liable
for warm done by the elements.
Accordingly, in another,•ease, the
weathering and weakening of
porch railings and outside shutters were held not the tenant's
responsibility.
As one judge put it:
"Reasonable wear and tear
in tentgiatioolhat deterioration
sill occur by reason of time and
use despite, ordinary care. A
tenant is notregoired to renovate
the premises at the expiration of
his lease."

45

Cain & 1
Ambassador-

Tel
Five Point!

My grandfather was very old and I remember now,
He walked with a cane,
People came from miles around for Sunday prayer and dinner,
My mother and my grandmother cooked for days before.
To have food in for everyone for these Sunday dinners.

ft!".

My father never owned a debt,
And there were no childhood worries,
My life was sweet and so carefree,
As I can now remember.

-John 1)..

But now there are diamonds on my fingers,
And paint upon my face.
So I cannot go back again to a child,
Or escape from the pain that is beneath.
For the world must never see,
What is beneath this frozen smile,
Upon what people think, is a happy smiling face.

Hwy. 14

Grecic
TOM

Steaks • Cho;
Specials: mon.,
Wed., Ground Sir
No. 12th E et

4aiiia'argi'
•

CO
Insurance
Hwy. 641 S. (Haze

Look For
Theatre Ads In
Leisure Time
Section

WI

Lu
SUP
Lubie &
1100 Chestr
4

TIM

-MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Methodist

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

Baptist'

Patestine United
1st
Worship Service 11 a m
Sunday, 10•.m 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
10 Op
Sunday School
II co
Worship Service
South Pleasant Grove
10 45 a m
Morning Worship
7.00p m
Evening Worship
Good Shepherd United
30 a . rri
10.
Sunday School
9 30a m
Worship Service

leans Web*

11 00 • m
yX3p rn

Worship Service
Evening worship

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
II am
Evening Worship
6.30p m
West F•rk
11• m
Morning Worship
Evening Waring/
6 30p m
First Baptist
Morning Worship
10 45a m
Evening Worship
6 30p en
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

a.m
Sp.m.

Nerthseile
Morning Worsh ip
Evening Worship

110 m
7p m

New Prevideace
11 a.nr.
Morrvng Worship
6 30p.m.
Evening Worship

Palth Baptist
11 A.M.
Morning Warship
6:70 PIA.
Evening Worth IP
Locust Grove
11:03a.m
Morning Worship
70.m.
Evening Worship
Chestnut Street General
10 00 a rrs
0414
Sunday Sch0
11 .00 is.m
p
Morning W

Poplar Springs
•in
Morning Worship
Evening worship
6 30p m

Mead River
11 a.ns
Morning Worship
6:30 p.m
Evening Warship
K irksey IlleptIst*
Morning Worship
11 •.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10:30a.m
7:00 p.m
Evening Worship
New Mt Carmel Misslentry
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00 p.m
Evening Worship
Flint Baptist
11 am
Morning Worship
7:30p.rn
Evening Worship
II a.m
7p.m.
114.m
7p.m

Salem, Baptist
11 a.M.
Morning Worship
7:I5a.M.
Evening Worship
SNOW Creek
11 a.m.
Morning worship
7:15 pm.
Evening worship
Owe** °lapel
11:00AM
Morning Worship
5:30PM
Evening Worship
Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist
Sunday School
9. 30•-tti
Worship
11 00 Orn

West Murray
10 50 a.m.
Morning WOrship
69 rn•
Evening Worship
Uluen ()flirt
10 s0• m
Morning WorShip
t 309 m
Evening Worship
Seventh., Potwar
10 404.m.
Worship Service
sp m.
Evening Service
Concerti
New
10 SO•Ni.
Morning Service
7 p in
Evening ~snip
Plesaa$ Vader
It
Morning Worship
ep in
Evening Worship

...it makes the "counting of heads" much
easier. But when one stands one should be
sure he stands'for something. No need
waiting for tomorrow. It may be too late
to register• vote. It is quite easy to persuade
onie's pooch 60 stand, to register his want.
It is quite a different thing when we ask
a friend, a neighbor to vote an issue.
Perhaps we should be more anxious to

Pentecostal

Grace Baptist
Morning worsh ip
10 15. m
E vening Worship
7p.m

AIM* Heights
11 a.m.
Morning worship
7.30 p.m.
Evening worship
Ave.
Irwin
310
United,
*cm
Sunday School
Ppm
Evening Worship
Wooled, New Ceaceril
loath.
Sunday School
Warship Services 11• tn., 7 p tn.
Calvary Temple
10a.m.
Sunday School
II• m 7: XI
Services
Worship
m
First AsserisalY Of God

Second Street
Morning Worship
Worship
Evening

make • choice. God said, "Choose ye this
day whom you will serve." It would be •

Friendship
Sunday School
warship
Morning

better world if we would bounce to our feet
,
to be counted, when God, the church, friend

10 00
II 00

Church Schein
Worship Service

Other
Denominations

Pock's Auto & Furniture
Upholstery

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"

-Commercial-ResidentialOriginal Equipment Auto Glass
753-7117
1202 Johnson Blvd.

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral 8. Whirlpool
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center
.
_

1

V

Ph. 753-3037

-

Rudy Lovett Distributing
Co., Inc.

American
Motors

Distributing Gulf Products
Tires-Batteries-Accessories
MurrayiKy
South 7nd St.,

Cain & Treas Motor Sales
i

A m bassador•Hereet-Matselor -Gremlin-Jeep
TOR Ovoids Used CAWS
- -Plises,M444/1
--- - - . e .
Five Points

549,_,E

Ph 642-4624, Paris

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
A
COVERING

Restaurant

Benjamin

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy. 61 at Aurora
Phone 474-2202

-

-

_
Ph. 753-3571, Murfalf

1210 Main

Moore

Pain tsph 753-3080

..

,

VP

SOO Main
753-3231

So. 12th & Story
753-4655

Grecian Steak House

F.T
....A1

TOM ANDREWS- YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops . Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: Mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steal
Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thurs.. Chicken - Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 441 - Call In Orders 90753-44119

-St.:,

-

Shirley Florist

VN, ..

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
_ _

D

MEMBER F.T D
SO2 N 4th St.

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

753-3251

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS''

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work Free estimates
Ph 753-7150
Hwy IA1 S. (Hazel Hwy.)

Murray, Ky

SALES . SERVICE & RENTALS
Typewriters . Adding Machines and
Calculators
753 1763
115 So. 4th

Ward-Elkins

LUOIE1 REBA'S

SI.JOErBURGER

,Aubie & Reba Parrish, owners
1100 Chestnut Street- Phone 753-8488
•

.

gC/i VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG
403 Maple

_

- liPtiont
f53.17)3

Hogs bought daily
WM E DODSON, OWNER
I
,

• fa:
't

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

5-0 Varieties of Roses
Shrubbery & Supplies
All Types of Bird Houses

-1,

BUILDING BLOCKS &READY MIX CONCRETE
Phone 753 3540

East Main Street
">

751 8944

500 N 4th

e

Fern Terrace Lodge

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

,_ .

Roberts Realty

R E A L TOR 5
HOTY ROBERTS RAY ROBERTS
Corner 17th IL Sycamore
.. .0"-:, -'
Nite 753 ii47)
Phone 7531651
A
101.

Mrs Mona Purdom RN.Admin.
"A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE
SENIOR CITIZEN
imes
Physician On Call At A
753 7109
Drive
View
1505 Stadium

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-ElAic

Storey's Food Giant
Bel

Sales and Service

Air Shopping Center

Phone 753 5502

105 No 4th Street

,

Phone 751 1997

17th 8. Chestnut

Hendon's Service Station

i

MACK &MACK
e
Safes ilW Servic
Motors Dealer

I.

.

Murray thiffitlYdrai.:

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M. - PH. 713-5334

oi:rw• Shirley Garden Center

SPAGHE TT!
PIZZA
HENNY PENNY CHICKEN
Orders
All
on
Delivery
25 Cent

Pool Office Equipment & Supplies

Wells Electric

-

al

Trenholm's Drive-in

Phone 753 1933

Murray, Ky.

Benton, Ky

753 3734

Building Lots and
Residential . Commercial - Farm -easing
L
Lake Property-Buy ,ng . Selling.
Pnone 753-7724
518 W. Main

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

753-1711

Rt 4

-

NOIWie.--

6

Paschall Truck Lines

Ph 753 9636

Murray,Ky.

Murray's Most Complete Department Store
753 7175
Central Shopping Center

Chestnut St.
753-1715

Phone 7531720

Joe Morris & Sons
Mobile Homes

7.1- 4I.e.
,,-....

---_----

PARK RENTAL
Hwy.04. 1 Mi. E. Murray - Ph. 753-6445

GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat L Soybeans
E.W Outland, Supt
Holmes Ellis, Mgr

COMPLIMENTS

COMPLIMENTS

-----

Member FDIC

753-2385

Phone 753-6148

501 N 4th

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Mann.

-

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential-Sales a Service
Repairs & Installation-Gas a Sewer

"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"

.SALES . SERVICE
--,

•

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

--John D. Grogan_Mobile Homes

5 Points on N. 16th Ext.
- 2 MI. From

ghn
hn
Claude Vaug

A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads Meats
vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service - Open Sundays
Phone 753-2700
Hwy 6,41 North

Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Sales-Service-Parts
Complete Boating Supplies
94 E At Murray Bait Co

Murray's Only Authorized S Ivania Dealer
Complete Repair Service Cil),,Aii Makes

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th Call in Orders 733-7101

Seriiing Murray State University
753-7334

Smorgasbord

Sales and Service

Ktii,„4„ Fria

'
Wallaces
Book Store

_---C-01011-itit-HOUSO

1413 Olive Blvd

Orten's TV

"West Kentucky Transportation Center"
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp. Dealer
753-1377
4th at Poplar

i
"BIBLES S.
RELIGIOUS
BOOKS"

753.3164

6011 Coldwater Rd.

Taylor Motors, Inc.

Phone 751-1319

Industrial Road

Lassiter & Frankhouser
Glass Company

Phone 753-4832

Oth at Chestnut

SERVICE
MASSEY-FERGUSON SAUEY AND

Ph. 4744211 Ext. 171

Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger -Truck Is Farm Tires

CONDITIONING
HEATING - SHEET METAL - Alit

Stokes Tractor & implement Co.

.LW. WfLPIAM-MON.
*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS*
Ky Lake State Park

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

753.1751

709 S. 7th

753-4025

Phone 753-8181

Ewing Tire Service

DIV

JAS. D CLOPTON

Gerrald Boyd-Owner
-Complete Automatic Transmission Service.
_Front End Alignment- ,
-Comolete Tune-up & Repair Service-

Kenlake Marina

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut

A.

Sholar's Auto Repair

Highway 641 North

Ph. 753-5209

Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration

With Over 20 Years Experience
Radio-Stereo-T.V
753-2900
Hwy
Mayfield

753 7991

Five Points

BURGER
QUEEN

Dunn furniture, TV &
Appliance

Way men Chap*,
AME Church
Morning Services 10:43 A.M

Randy Thornton Service Co.

Tucker TV Sales & Service
-Agril Dealer
Your „Z__...

Palace Cafe

%tikliii

@ A P Oil Willi

Sunday School 11:00 •.m. lit
Sunday-10:00 a.m. ariti.. 3rd. a
ien Sunday
Mt. Carmel
~thin Service 10:00 am. Ind.
Sunday: 11:00 am..4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1st. 3rd
8. 41ti Sunday: 11:00 am. 2nd
Sunday

▪

I.

"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way".
713-3914
100 So. 13th St.

__.

Mt. Hebron
moolyst
ro asun
oerniria:00
vic
Worshyip_ iStirroo
sonoo

Mayfield Hwy. 121

753-2411

AI

Phone 753.2201

3rd I. Oh Sunday, 6 30 p.m
1st L 3rd & 4th Sunday

Mobilo Horn. Courts

i

PT. 7S3-7494

4

1411 Main Street

Cole's Camp Ground
10 00• rn
Worship Sr vice
.0:1 a m
-tila:141,U11:09
atersun
2nd
1s, 40•
Warship Service 10-00 a rn

Shady Oaks

The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Prayer Changes Us,
Not God

t KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL

YOU
THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN

Lynn Grew*
a yip Service at 9 45 a in Isl
ish
ocr
un,
sW
11 a re 2nd & 4th
Sundays,
& 3rd

Seventh 6ay Adventist
10.03• m
Sabbath School
e.30 a.m
Worship Service

MR & M.S. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS

Boone's Incorporated

Geshen Methodist
Worship Services •t lla m 1St &
7 p m 2nd I. oh
Sundays,
di
3r

Inunamoi Cytherea
• IS• ft+
7004
Sunday SC,
10 30•in
Morning Worship

r,• doily bible mei
r 0.4 •5.•••••••6.•

606 S. 4th

.

It am

St Johe's EpiMiel11110
Sunday S4P1001
111:311..eit
0:308.111
Morning Warship

First Christian
10 30a m., I
Worship Services
pm
Murray Clwisflevi
Worship Services 10- 4.S a in ,7 p.m.

low Open In Our New Location On Arcadia, Across from
he Central Shopping Center- 753-9111115
Boots and Shoes For Any Activity Under The Sun

United10aaMm
4 S'193
11 15
i :0
M
ieCih
scw
iiengysset
t:
sundamiosuned

Wayman Chapel A.M.S.
Warship Services 11111.M../ Rm.

ea menace I. below
ley. be •16611461.4•16

Vernon's Boot & Shoe and Western Store
and Shoe Repair

First Mietttedist

St. Lee Carbone Cherce
Sunday Mass Sam.. 11 a m .4.30
pm
ItSI taut.
Saturday Mass
Christian "bones
11•in
Worship Sec v
Jehovah's Witnesses
10.30•.in
Watchtower
0:3111.01.
Bible Lecture

le lb. Omni
Ile Ord b Yee
-•••.•ambiftealem
••• good /troy raw
worm •611•61d as•d•
10116•••te it 164
Womb.I. mar 10
r dr We is. Iron
ea the trod tr ••
•••114.1 tr• proem=

Christian

jgwiaSunday
d $441106
c1 8.
m. 3r
2nd
2n
Sun°ayy: 1110.0: a.m
3r0
Sunday
00 11United 1101 aa mm
scp.:
sundaTyeas

Christ
Church*.
Of Latter Day Saints
loam
Sunday School

Ta

Pint

ip Wilted
airksay
worsh
11 00• in
Morning
7 00 p in
Evening worship
Coldwater United
00as mm
ovci:e101100
ce:
Worship sS

10 00 a.m.
11:00•.m.

hold fast to right, to God, and when we come
to stand up in judgment, before the "book

Liberty Cumberlan
loam
Sunder School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Hertel nes/of Greve
104.m.
Sunday School
11•.rn.
Worship Service
Oak 047,0111
104.m.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11• m.,7p.m.
Plesent
MINIM
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 pintEvening Worship
Presbyterian
•.t.ri .
30
It
Church Scheel
10.45•m
Worship Service

10 a m
Ilam

Worship
i
Worship
iSiornnci

Coldwater
1050 a.m.
Morning Worship
01P.P1Evening Worship

of life" we shall not be afraid.
We shall be standing for something.

Independence United
Worship Service
ce

Ila.m.
3 P.M •

or family are in jeopardy. Sound footing will
help when vital issues are at stake. May we

Presbyteriand

-

Bethel United
i I 00 a m
lit Sunday
7 CIO p rn
Sunday%
&eh
2nd
9 )Oa rt,
3rd Sunday

Green Plain
Morning Worship
10 45•M.
7p.m.
Evening Worship

Murray Chorea
loam.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Service
Worship
Lecest Greve Church
11 arn
Morning Worship
7p.m.
Evening Worship

Hazel Baptist
Ilam
Morning Worship
7 30p m
Evening Worsnip

&reeks Chapel United
7 00p m
1st Sunday
9 30a m
Sunday
2nd
II 008 m
3rd & On Sundays

UniverSity
Morning worship
'0 30• m.
6 00p.m.
Evening Worship

Nazarene

Sinking Springs
11/im
Morning Worship
Evening worship
7 30p m

Cherry Censer
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Elm Grew
Morning Worship
Evening Warship

Church Of Christ

Low Ook Priatiteee
2:00 P.Ak.
1st. Sunday
10:311
ktd Sunday

Authorized Mercury Outboard
Fiberglass & Aluminum Boat Repairs
West End Eggners Ferry Hwy 68
Ph 474 7144
Aurora
sk
West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5011

(.....--,---0

ro

Pagliai's

II
FAST-FREE-HOT DELIVERY
510 W Main

753-2975

PHILLIPS

CLOSED ON SUNDAYS

66

PHILLIPS u PRoOUCTS
t
No 4th Street

Phone 753-1921
Bus 753-5397

Carroll Tire Service
IRG SZHVICj
141IIIIII
- - - -- - - •
• -

DEALER
YOUR Wet-ROYAL TIRE
. Ili& 1 ???1 Plane 753-)4811.
1105 Pogue 'I 1114111140E.
• ... .
•- -.

Printing
The Businessman's Choice For Fine
Murray, Ky.
1.02 N. 4th
i

Fut

Miss Glenda Joyce White Becomes Bride
Of Ray L. Worthington, Jr., In Lovely
Garden Ceremony At The Blalock Home

&today, August 12
Friday, August la
Annual Lyons reunion will be
and
Legion
American
at Paris, Landing State Park
Auxiliary 73 will meet at the
with a basket lunch to be served
Legion Horne at 7:30 p.m. Post
at noon.
from
there
be
service office will
The annual Burkeen reunion
five to seven p.m to assist
veterans and their dependents will be held at the large
pavilion, Murray City Park. A
with claims.
basket lunch will be served at
Hazel Lodge No. 831 will meet noon. Note change in place and
date.
at 7:30 p.m.
Work day at Green Plain
Cemetery will start at seven
a.m.
Gospel singing featuring the
Buckinghams will be held at the
Drive-in located six miles east
of Hardin on Highway BO at
eight p.m.
Shuffleboard will be played at
the Ellis Center by Senior
Citizens at 6:30 p.m.
Saturday, August 11
Ashitry Cemetery memorial
services will be held at eleven
a.m. with Rev. Billy G. Turner
as speaker. A basket lunch will
be served.
Car Wash, sponsored by
young People of Church of
Nazarene will be at Del's Five
Point Gulf from eight a.m. to
four p.m.

Register Now for

MUSIC
LESSONS

Mr. and Mrs. H. Aultman
Newport will have open house in
celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary at the Hazel
United Methodist Church from
three to five p.m. All relatives
and friends are invited.

The United Methodist Women
of the Russell's Chapel Church
held its regular meeting on
Monday, July 16, at one o'clock
m the afternoon at the church.
Mrs. Hosezella Outland, vicepresident, opened the meeting.
The spiritual leader, Mrs.
Dorothy Simons, gave an inspiring devotion on the trip
Moses took to the mountain and
which mountain. did Moses
climb.
Mrs. Toni Hopson, assistant
secretary, read the minutes,
ga‘'e the treasurer's report, and

Mr. and Mrs. Ray 1. Worthington, Jr.
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BAGGIES
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sizes 27 waist thru 38 waist
One group Knit

One group light weight
Polyester and cotton Flair

PANTS
1/2

odd sizes, broken lots

PRICE

One table Men's

SOCKS
By Hanes

One rack
Jrs , Micces and half sizes.

Beg $1 50

Now 1.00

PANT SUITS-DRESSES
2 PRICE
1
/

BELTS
Sizes 30 thru 46
Good selection Men's

.4

BRIEFS and SHORTS
By

VEST and T-SHIRTS

BY lia"
es
Sm., Med., large and X-Large

One table ladies

1

!
'
1

Shos;- sleeve

SHORTS and
BLOUSES
1/2 PRICE

Sizes 30 thru 44

Good selection Men's

SLACKS
2 PRICE
1
/

4
I

Hanes

Good selection Men's

.

FLAIR JEANS
- By Maverick
Sizes 29 waist thru 38

Reception
The reception was held on the
lawn.
The table was covered with a
white damask cloth with an
embossed border. A Cambridge
Arms arrangement of assorted
spring flowers centered the
table
Assisting at the reception
were Mrs. Allan Kerns, Mrs. J.
T. Page, Mrs. James Hill, and
Mrs. Robert Hendon.

New Shipment Men's

One rack
Polyester
Flair and cuffed

Cheddai-type chtsese Is high
in calcium and protein. Use it
often in family meals.

M.1111 ••• 153-44147

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Kay Thompson of Kirksey
Route One dismissed August 4
from the Community Hospital,
.
Mayfield.

During Our

B Music

sizes 5 thru 18
Reg. 5.99 SALE 319
Reg. 6.99 SALE 4.29
Reg. 8.99 SALE 5.911

I

?bin*

-Open Friday Nights-

FAT
OVERWEIGHT

SLACKS

4 hire. J. B. Burkeen .

SEMI-ANNUAL STOREWIDE SALE
SAVE UP TO 50%

MAGGARD GIRL
Mr. arid Mrs. Ted ',laggard,
1619 Catalina Drive, Murray,
are the parents of a baby girl,
Shelley Rae, weighing six
pounds fourteen ounces, born on
Monday, August 6,8:16 p.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another daughter,
Mitizi, age four. The father is
manager of Long John Silver's.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Paul Maggard of Murray
and Mr. and Mrs. Curbs Hays of
Murray Route Six. Great grnandmothers are Mrs. H.O.
Barber of, Murray, Mrs. H.P.
Maggard of Cumberland, and
Mrs. Theodore Goski of Bristol,
Cann

&99

00W0401q

* FREE DELIVERY

FBIRTHSJ

BAGGIES

with people, and enhancing
your personality.
Delicious cake and cold
drinks were served to the eleven
members and two guest, Mrs.
Mike Carson and Mrs. Louise
Short, by the hostesses, Mrs.
Lora Wilkinson and Mrs. Ruby
Harris.
Hostesses for the August
meeting will be Mrs. Ethel
Walker and Mrs. Susan Adams.

* EASY TERMS

Mr. and Mrs. Oren Simmons
will have open house in
celebration of their 50th wedding anniversary at their home
in the New Providence community on High-say 893 South
from two to five p.m.

s

called the roll in the absence of
the secretary, Mrs. Shirley
Garland.
A special piano solo was
played by Mrs. Louise Short.
The program was given by
Mrs. Rosezella Outland who
selected as her subject,
"Happiness For You" from the
book by Dr. Norman Vincent
Peale.
Suggestions for happiness she
gave were: Making an inventory of your joys, achieving
a positive mental attitude,
learning to pray, getting along

.

Following the reception the
couple left for a honeymoon in
Florida with the bride wearing
a pink and white knit pantsuit
and the orchid from her corsage. The couple are now
resideing at 10314
:Worthington
Road in Owensboro, Ky.
Rehearsal Dinner
The parents of the gtii
entertained the bridal party
with rehearsal dinaer-at
Holiday Inn. Cover's were-laid
for twenty guests.

August Sale
Many Items at Give-Away Prices * Many Items Not Listed
Boy Recliner, one group.
1 Red &'gold stripe velvet 1 Kroehler copper tweed yoc. Lazy
Yolues to $232.00-4159.95
----.
-7
.
pillows
pillow
loose
super ,queen size
tro with OFT
Others At $179.95
. -$599.95 . .Now $399.95 Reg. $369.95 Sole 1/2 Price
mk
ibtag
1 Blue streia velvet Queen
1 American of Martinsville
1 Fairfield crushed red velvet. Anne wing slightly damaged
& Block plaid Heroak glass door china, oval 1 Brown
with brass finials.
Spanish
.
Reg. $169.95 . . . .1/2 Price
early Amen'
table, 2 arm choirs, 4 side colon queen-size
Reg. $399.95 . .Sale $249.95
con.
2 Coral and shrimp button
:halts
$399.95 Two - piece Kroehler Early
Reg. $999.95 . Now $799.95 Rag. $549.95 ..Now Queen _ American Herculon cover, bock Fairfield chairs.
Reg. $149.95 Ea. 1/2 Price
bock
1 8 pc. Sponish dark oak g kiss 1 Loose pillow
5.. .sok $299.95
n or99
"
g.o9Id
.
ree
gsg
& Rust l
Brown
Quilted
Size
1 Copper velvet tub chair con
arm
1
table,
door china oval
temporary
Floral.
choir, 5 side chairs.
e,„„
,
burntSofa
$499.95 . .Now $299.95 1 Early American
Reg. $699.95 . .Now $449.95 Reg.
. 1/' '''''''''''112 Price
with wood "
floral
nylon
orange
1 Gold velvet contemporary
1 8 Pc. Bassett pecan Spanish 1 Early American Queen-Size trim
green or red plaid.
back lounge chair
pillow
$249.95
style glass door china, oval leg
.
$399.95
Sale
Reg.
. $399.95 ..New sigg.gs
$229.95 . . . .1/2 Price
table, 1 arm choir, 5 side
1 98" Coral four cushion loose Reg'
I Super-Queen orange & olchairs.
1 Red velvet shaped toll back
hack Fairfield
American.
Early
keg. $699.95. .Now $499.95 ive
chair,
Fairfield
$299.95 149 $499.95 Sole 1/2 Price
$169.95 e• • • •1/2 Price
13 Pc. Bernhardt modern pecan Meg. $39995 . .Now
R•11.
arm,
wood
1 Spanish Fairfield
povo I table,6 chairs, glass door ',Tuxedo styleiqueen size olive black rind gold cut velvet.
I Sealy • goid, boucle low- ye
plaid Herculon.
ditrro with light.
chair.
$249.95
.Sole
.
$399.95
Mote.
$299.95
Reg. $799.95 . .Now $599.95 Reg. $39995 . Mow
Reg. $139.95 . . . .1/2 Price
queen 1 Early American wing bock
Antique pine 48-inch round 1 Loose pillow back
1 Fairfield avocado stripe
Her- in block vinyl.
table, 6 heavy mates chairs, size brown & gold stripe
velvet
$229.95
.Sale
.
$349.95
Reg.
culon.
3 door buffet.
'95 • •''112 Price
$139
Reg. $1,020.00 Now $599.95 Reg. $449.95 . .Now $349.95 1 Blue Velvet curved sofa, iteli.
1 Yellow floral button brick.
/
•
/
,
4
;
1.->°ck.
oriental
w
1°°se4
bock
pecan
wing
Stanley
type 1 Brown Vinyl
.95 . .Sele $499.95 Reg. $139.95 . . . .1/2 Price
Reg.
rectangular table glass door queen size.
White cut velvet 1 Hekman.
&
1
Olive
china with light, 2 spindle Reg. $399.95 ..psew $299.95
loose pil- leg. $250.00 . . . .1/2 Price
bock arm chairs, 4 side 1 Super queen size loose pil- with contrast welt,
chairs.
low bock printed olive & low t3.k.
1 Red and gold stripe velvet
M•97 $1,219-00 Now $499-95.1rwhite velvet with contrasting "g* •399.95 • 'S°6 $269'95 lounge choir
1 Spanish Olive green loose Reg. $139.95 .
.1/2 Price
welt.
Reg. $599.95 . .Now $299.95 pillow bock with brass trim.
leg. $31P1Mt5 • •Sele- $11110•91
1 Queen-Size Early Amen1 Fairfield loose seat & bock
can block and olive plaid.
Jamison Decorpedic,
Reg. $549.95 ..Now $399.95 cushions olive & gold stripe.
•Soht $199.95
extra firm.
I Brown & Gold Floral wing 1.11• $299.95 •
1 Fairfield Love Seat Beige on
size.
bock
queen
2 Antique White French Bach Regular Size
$299.9; beige stripe loose pillow bock
$179.95 Sale $14915 log. $399.95 . .Now
elor chests
nylon cover.
6 love seat size wing back
Queen Size
Moil• $99.95 . . . .1/2 Price
$199,95
.Sole
.
$299.95
Reg. $239.95 Sale $1999.5 loose pillow, your choice of 1611•
1 French Provincial fruitwood
stripe, floral, or plaid.sirip.
King Size
s 1 Fairfield olive & white cut display case, 2 drawer, glass
,
.95 .
leg. $349.cis sale $299.95 Reg.
Now
bock.
attoched
velvet
doors
1 Two c
Jami.son Sup rerne,
_stnlight_cimn_Ragje_tt“-95
. . . .1/2 Prise----itlell
. • ... •
block vinyl.
Mediu m Firm
.. 1 Curved back deep tufted
gold frame
design
Oblisk
1
.Now
$
'Regular Size
Mag. 269-95 •
beige & olive floral
.
Reg. $159.95 Sole
1 Red nylon floral- _Lawson Reg. $399.95 . .S&.$249.95 curt°•
Reg. $299.95 . . . .1/2 Price
Queen Sian
Arm Queen Size.
et 1 Blue & white cut velvet
Reg. $199.95 Sale $159.95 mo9• $399-95
1 Blue accent dropleof living
- •14°w $269'" attached back by Fairfield.
King Size
Reg. tagrelts . .sse 049.95 room table.
Queen
Size
Velvet
Gold
I
$229.95
Reg $299 95 Sole
St."95
• -toose pillow bock
• v ;t12-"ce°$399.95' LcilIlloyRockertetteeBrown
2 Thomasvi I le end tablespecon
Mote- $499.95. .Now
nylon floral
Reg. $460.00 . .Sale $299.95 1 drawer
Reg. $259.95 . . . .1/2 Price
3 Pc. solid maple double dress1 Stanley antique white olive
er, mirror, chest, spindle bed
striped secretary.
Reg. $399.95 Sal* $299.95
Reg. $429.95. . . .1/2 Price
4 Pc. Bassett large triple dress- 1Kroehler Straight line loose
er with two gold frame mir- pillow bock Herculon tweed, 2 Yellow floral quilted chintz
1 Peton.octagonol lamp table.
tall wing.
rors, armoire type chest, head- old, brown, and
white
g.
Reg. $199.95 Ea. 1/2 Price Rae. $99•95 • • "3/2 Price
board and night stand,
$1,199.95 sok $799.95 Reg. $399.95 Sole 1/2 Price
Rag.
.lRed velvet tufted back Fair- 3 Pc. set pecan tables, 2-1
1 Kroehler loose pillow back
drawer end tables, 1 cocktail
'
field
triple
pecan
Thomasville
4 Pc.
olive, gold and black Hercutable.
.
.
.1/2
Price
.
Reg.
$139.95
dresser, with twin mirrors, Ion.
Reg. $209.95 . . .1/2 Price
armoire chest, headboard and Reg. $399.95 Sale 1/2 Prior 1 Sealy Lawson arm gold and
1 Pecan and glass lighted
green plaid Herculon.
nite stand
Reg.$1424.00 Sale $1,199.95 1 Kroehler loose pillow back, Reg. $159.95 . . . .1/2 price curio.
brown stripe Herculon with 1 Sealy
Price
.
green, gold, white It". $149.95 . . .1/2
3 Pc. American of Martins- arm
pillows.
1 3 Pc. set pecan and burl trim
•
ville oak triple dresser with Reg. $399.95 Sale 1/2 Price stripe Herculon.
Reg. $159.95 . . .1/2 price tables, 2 2 door end tables and
twin mirrors, door-chest, head1 Four - Cushion loose pillow
1 cocktail table
board.
2 Gold, green, white plaid
Price
lleg.
Rag. $799.95 Sale $599.95 bock tuxedo in olive American fireside
f
wing chairs.
velvet.
1e61:aW
r
$3
p
.112
3 Pc. Bassett oak triple dress- Reg. $399.95 Sale 1/2 Price Reg. $219.95 Ea. 1/2 Pprice 6
1/2 Price
Reg. $22.59
er with mirror, chest, queen
1 Tuxedo sofa, three cushion, 2 White and avocado Spanish
or reg. size headboard.
tall
bock
chairs.
I Pewter finish and black
Reg. $399.95 Sale $299.95 loose pillow bock, bronze &
1149• $149•93 Ea. 1/2 Price leather folding valet rack Imgold velvet.
Reg. $399.95 Sale 1/2 Moo flieO
kildchg
aoirld multi stripe Fair- port •
Reg. $145.00 . . .1/2 Price
1 Fairfield gold stripe velvet,
. .1/2 Prke
.
.
Reg.
$169.95
100" tuxecis -attached. arm
3 Pc: contemporary_ set ot
1 Sealy green stripe cut vel- tables
1 Tuxedo sty le queen size pillows.
walnut and cane, 2-2
choir,
gold Herculon
Reg: $499.9.5‘ Selo 1/2 Price vet
door end tables, 1 cocktail
Reg. $449.95 . . . 1/2 Pries 1 Kroehler attached back,gold Neg. $169.95 . . . .1/2 Price
1 Gold round bock Fairfield Reg. $249.95 . . . .1/2 Price
1 Blue & red floral Early vectra tweed.
American by Kroehler
Reg. $369.95 Sale 1/2 Price chair.
fteg $139.95 . . . .1t2 Price 1 Swivel Maple bar stool
lag. $499.95 . .1/2 Price
' 1/2 Price
log.
$39.95
1 Olive green or gold nylon 1 Brown Fun-Fur fobric 100" 1 Blue Antique velvet cane
tables, 2 door
pecan
set
Pc
3
tuxedo slightly damaged
bock French arm chair.
wing back,
peke end tables, 1 cocktoil tabie
in
Price
1/2
Sole
$499.95
Prkaltil.
.112
.
,95
4163,.._$Z99
_t
..1/2 ?tire
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Russell's Chapel Methodist Women Hold Regular Meet

Story, One
Miss Glenda Joyce White, Them From Love
and the
Heart,
One
Hand
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Otley
porus, and
111Witecl ofiedins left I
White of Route 4, Murray, and traditional Bridal
Ray L. Worthington, Jr., son of recessional.
'* PIANO
Bride's Dress
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Worthington,
The bride, given in marriage
*ORGAN
Sr., of Owensboro were united
attired in a
in marriage in a lovely summer by her father, was
* VOICE
white crepe
of
gown
length
floor
garden wedding at the home of
softly to the
* GUITAR
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Blalock of satin gathered
the normal
Murray at six thirthy o'clock in bodice above
The (winner Ran can help you
* DRUMS
with a
designed
and
waistline
you
that
person
trim
become the slim
the evening.
be Odrinex has been used
would like
* BANJO
of self ruffle triznmed in lace along
minister
Crutchfield,
Dean
successfully by thousands all over the
and the
the Church of Christ in Trenton, the neckline,the bodice,
* ACCORDION
country for 14 years. Get rid of excess
sleeves
Bishop
long
The
skirt.
Tenn., performed the doublerat see live longer.
Theory lessees and Musk
Odrinex is a tiny tabiet and easily ring ceremony beneath an arch were of embossed fleurett on
Bawls available for our
swallowed:Contains no dangerous drugs
imported silk organza.
students.
No starving No swill exercises entwined with greenery and
She wore for her something
of
large
flanked with two baskets
Odrinex Plan costs $3.25 and the
Phone 753-7575
economy size $5 25.
spring Powers. The old a black onyx ring of her
assorted
was
You must lose ugly at or your
aisle was bordered with a white great aunt'ssomething new
money will be refunded. No questions
something
gown,
wedding
her
and
with
flowers.
fence
picket
asked Accept no substitutes Sold
this guarantee by:
Dixieland Center
Mrs. James D. Clapton, borrowed was her viel, and
Savrite orues-sei Air Shopping
played Lara's Theme, something blue was the
pianist.
Center
-Murray, Ky.
traditional blue garter. She
carried a lucky Sixpence in her
shoe.
Her veil fashioned of illusion
net was attached to a headpiece
of white daisies and matching
pearls. She carried a cascade
bouquet of pastel colored spring
flowers.
Mrs. Kennie Colson, cousin of
the bride, served as matron of
From
honor. She wore a floor length
gown of flocked floral chiffon
'lleb
Phone 753-2449
306 Main
over taffeta. Misses Pat White
Values to $3.99
One Table boys
and Pam White, sisters of the
Boys Short Sleeve Perma-Press
bride, served as bridesmaids.
JEANS odd sizes, broken lots 2.00
They wore gowns fashioned like
SHIRTS iket 2.99 sov 2.39
that of the matron of honor.
All boys light weight
The attendants also wore
10%
Poplin, Nylon
'-Good Selection boys
baby's breath in their hair and
JACKETS
and Denim
OFF
SOCKS By Hanes
carried bouquets of multicolored flowers.
BOY'S
18
Yrs.
2
Sizes
Good selection Boys
George Wathen of Owensboro
T-SHIRTS and BRIEFS
served as best man GroomSHOES
CANVAS
By masa
Xisen_ were Buddy Ellis of
'-Bors slim regulars
Iiew Shipment
Owensboro and Jim Bell of
waist
20
Sizes
3.99 and 4.99
Louisville. The groom, father of
JEANS
thru 28 waist
BELTS
groom, father of the bride,
the
Maverick
By Stephen and
and groomsmen wore light blue
tuxedos trimmed in black with
(ine rack girls
Girls
sizes 8,12 thru 3 white ruffled shirts.
The bride's mother chose for
2 PRICE
1
SPORTSWEAR /
;
Regular 3.99_Sale 3.19
the occasion a pale blue knit
1
SANDALS
dress with hoick accessories.
Regular 2.99 Sale 2.39
Her corsage was a white
One table denim
cymbidium orchid. The groom's
girls
One table
mother wore a pale blue floor
7.99
BAGGIE JEANS
length dress with matching blue
I
By
Stephens
2
1
/
PRICE
and
TOPS
SHORTS
accessories. She also wore a
28 waist thru 36 waist
white cymbidium orchid.
The guest register was kept
by Mrs. Douglas McFadden,
Good selection denim
One table White
sister of the groom.
Polyester and Cotton

•
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By Fred GI
County Extension
The interest i
seems to.be
Calloway County,
Calloway County
indication.
The Fair opened
exhibits with one
Jersey Cattle a
state. T'here were
five entries in the
The exhibitors
in the show were
Teddy Potts- R.
Debra, Larry and.
R. 1, Kirksey; Krit
R. 5, Murray; Sat
1, Mayfield; Block
Farm-McLemores
Cindy and Carli
R. 2, Mayfield; P
University - Mum
and White- R. 4,
Kenneth and Aleni
2, Hazel.
Winner of each
follows:
Open & 4-H-FFA
Cindy Sanders
Tucker, 4-H; JE
FFA.
Fall Sr. Calf
White; Debra Tuc
Stubblefield, FF/
Summer Sr.(
Potts; Debra Tuc
Stubblefield, FFA
Jr. Yearling and Larry Tucker
Sr. Yearling White, also F
Champion; Debra
Kilt Stubblefield,
2 Yr. Old Cows
blefield, open St
Tucker,4-H.
3 Yr. Qld Ce
Jerseys; Kennett
H; Kilt Stubbleflo
4 Yr. Old Cows Unviversity; Alen
H; Larry Tucke
5 Yr. Old &
Murray State
Kenneth Paschall
The Holstein-F
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Large Number Entered In Livestock Exhibits, Fair
By Fred Gillum
County Extension agent in 4—H
The interest in livestock
seems to be increasing in
Calloway County, if this year's
Calloway County Fair is any
indication.
The Fair opened its livestock
exhibits with one of the largest
Jersey Cattle Shows in the
state. There were one-hundred
five entries in the nine classes.
The exhibitors participating
in the show were as follows:
Teddy Potts- R. 1, Murray;
Debra, Larry and Jerry TuckerR. 1, Kirksey; Krit StubblefieldR. 5, Murray; Sam Howard-R.
1, Mayfield; Blockbetter Jersey
Farm-McLemoresville, Tenn.;
Cindy and Carla Sanderson
R. 2, Mayfield; Murray State
University - Murray; Blalock
and White- R. 4, Murray; and
Kenneth and Alene Pach11 - R.
2, Hazel.
Winner of each class is as
follows:
Open & 4-H-FFA — Jr. Calf Cindy Sanderson; Debra
'nicker, 4-H; Jerry Tucker,
FFA.
Fall Sr. Calf - Blalock &
White; Debra Tucker, 4-H; Krit
Stubblefield, FFA.
Summer Sr. Calf - Teddy
Potts; Debra Tucker, 4-H; Krit
Stubblefield, FFA.
Jr. Yearling - Teddy Potts;
and Loy Tucker, FFA.
,Sr. Yearling - Blalock —
White, also Reserve Jr.
Champion; Debra Tucker, 4-H;
Krit Stubblefield, FFA.
2 Yr. Old Cows - Krit Stubblefield, open & FFA; Debra
Tucker,4-H
3 Yr. Q,id Cows - Howard
Jerseys; Kenneth Paschall, 4H; Krit Stubblefield, FFA.
4 Yr. Old Cows - Murray State
Unviversity; Alene Paschall, 4H; Larry Tucker, FFA,
5 Yr. Old & Over CowsMurray State University;
Kenneth Paschall, 4-H.
The Holstein-Friesian Cattle

Show was held on Thursday,
July 19. Exhibitors participating in the show were as
follows: David Hobbs, Hobbs
Haven Farm - R. 2, Mayfield;
Terry Brown - Murray;
Shackelford Farm - Trenton,
Tenn.; Jeff Smith- Mayfield;
Hickory Knob Farm - Hickory;
Sandra Lou Stark - R. 2,
Murray; Glenn McCuiston - R.
4, Murray; Christy Jo and
Katrine Wilds - Dukedom,
Tenn.; Steve Rogers - Fulton;
and Mike and Lisa Rogers - R. 7,
Murray.
Winner of each class is as
follows:
Jr. Calf - Sandra Lou Stark,
open & 4-H.
Fall Sr. Calf - Hobbs Haven
Farm; Sandra Lou Stark, 4-H;
Steve McCuiston, FFA.
Summer Sr. Calf- HobbHaven Farm; Sandra Stark, 4Jr. Yearling - Shackelford
Farm, Also Jr. Champion;
Sandra Stark, 4-H; Steve McCuiston, FFA.
Sr. Yearling - Sandra Lou
Stark, also Reserve Jr.
Champion.
Yr. Old Cows - Steve McCuiston, also FFA; Sandra
Stark, 4-H
3 Yr. Old Cows - Glenn McCuiston; Steve McCuiston,
FFA; Sandra Stark, 4-H
4. Yr. Old Cows - Hobbs
Haven Farm; Steve McCuiston,
FFA; Sandra Stark, 4-H.
5 Yr. Old and Over Cows Sandra Lou Stark,open and 4-H,
also Grand Champion; Glenn
McCuiston, second and Reserve
Grand Champion; Steve MeCuiston, FFA.
Lisa Rogers won the
Showmanship Competition and
will receive a halter from Ryan
Milk Co.
The Dairy Shows were judged
by Ray Spann, West Tennessee
Dairy Specialist. The Show
Committees were as follows:
Co-Chairman of the Jersey
Show were Paul Blalock and
Bill Ed Hendon, Carman Parks,

E. Howton, and J. C. Kemp.
Holstein-Friesain Show Charles B. Stark and W. D.
McCuiston,
Co-Chairman;
Carman Parks, E. B. Howton,
and J. Kemp, members.
The Beef Cattle Show was
held Friday, July 20. Champion
Herefords were shown by
Lakeside Polled Hereford rarm
of Tennessee. Champion Angus
were shown by Wallace Farms
of Princeton, and Sugar Lawn
Farms of Hopkinsville. The
Beef Cattle Show was judged by
John Barter of Russellville.
Harvey Ellis was Chairman of
the Show and Fred Gillum and
Carman Parks were committee
members.
This marked the first year for
a Swine Show at the County Fair
in over 25 years. The Show was
held on Saturday morning and
was judged by Dr. Ronnie
Edwards,
Area
Swine
Specialist, from Princeton's
U. K. Substation. Dan Winters
served as Chairman of the Show
and Paul Bailey, Charles
Chaney and Fred Gillum served
on the Planning Committee.
There were classes for Spring
Farrowed Pigs in the Hampshire, Duroc, Chester White and
Yorkshore breeds. Boars and
gilts were exhibited separately
by their birth month. A summer
of the Swine Show is as follows:
Hampshire Boars- Glenn
Warren, Hardin, First and
Second in the February and
January Classes; Paul Bailey,
First March and Glenn Warren,
Second and Third March Boars.
March Farrowed gilts - Bill
Bailey, tat in open and youth;
Paul Bailey, Second; Glenn
Warren. Third.
February Farrowed Gilts Jerry Lassiter, 1st in open;
Glenn Warren, id and 3rd in
open.
Janurary Gilts
Glenn
Warren, 1st and 2nd.
Yorkshire Boar and Gilt
Oasses were won by Vasteen
Reeves of Hickory.

Dune Bear & Gilt Classes
were won by Jimmy Keith of
eAk
Hickory.
Keith's 1st place January
By Abigail Van Buren
Boar was selected as the Ilest
Breeds winner, and releadvad
the Sweepstakes Trophy
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I have been separated
donated by the Stella Feed Mill.
for over a year. He has been living all this time with the
Bill Bailey exhibited two
woman he left me for—after 26 years of marriage.
outstanding "Pen of Three"
My husband is 60, she is 46, and lam 58. I knew he
and
1st
entries and received
had been seeing her, but I ignored it, hoping he'd get over
2nd in the open and youth
her.
divisons. Bill's first March Gilt
Our daughter is getting married soon. She wants a
went on to be Champion
small garden wedding with a few close friends and relaHampshire Gilt in the open and
tives. We were once a very happy family and my daughcounty youth shows.
ter wants her father at her wedding.
Bill Bailey also won the OnI hear he is planning on bringing this other woman to
Foot Barrow Show and was
thelvedding. I've never seen her, but friends say she is the
clinging, bud, pocwssive type.
followed by Timmy Keith of
Hickory and Paul Batley.
.
I have not been in communication with him since he
left me, so there is no way I can ask him not to bring his
There were 56 head entered in
lady friend to the wedding. If he brings her, how far must
The Fair, making the Show one
my good manners be stretched? Unfortunately, I still care
of the largest in Western Kentucky. Plans are already un- - for him, but I don't want to play the role of the poor
rejected wife.
DISTRESSED IN N. J.
derway for expanding the show
and possibly adding permanent
DEAR DISTRESSED: If your daughter wants her fafacilities.
ther to attend her wedding, she should, without any prompt4-H and FFA members
ing. ask him to come alone. If he is as much a gentleman
receiving 1st place in each thee
as you are a lady, he'll not insist on bringing his friend
are eligible for travel expense
with him. If he does, and your daughter makes her welmoney to the Kentucky State
come, feeling as you do, you have a right to stay away,
Fair in August.
and I wouldn't blame you. Your daughter should see to It

1:30
— FREE REFRESHMENTS —
— BACK ,TO SCHOOL ON BALCONY —

The Executive Council of the
Calloway County High School
Chapter of the Future
Homemakers of America held
its summer meeting at the
school on Tuesday, July 31.
Melinda Taylor, president,
presided at the meeting. The
officers discussed activities for
the new year and ways to improve and increase participation by all members in the
chapter.
Each officer discussed and
asked for suggestions from the
other officers for ways the
duties of her office would be
done more accurately.
Following the council meeting
the various committees met to
plan their work.
were
present
Officers
Melinda Taylor, president;
Norita Cassity, first vicepresident; Anita Chaney,
second vice-president; Mary
Beth Hays, parliamentarian:
June Murdock, secretary;
Brenda Overcast, treasurer;
Patsy Burkeen, reporter;
Karen Haley, historian; Suzette
Hughes, recreational leader;
Patty Reaves, devotional
leader; Vicki Weatherford,
song leader.
Committee members present
were Lynn Erwin, Alene
Paschall, Linda Bonner, Sandy
Bibb, Becky Imes, Melinada
Fulkerson, Shelia Kirk, Janet
Byerly, Jennifer Lovett, Janet
Usrey, Bonnie Smith, and
Kathy Harding,

The home of Mrs Joe Pat
Witherspoon—wee the lovely.setting for a baby shower given
for Mrs. Leonard Elzie and
baby, Allison Skye, on Monday
evening.
The gift table was .covered
with a floor length pink linen
cloth. The centerpiece consisted
of a free standing fancy pink
umbrella with a baby doll
seated beneath it.
The serving bar was
decorated with pink surpbe
daisies. Guests were served
pink marbled cake with white
Icing and pink punch in crystal
plates and cups.
Game prizes were won by
Mrs. Thomas Wilkins, Mrs. Guy
Cunningham,
and
Mrs.
Christopher Latunde who
presented them to the honorees.
Guests attending were
Mesdames Starkie Coition,-Jr.,
Claude Miller, Christopher
Latunde, Guy Cunningham,
Mike Casteel, Bobby Johnson,
and Elmer Sholar. Eighteen
orther guests sent gifts.
The hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. Joe Pat Witherspoon,
Mrs. Mason Billington, Mrs.
Max Reed, Mrs. Allen McCutchen, and Mrs. Thomas
Wilkins.
Watch For The

LITTLETON'S
"The Happy Yellow Store"
Court-Square

Murray, Ky.

that yoor feelings are protected and if she doesn't, she will
have made the choke.
DEAR ABBY: Seymour and I went together for about a
year We declared our love for one another and talked
about marriage. We fought a lot over trivial things. It was
one of those off-again, on-again romances from the start.
Last month, in anticipation of his birthday which is
next week, I bought him a silver wine goblet and had both
our names engraved on it. Well, we just had a terrible fight
and broke up for good. Seymour asked me to return all the
gifts he'd given me, but I refused.
Abby, since I bought the goblet for Seymour I think I
should give it to him anyway My friends say I shouldn't.
NOT SURE
What do you say?
DEAR NOT: If you give Seymour the goblet anyway, be
will think you want the romance to be on again. IDo yout'l
"To thine own self be true,"
DEAR ABBY. I am an adult and I want to change my
WHOLE name. I never liked my given name. It is confusing inasmuch as it's used for both males and females. My
family name Is very long and difficult to spell and pronounce, and even more difficult to remember.
What is the procedure? Does it cost anything? How
long does it take? Whom do I have to see, and where is
that person tor office] located? Thank you. I. M. SERIOUS
DEAR SERIOUS: The procedure Is a legal one, so we
a lawyer. You should have no difficulty changing your
WHOLE name for the above mentioned reasons.

Calloway High FHA
Executive Board
Hold Meeting

Baby Shower Held
For Mrs. Elzie At
Witherspoon Home

Fashion Show
Fall Saturday,
August 11

Should 'other woman'go
to daughter's wedding?

•LARGEST SELECTION
• LOWEST PRICES

PRESEASON SAVINGS!!

wr

Bolts
Quality, Full
ta, First
Woolens
64" wide
•52"toWoolens, Mohair &
• 100%
Woolens Herringbones
&
• Nylon Tweeds &
• Classic Checks and Solids
Plaids,
•
many others
may'
• and

BRUSHED' DENIM
•Reg. S1.99 yd,
•100'4, Cotton
•New Fall Colors

FIRST

Quality, Full Bolts
• First
wide
,40 45" Acrylic
100%
•
Wool
• Polzester &
Wool
10t%
Fall patterns
• Nrmest

USE OUR LAY-AWAY
A small down payment well hold your
. buy now, sew late,
purchase tor you

WE SELL FOR LESS
BECAUSE WE OWN OUR OWN MILLS!
A o,visioN OF 00:E OF HE WORLD'S FOREMOST APPAREL MANLIFACIURERS

Grand Opening
Of The

Educational
Learning Center
Stadium View Dr
Formerly Mother Goose
Nursery

204 W. WASHINGTON

Paris, Tn.

9- 5(M • Th)
9-6 (Friday)
9 - 5:30 (Saturday)
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Focus On Football

Geiberger And Iverson
Share Tournament Lead

Orioles Regain First Place Lead While
St Louis Is Stuck In A Losing Streak

a 2-Door Hardtop
you've got to drive
to believe.
New Datsun 610.
The new Datsun 610 2-Door Hardtop delivers
more power, more pleasure, more luxury tor the
buck than any other economy car around. Ws a
Datsun Original
The 2-Door Hardtop delivers more power, more
pleasure, more luxury for the buck than any other
economy car around
PERFORMANCE
• New 180Citc overhead cam engine
• New power-assist front disc brakes
• New fully independent rear suspension
• New rugged unibody construction
LUXURY
• Whitewalls and sports wtiecisayers
• Fully reclining bucket seats
• Tinted gtass
• Rear window defroster
• Full carpeting
• Custom vinyl interior
• Sports console
The new Datsun 610 series. The luxury ecreuirny
cars,ttatsun Originals. Availatte in 4-Citior Sedan,
2-Door Hardtop and S-Door Wagon models. So
different you've got to-try them to believe them.
- Drive a Datsun...therlitecide. '

One time a strikeout might as
superlatives. The right-hander
has won 10 games, saved 23 well not be a strikeout is when
and fashioned a 2.47 earned run it is a wild pitch.
Another time a strikeout is
average while working in relief.
Marshall did what he is pri- not a strikeout is when it is a
manly paid to do Thursday— foul tip that is not caught.
Minnesota Manager Frank
choke off late-inning threats.
He came into the game with QUilici remembers seeing the
one out and Giants on first and wild pitch strikeout and is eonthird and preserved the victory vinced he saw the foul tip one
as well in Baltimore's 2-1 victofor Mike Torrez.
Two-run homers by Jim ry over Minnesota Friday
Lyttle and Ken Singleton gave night.
The Orioles moved back into
Montreal an early 4-0 lead and
then the Expos had to rely on first place in the American
Marshall in the late going to League's East Division with the
pull out their fifth victory in six slim victory that turned on the
two strikeouts.. one that was
.•
games.
The victory moved the hot and one that wasn't.
Tommy Davis was involved
Expos into second place in the
National League East,four per- in all the Oriole scoring. He
centage points ahead of the idle homered in the first inning and
Pittsburgh Pirates and 4ks struck out on Bert Blyleven's
wild pitch in the third with
games behind St. Louis.
In the National League's oth- Mery Rettenmund, who had
er games, the Los Angeles tripled, trotting home with the
Dodgers nipped the New York eventual winning run on the
Mets 1-0: the Atlanta Braves play
Mike Cuellar carried the 2-0
beat the St. Louis Cardinals 8-6
into the ninth but was
lead
Padres
Diego
San
the
and
stopped the Philadelphia nicked for a run on George Mitterwald's two-out single. Then
Phillies 10-9 in 11 innings.
came the controversial foul tip
Dodgers 1, Mets 0
Manny Mota's eighth-inning strikeout.
Pinch hitter Bobby Darwin
single snapped a 24-inning
scoreless streak for Los Ange- was at bat and swung at a 1-2
les and Claude Osteen pitched pitch. Plate Umpire Larry
the Dodgers to a 1-0 triumph Barnett signalled a foul tip in
over New York. Osteen, who the dirt and before he could say
allowed four hits, was locked in Earl Weaver, there was the
a scoreless duel with Jerry Baltimore manager and his
Koosman until the Dodger rally catcher, Ellie Hendricks, anxious to discuss the call.
in the eighth.
-Barnett thought it hit the
Braves 8, Cardinals 6
Dave Johnson capped a five- dirt." said Weaver. ''But
run rally in the eighth with a there's no way he can see
three-run homer, helping At- through Elrod. All I said to him
lanta beat St. Louis 8-6. The was, 'Please ask Frantz."
Braves' big eighth gave them a Barnett looked to first base
7-2 lead and helped them with- ump Art Frantz for help and
stand a four-run uprising by St. the news wasn't good for the
Louis in the ninth. The loss was Twins. Frantz ruled Darwin
the fourth straight for St. had missed the ball for strike
three and the ball game.
Louis.
Elsewhere in the American
Padres 10, Phillles 9, 11 Innings
Dave Roberts, who earlier League Thursday, Chicago
drove In three runs-, -doubled edged Detroit 5-4, Milwaukee
home John Grubb from first nipped California 6-5 and Kanbase le the Ilth inning to give sas City shaded Boston 3-2. The
San Diego a 10-9 success over other teams were not scheduled.
Philadelphia.
White Sox 5, Tigers 4
By MAI. BOCK
Chicago squeezed by Detroit
Associated Press Sports Writer 6-4 on rookie Bill Sharp's ninth
Today's baseball quiz: When inning home run.
is a strikeout not a strikeout'
The loss dropped the Tigers

Own a Datsun Original.
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gery the past winter. However,
he has notshovrn his old rookie
form so far in training.
To give Plunkett some help,
blocking
Fairbanks picked
guard John Hannah of Alabama, running back Sam Cunningham of Southern California
and wide receiver Darryl Stingley of Purdue in the first round
of the draft.
The Patriots acquired three
choices via trades, including
one which sent Carl Garrett to
the Chicaso Bears. Garrett was
an outstanding running back
and receiver before falling into
disfavor with New England last
season.
Hannah looked good in his debut against Oakland, but Cunningham and Stingley have
been sidelined with knee inFairbanks, who left college juries.
coaching security at Oklahoma
Stingley is an outstanding
to take over as a general man- prospect, but faces a fight for a
ager and coach with a lucrative
contract in the pro ranks, refuses to criticize the Patriots
individually, but knows what he
111) against.
"Wition't-hove the talent to
be a contender, so we just have
to try to get the best from what
we have in every game," Fairbanks says.

By DAVE O'HARA
Associated Press Sports Writer
FOXBORO, Mass. (AP) —
Chuck Fairbanks, the new head
coach of the hapless New England Patriots, may not believe
everything he reads. But there
are some things he can't miss
as he prepares for his National
Football League debut.
A bookmaker in Las Vegas
lists the Patriots as 100-1 to
make the Super Bowl, and even
some loyal fans think the odds
Cathy Rameet—of teralovele -- should be -More-Me 100,0004.
(JUST SPECTATORS NOW—Carol Sc'haefer Weft) of Loufsvilleluid
year old girls doubles. The
relax and match some other matches after they were the winners of the 12
One computer fed various
for the title.
Louisville
!Iolanda(
Kim
and
Stegner
Beth
of
team
the
defeat
to
two combined
data (figures New England
iStaff Photo by Mike Brandon
won't win a game, at least during the regular season, and
some fans agree with the electronic brain.

Deaf APSU Player
Now With Big Red
,NORMAL, M.(AP) — "It's
not only a challenge to him, it's
a tremendous challenge to
me," said the defensive coordinator of the St. Louis Cardinals,
The Cardinals' Sid Hall, tutoring 6-foot-5 rookie Bonnie
Sloan, 23,'calls the determined
athlete's only obstacle "that of
communicating with us."
Sloan, born deaf, was selected 10th by the Cardinals
during last winter's National
Football League draft.
If the 260-pound product of
Austin Peay State University
survives final pre-season cuts,
he may become the NFL's first
player without hearing.
"1 think if he could hear, he
would've been chosen in the
second or third roura:1,, said
Hall, who has been impressed
by Sloan's strength, balance
and quickness as a tackle.
_..LAAitis.hebas.a.11.1be
cal requisites. We're more sophisticated than what he was

used to in college, but he's
picking it up. He's very alert.
He's an intelligent kid."
Sloan's aggressiveness while
at Austin Peay and ability to
invade opponents' backfields
caught the eye of Cardinal
scouts.
His progress has been so consistent that he may be a starter
on the left side of the line when
the Cardinals play the San
Diego Chargers in a pre-season
game Saturday night.
Meanwhile, the Cardinals
consider Sloan's mere presence
"The challenge is not without
its humor," Hall said. "Sometimes we forget and yell at
him. But one thing, he never
gets chewed out,"
NASHVILLE, Term. — Second-seeded Billie Jean King
, beat unranked Kerry Harris of
Australia 6-4, 6-1 in the second
round of -the--$35,900' Nashville
stop on the women's pro tennis
tour.

one-half game back of Baltimore in the tight Al. East race.
The Tigers had tied the score
in the bottom of the eighth on
singles by Willie Horton and
Rill Freehan and an infield out.
Royals 3, Red Sox 2
Hal McRae drove in two runs
with a triple and a homer to
help Kansas City defeat Boston
3-2. McRae also made a big defensive play, robbing Orland
Cepeda of an extra base hit
with a catch in right field in
the sixth inning.
The Royals are still first in
the Al. West. one game ahead
of Oakland
Brewers 6, Angels 5
Dave May's two-run homer in
the ninth inning gave Milwaukee its 6-5 comeback victory over California. He connected against his namesake.
pitcher Rudy May of the Angels
Johnny Briggs had a two-run
homer for the Brewers and
Mike Epstein poked a three-run
homer for California

Fairbanks, the sixth coach in
Patriots' history, is inheriting a
team which had a 3-11 record
and scored just 192 points while
allowing a whopping 446 last
fall. With figures like that,
there can hardly be anything
but,improvement.
"We need a lot of improvement to be a good team," Fairbanks said after the Patriots
dropped an exhibition opener to
San Francisco 20-7 and then
rallied for a 17-17 tie with Oakland. "We're trying.
Heiman Trophy winner Jim
Plunkett is the key to the New
England offense. Clobbered
while sacked often last year, he
Is healthy again after knee sur-

regular job. Wide receivers
back are Reggie Rucker, Tommy Reynolds and Randy Vataha.
Fairbanks' biggest problem
may be on defense. He acquired middle linebacker Edgar
Chandler from Buffalo, but has
not been able to swing any other major deals. The defensive
line is going to have to put
more pressure on opposing
quarterbacks and defensive
backs are going to have to du
better than last year.
At the moment, Fairbanks
does not plan to install the
Wishbone offense, which he
made popular at Oklahoma
However, if things go bad during the season, he just may try
it on occasions. That would
mean Brian Dowling, the backup quarterback, at the controls
because of Plunkett's vulnerable knees.
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FALL SALE
Sturdi-House
PORTABLE

0.1

STORAGE BUILDINGS
Quantity

2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Size
frx8'
8'x10'
8'x14'

Double Doors

8'x16'
10'x20'
8'x10' Red Barn
8'x12' Green Barn

Reg.
'345.00
'416.00
'546.00
'585.00
'910.00
'470.00
'540.00

Dog Houses 2'x3'

Now

$30500
5368"
$4855°
s525°°
'805°°
s41500
$477"
$3000

Sturdi-House Storage Houses are delivered fully erected and ready for immediate use.
It needs no land pre-preparation or on-site construction to cause delay ...
and you know EXACTLY what your building will cast

WE DELIVER

DARNELL MARINE
%
ib
L
9M:

4aNIEW 441MW

KENTUCKY

helped me today," said IverBy GEORGE STRODE
son, a stocky 27-year-old from
Associated Press Sports Writer
LaCrosse, Wis., playing in his
first major tournament.
CLEVELAND ( AP) — Al
The field will be cut to the
Geiberger forgot his peanut low 70 and ties after today's
butter and still matched the round for the nationally-telecompetitive course record with vised ( ABC) rounds Saturday
a four-under-par 67.
and Sunday. The winner is
Don Iverson, armed with a guaranteed a minimum of $40,tip from Lee Trevino, flashed 000 in the $200,000 event.
the same 67.
Here are the top scores:
The improbable pair's per- Al Geiberger
35-32-67
of
all
left
formances Thursday
35-32-67
Don Iverson
's glamor names far be- Mason Rudolph
pro
38-31-69
heading into today's sec- Mike Hill
33-36-69
ond round of the 55th PGA Na- Bob Dickson
35-34-69
tional Championship at the Tony Jacklin
36-34-70
Canterbury Golf Club.
35-35-70
Gibby Gilbert
However, Geiberger, Iverson, Tom Weiskopf
and Bob Dickson and Mike Hill, Don Bies
35-35-70
deadlocked for third at 69, all Ray Floyd
36-34-70
played their rounds early on Bob Brue
35-35-70
the hot, steamy day before
winds swirled over the 6,852yard layout.
The skinny Geiberger still
munches peanut butter for
illergy out on the course but
confessed, "I forgot the peanut
butter and crackers today. Instead. I took a bite of a friend's
hot dog on the 16th tee."
By KEN RAPPOPORT .
"You watch," said U.S. Open
Associated Press Sports Writer
champion John Miller, who was
Whenever the Montreal
in a logjam at 72. "Those guys
are in trouble, Manager
Expos
who shot the good rounds this
Gene Mauch dials "M" for
morning will have trouble tomorrow, if the conditions stay Marshall.
"He's the most complete rethe same."
lief pitcher I've ever seen,"
Iverson, a third-year pro with said Mauch after his bullpen
leas than $19,000 in earnings ace saved a 5-3 victory over the
this year, had sane impromptu San Francisco Giants Thurstips Wednesday from Trevino. day.
Consider Marshall's ek.
"Lee saw I wasn't taking the
club back in the right plane It and you can believe Mauch's

Patriots 100-1 Shot At
Making The Super Bowl

a) 0
0
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a
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leases them blurry-eyed from
lack of sleep.
"I watch the hearings pretty
close," remarked Stan Frakes,
Louisville transmitter operator.
"I think the coverage is really
worth it."
About the only contact the
transmitter operators receive
from the outside world has
evolved an on-the-air promotion
by the network, KET is offering
a Watergate chart,depicitng
more than 150 names, places
and events connected with
Watergate, to anyone writing or
calling to request one. When
promoting the give-away during
breaks in hearing coverage,
KET instructs viewers to write
the Network Center in
Lexington or call the nearest
Tranmitter
transmitter.
phone numbers are listed over
the network during the
hearings.
Not many visitors brave the
less than perfect roads to most
hilltop transmitter locations
The
Kentucky.
around
Morehead transmitter is at
Triangle Towers, one of the
highest points in Rowan County.
The Louisville facility sits atop
Floyd's Knob,a high point in the
suburban Louisville area.
"Some students from an
electronics school stop in now
and then," says Frakes.
"Sometimes the telephone man
comes in, but mostly there
aren't many visitors."

Folklife Festival
Feature On KET-TV

Anne Archer stars as Carol in "Bob & Carol & Ted & Alice,"
new contemporary half-hour comedy series to debut on the ABC
Television Network in the fall. The series will air on Wednesdays
at 7 p.m.

•
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"Our biggest problem was the
D.C.—
WASHINGTON,
explained
airplanes,"
Educational
Kentucky
flight
"Their
en.
Rasmuss
the
followed
Television (KET)
pattern from National Airport
Commonwealth's craftsmen,
ran directly over the main
entertainers and citizens to
making filming some of
stage,
ng
documenti
D.C.,
Washington,
the musical acts difficult."
the Smithsonian Institution's
Among the featured performers
Festival ofAmerican Folitlife,
in the program are Merle
this
Kentucky
featured
which
Travis, the Rirchieramflyr'rhe
year.
John Edmonds Gospel Truth
A half-hour program, "A
Group, Grandpa Jones and Bill
be
will
"
Kentucky
of
Reflection
Monroe.
13,
August
broadcast Monday,
By design, "A Reflection of
at 9 a.m. EDT.
Aentucky" is a sight, sound and
produced
was
program
"The
color half-hour aimed at
not as a news film, but as aft"
relating the flavor of the
insight ; into the festival,
festival. The program opens on
-director
producer
d
commente
the reflecting pool adjacent to
,'We're not
George Basmussen.'
the mall in the nation's capital.
ipow to make a
trying to sho;v
From there, the entire Folitlife
of
feeling
the
but
saddle,
Festival is sampled.
,/
the ever“."
The program will be repeated
Artl5,%s twisted tobacco,
on Tuesday, August 28, at 9:30
ed
construct
baskets,
woy
p.m. EDT.
barrels and spun pottery while
Kentucky thoroughbreds raced
beside Washington's famed
reflecting pool. The KET
cameras were there to record it
all.
The festival's formal events
were recorded, as were the
people who participated in the
showcase and visited the Mall
those five days. After the
Fourth. of July fireworks
display and the gala show on the
festival's main stage, the
cameras turned to the actions
and opinions of those on the
Mall.
For the most part, par-..
A
-wtacky
CBS
--. Truth or
Pri•noili ticipants told KET they enjoyed
N.
N•e•
Cen't•e
B•tinan
the festival and the people who
Th•
T B A
Prot« tory
came to inquire aboutf their
1
'
•
Or
0.Lew In
crafts. One tobacco wrapper put
Sixty
Brady
Spac•
Minut•s
Bunch
it best!Olen he said,"It's been a
.,
Odd
••
helluva good show."
Couple
0
THIS EMBLEM IS THE
a
"The festival was a folklore
fill•vi•
T B A
Room
•• Ts.
not meant to relate
festival,
SIGN OF GOOD BUSI222
Crook
Corn.,
progreirsive Kentucky to the
and th•
NESS AND GOOD
Be'
i
nation," Rasmussen observed.
S.
FRIENDS.
"Most of the people here
American
the
enjoyed
and
that
realized
For information call:
Style
festival for what it was."
Hostess
0
rh„ne Linda Adams
Ro• n
Memo
Diverse attractions appealed
High
Phone 753 2378
W•ath•r
Chaparral
to different age groups. When
Asst Hostess
Idtte of
CBS
Moyi•
, Tarred,
Sue McCoart
Rasmussen asked one young
ei•
man what he liked best about
Double
B .g
F eaten
the festival, he replied, "The
N•ws
Harr*.
Ent•rta.n
C la 41I1C
lemonade."
men.

LEXINGTON, Ky.—A lonely,
tree-lines dirt road winds to the
peak of a hill outside a small
town. At the top stands a
building with one man inside.
That structure is a Kentucky
Educational Television ( KET )
transmitter building.
Watergate
Senate
The
Hearings, a telecast of KET at 7
p.m. CDT, have prompted the
largest viewer response in the
five year history of the
statewide public broadcasting
network. Although thousands of
viewers have found the tapedelayed public affairs service a
blessing, a. small group of
techniciang has been forced to
sacrifice hours of sleep to bring
the hearing to prime time in the
Commonwealth.
"This is the only thing that
keeps me going at night,"
smiled Jim Cook, Mnrehead
transmitter technician,
motioning to a thermos of hot
coffee.
Cook and the other 12 transmitter operators normally
work form 3 p.m. to 11 p.m.
during the summer months. The
hearings have extended the
working day to as late as 2:30
a.m. Without the sacrifices of
these men, coverage of the
hearings would be impossible.
Reaction to the coverage
varies with each technician. All
the technicians seem to agree
that the broadcast is a worthwhile service, although it

Watergate Coverage
Demands Sacrifices

Morehead transmitter technician Jim Cook watches
the monitors as Kentucky Educational Television
(KET) broadcasts prime-time delayed coverage of
the Senate Watergate Committee. Cook and the other
twelve,transmitter operators have been called on to
stay on-the-air as late as 2:30 a.m. during the sameday hearing coverage.
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Friday, August 17
9:00 a.m. — Movie: Channel 8
"Jazz Singer" — Al Jolson,
Warner Oland. Story of a
young man's desire to
become a Mammy Singer
against the wishes of his
Orthodox Jewish father.
1:30 p.m. — Movie: Channel 29.
"Dracula" — Bela I.ugosi,
David Manners. Vampire
terrorizes the countryside, in
its search foi" human blood.
4:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel 4.
"Tarzan and the Green
Goddess" — Herman Bennett Brix as Tarzan, in quest
of the legendary "Green
Goddess," an ancient Mayan
relic containing priceless
secret formula—rnenance to
humanity if acquired by
unscrupulous friends.
4:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel 5.
"Gidget Goes to Rome" —
Cindy Carroll, James Darin.
Gidget, in Rome for a
holiday, misinterprets attention she receives from a
famous journalist.
is
he
Discovering
"chaperoning" her at Dad's
request she resumes interest
in her boyfriend.
8:00 p.m. —Movie: "Lord Love
a Duck, starring Roddy
McDowall, Ruth Gordon,
Tuesday Weld, and Lola
Albright. A high school
student uses hypnosis to
control the love lives of his
classmates.
8:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel 29.
"The Crook and The Cross"
— Gert Trobe, Karl Boehm.
Expert safe cracker arrives
too late to participate with
his colleagues in a burglary
is arrested at the scene.
Sentenced to eight years he
runs from the courtroom and
takes refuge in a a church.
10:30 p.m. — Late Movie:
Channel 12(11:30 on Channel
Evil."
5) "Something
Suspense drama starring
Sandy Dennis and Darren
McGavin as a couple who
move into an old farmhouse
in Pennsylvania, unaware
that is is occupied by the
devil. Ralph Bellamy, Jeff
Corey and Johnnie Whitaker
also star.
12:110 Mid—Movie: Channel 3.
'Decision of Christopher
Blake" — Alexis Smith,
Robert Douglas. When a
young couple decides on
divorce, their young son
decides to take matters into
his own hands, and with aid
of a kindly old judge, draws
them together again.

Friday Highlights
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Back for a fifth season on the ABC Television NeNork's "The Brady Bunch" Fridays at 7:00 P.M.
are, from left to right: (bottom) Susan Olsen as Cindy, Mike Lookinland as Bobby , imiddlei, Eve
Plumb as Jan, Florence Henderson as Carol, Robert Reed as Mike. Maureen McCormick as Marcia,
(top), Christopher Knight as Peter. Barry Williams as Greg, Ann B. Davis as Alice. the housekeeper.
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2:30-5:00-7:30-10:00

110:30 p.m.-Movie: "The Fly."
channel 4. David Hedison,
Patricia Owens. Atoms go
wild and result in the terrors
of mutation as a man's head
and arms take on the shape
of a Fly, and the Fly takes on
the head of the man.
Followed by, "The Hollow
Watcher." Audrey Dalton,
Sean McClory. No Information Available.
10:30 p.m.-Movie: Channel 6.
"Rome Adventure." Troy
Donahue, Angie Dickinson.
Young American girl goes to
Italy to learn about love and
finds a handsome - Italian
attracted to her but she's
attracted to an architectural
student who is having an
affair with an heiress.
11:00 p.m.-Movie: Channel 29.
"Creature From The Black
Lagoon." Richard Carlson,
Julie Adams. Scientific
expedition, traveling up
Amazon River, to recover
fossil, is watched and attacked by the Gill-Man,
horrible half-man, half-fish,
who lives there.
VICTORIA, British Columbia
(API - Dr. Ian Kenning, head
of the division of psychiatry at
the Eric Martin Institute, says
women outnumber men in mental institutions but men outnumber women in jai.

(FORMERLY

VALENTINE

prl:
*

personality who discovers a
talking bear and puts him on
his show; "Topper Returns,"
stars Roddy McDowall as

Tuesday Highlights
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"Thunder In The East." Alan
Ladd, Deborah Kerr. India:
Scheming commercial pilot
delivers guns to a maharajah
*
j.-.
and causes strife and
d, Blind girl atbloodshed.
tempts to teach that love is e
than *
important
MATINEES
more
*
weapons.
753-0881
10:00 p.m.-Movie: Channel 29.
Wax
the
At
Chan
"Charlie
* LATE SHOW
Museum." ( 1940) Sidney'
& Sat. 11:30 *
Toler. Convicted by Chan, s. *
* Fri.
*
hidesk
and
escapes
gangster
*
of
Inga
on
Seducti
*
,
museum
*
out in the wax
waiting to kill Charlie.
*********

Indians.
3:30 p.m. -Movie: Channel 12.
"Damon 8r Pythias." Guy
Williams, Don Burnett. The
legend of trust and friendship
between two men during the
conflicts for power in Sicily
in 400 B.C. during the reign of
Dionysius.
4:00 p.m.-Movie: Channel 5.
"Pony Express." Charlton
Heston, Rhonda Fleming.
1860: Buffalo Bill Cody and
Wild Bill Hickock join forces
to establish a fast, direct
mail route from Missouri
Plains to the Pacific.
7:30 p.m.-Movie: Channel 8. "A
Dandy In Anpic." Laurence
Farrow.
Harvey, ,Mia
Russian born British agent is
asked to hunt down a Russian
infiltrator who has caused
the death of three British
agents. Only he knows who is
the one he is to kill.

w
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turday Highlights

Saturday iitugust 11
12:30 p.m.-Mo . : Channel 29.
King."
"Vagakond
Katherine Grayson, Oreste.
France 1461: Story of
Francois Villon, Poetphilosopher and adventurer,
set to the ever-delightful
Friml score. Re-make.
1:00 p.m.-Movie: Channel 8.
20,000
"Beast From
Fathoms." Paul Christian,
Paula Raymond. After an
experimental atomic blast a
scientist sees a tremendous
pre-historic beast-but nobody
believes him until havoc
breaks out.
2:00 p.m.-Movin: Channel 29.
"40 Guns to Apache Pass."
Audie Murphy, Kenneth
i Tobey. U.S. Cavalry captain
leads homesteaders to the
safety of the fort when
Cochise goes on the warpath
then goes after a traitorous
corporal who has stolen 40
repeating rifles to sell to the

& TIMES - MURRAY.
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his campaign, mainly because
it was divided into two phases.
Phase 1, he said, began the
last week of June and was
heavily played throughout July.
It touted no shows but rather
CBS' claim that Nielsen ratings
show it to be the most-watched
network-during prime evening
hours-for 17 consecutive
years.
"It's a 'tradey' kind of statement the sales department occasionally uses," he said.
"Well. I took it and said,
'Damn it, that's just too good to
let waste."
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This annual drumbeating almost was muffled this year by
a 16-week Hollywood writers'
strike that didn't end until July.
It halted production on many
new and returning shows.
NBC and ABC officials say it
also delayed promotion efforts
for those shows, but not seriously. The campaigns got under way the last week in July,
about a week later than usual,
they said.
However, Louis Dorfsman, a
vice president in charge of the
CBS promotion effort, says the
strike had almost no effect on

"Bad For Each Other" Charlton Heston, Lizabeth
Scott. Army surgeon returns
to small Pennsylvania
mining town and becomes
doctor to society set. He
eventually realizes the waste
and devotes his time to the
less fortunate.
10:00 p.m. - Movie: channel
29. "Banana Rid e" Robertson Hare, Isabel
Jeans. Malayan plantation
lady conironts father of her
20-year-old son along with his
friend.
10:30 p.m. - Late Movie:
Channel 12. (11:30 on
Channel 5) "Code Two,"
starring Ralph Meeker. The
dramatic story of a man who
is determined to see that
justice is done. Sally "Forrest,
Elaine Stewart, Keenan
Wynn and Robert Horton are
featured.

Come the start of the new
season, the campaigns will get
specific, giving capsule descriptions of the night's new shows
and often including brief scenes
from coming first-run . programs

The barrage of 30-second and
cheers-they're
one-minute
called "promos" in the tradeall feature large orchestras,
film and videotape flashes of
coming shows and end with the
general campaign slogans.

And CBS, which last frear
campaigned on "Have We Got
a Fall For You," is marching
this season with '"I'his Year,
Like Last Year, the Best is
Right Here on CBS." It's even
tossed in a bouncing ball to
help you follow the words on
•
the television screen.

By JAY SHARBUTI,
AP Television Writer
t
NEW YORK I AP)-three-network fall fandango
called "premiere week" won't
start until Sept. 10, but the
campaigns urging us to watch
new and returning shows !already are moving into lgh
gear on television.
"Come and See NBC '
says that network, which in
1972 roared: "This Fall, BC
Has It All." ABC's 1973 al
a slightly revamped versioi of
last year's model, says: f'
is the Place to Be-on

Laughton. Mad scientist
experiments with techniques
for changing wild beasts into
human beings.
4:00 p.m. - Movie: Channel 5.
"Captain Carey, U.S.A." Alan Ladd, Wanda Hendrix.
Former O.S.S. captain
returns to Italy after 4 years
to ferret out villain who
betrayed hideout of partisans
to the enemy.
8:00 p.m.- Movie: Channels 5,
12. "The Last of the Secret
Agents, " starring Mary
Allen and Steve Rossi. A note
passes from a handsome spy
to many others before it
mysteriously gets to a pair of
permanent American
tourists in France. The two
spies,
instant
become
arch
with
mingling
professional criminals.
8:00 p.m.- Movie: Channel 29.

Thursday

FRIDAY-Al GU.ST 10, 1973

'Promos' 'ready Started For
New Fall Lineup of Networks

Thursday Highlights

PAN Y

7:00 THE CHANESE
WAY: Beef Vegetable
7:30 WKU PRESENTS
800 PLAYHOUSE N.Y.
Biography - Colette
9:30 CHANGING MUSIC.
On the Threshold of the
Future
MOO THE PINK FLOYD
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 15
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
630 NEW SHAPES: EDUCATION
7 : 00 BLUE GRASS
SPORTSMAN
7:30 THE SESSION
8:00 WHAT'S THE BIG
IDEA?
9:00 MUSICAL ENCOUNTER
930 MAN BUILDS, MAN
DESTROYS: You Can Help
- Throw It Here
10:00 INTERNATIONAL
PERFORMANCE: Tribute
to Beethoven
THURSDAY, AUGUST 16
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
FRIDAY, AUGUST 17
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COM

Thursday, August 16
9:00 a.m. - Movie: Channel 8
"The Winning Team" Doris Day, Ronald Repgan.
True story of pitcher Glover
Cleveland Alexander, one of
the greats of baseball.'
1:30 p.m.- Movie: Chanriel 29
Jon
"Fearless Frank"
Voight, Monique Van Voaren.
Satirical comedy providing a
mythical spoof of an
American world of fantasy
populated by superrnen,
gangsters, and scientists and
monsters
3:311 p.m. - Movie: Channel 3.
"Two Mrs. Carrolls" Humphrey Bogart, Barbara
Stanwyck. Man's first wife
dies suspiciously. When he
remarries, his second wife
begins to fear for her safety.
4:00 p.m. - Movie: Channel 4.
"Island of Last Souls" Charles
Lugosi,
Bela

PA N Y

TUESDAY, AUGUST 14
4 00 SESAME STREET ;
5.00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
i
6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30 ELECTRIC CON

MONtAY, AUGUST 13
4:00 SESAME STREET
500 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5.30 ELECTRIC (X)MPANY
6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30 ELECTRIC COM-,
PANY
7:00 MAKING THINGSI
GROW III: Supermarket/
I0e Store: a 290 Philodendron from the local food
chair can be turned into an
admirable home display
7:30 JUST JAZZ: Ray
Nance:
8:00 SPECIAL OF THE
WEEK: Cambridge Debate
on Women's Lib
9:00 KENTUCKY AT
•
THE SMITHSONIAN
9- 30 BOOK BEAT: The
Woman Alone
10:00 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
1030 BLACK PERSPECI
TIVE ON THE NEWS

,
SUNDAY, AUGUST 12
7 00 ZOOM
7 30 FRENCH CHEF
8:00 EVENING AT POPS:
Boots Randolph
9:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: Cousin Bette
10:00 FIRING LINE

enticatiotiAL
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RCA Ithe go ahead people

My line of credit with P.C.A. means
i:n buy with cash. It sure helps me buy
at better prices and my annual payment is
set up to fit my income. That means a lot
to a farmer this day in time.

personality who discovers a
talking bear and puts him on
his show; "Topper Returns,"
stars Roddy McDowell as
Topper's nephew, who gets
involved with his uncle's
spirit friends, the Kerbys
T H E CORPORATE EUNU('H. By 0. William Battalia
(John Fink and Stefanie
and John J. Tarrant. Crowell.
Powers); Todd Sussman, Jill
180 Pages. $6.95.
Clayburgh and Norman Fell
For at least half a generation
star in "Going Places," the
we have been hearing about the
story of a young writer who •managerial revolution - the
comes to New York thinking
takeover from the actual owna publisher plans to publish
ers by the expert managers of
his novel.
corporate enterprise. But the
7:30 p.m.- Movie: Channels 3, success seems to have brought
8. -the Girls of Huntington
as much disillusion, frustraHouse" (R), original 90tion, and anguish as happiness
minute drama starring
to the victors.
Shirley Jones, Mercedes
Both authors of the current
McCambridge, Sissy Spacek
book have served as manageand Pamela Sue Martin
ment consultants. They are
the story of a
aware of the battle within evwhich tells
ery business to get ahead of
young teacher who works at
one's competitors, in which the
a school for unwed mothers
winners often are as disand quickly becomes inappointed as the losers. The
volved in the personal lives of
manager, they say, has been a
the girls (',0AD 2-14-731
8:00 p.m.- Movie: Channel n. god since 1954. But they quote
to the effect that "the lot of di"A Dandy In Aspic" vinity is not always a pleasant
Mia
Harvey,
Laurence
one.",
born
Farrow. Russian
Once the manager has won
British agent is asked to hunt
his position, he must keep goinfiltrator
Russian
a
down
ing, he feels, up and onward who has caused the death of
or out. His very success brings
three British agents. Only he
immense pressures and
knows who is the one he is to
frequently isolates him from dikill.
rect contacts with the operations which initially gave him
8:30 p.m. -Movie: Channels 5,
strength. Thus, the authors
12. "The Maltese Bippy,"
maintain, achievement can
starring Dan Rowan and
emasculate.
Dick Martin. A comedy about
The authors have many sugtwo ordinary, trashy filmgestions for escaping this trap:
makers who find they are
job hopping for those disinvolved with an everyday
satisfied with what they get,
living
werewolves
of
family
determination to make onesel
next door. This presents a
creaUv wherever one is, and,
problem because they are
above 11, finding the plateau
varieties of wolves themwhere brie really enjoys what
one is doing, even if it does not
selves.
lead to the heights.
10:30 p.m, Late Movie:
WDXR
Channels 12 ( 11:30 on
Ch. 29
LOST BAIL MONEY
Channel 5) "Bunny O'Hare,"
Paducah
BOMBAY, India (AP)- An
starring Bette Davis, Ernest
accused gambler claimed a
-...Borgnine and Jack Cassidy.
pickpocket took his money in
Rocky L 1
an
Adventure story about
the courtroom just before his
His Friend
Batman
who
widow
energetic
bail hearing. The judge gave
discovers a new vocation- him the benefit of the doubt
Lest In
and freed him without bail.
robbing banks
Spore
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Tuesday, August 14
the precinct station.
9:00 a.m.- Movie: Channel 8.
3,
Channels
Movie:
7:30 p.m.
"Force of Arms" - William
8. "Duel' original 90-minute
Holden, Nancy Olson. Young
tale of suspense made
lieutenant finds and falls in
starring
ABC
for
especially
love with Wac in Italy during
Dennis Weaver. A nightWorld War II.
marish chase on the highway
1:30 p.m. -Movie: Channel n.
oridinary
an
between
"The Juggler" - Kirk
motorist and a truck driver.
Douglas, Milly Vitale. Once7:30 p.m. - Mystery Movie:
famous juggler arrives in
Channels 4, 6. "Ten
Israel-a survivor of Hitler
Thousand Dollars a Page,"
concentration camps where
starring George Peppard as
his wife and two children
Banacek, and guest-starring
perished. He eventually finds
David Wayne. Banacek
himself with the aid of a
unravels the mystery of a
young girl, a boy, and an
valuable book that disapunderstanding detective.
pears just before it is to be
3:30 p.m. - Movie: Channel 3
put c.1 display.
"Submarine D-1" - Pat
9:30 p.m.- Movie: Channel 29.
O'Brien , George Brent.
"Houseboat" - Cary Grant,
Lives of the men who work
Italian
Loren.
Sophia
our nations submarine force.
symphony conductor's
Semi-documentary; underdaughter, concealing her
water scene.
4:00 p.m. - Movie: Channel 4.
identity, becomes widower's
"Tarzan's Magic Fountain"
family maid. Through her,
- Lex Barker, Brenda
three children come to unJoyce. Tarzan penetrates
derstand and love their
hidden vIlley with magic
father.
fountain in order to bring
10:3P p.m. -Late Movie:
aviatrix who crashed years
Channel 12 11.30 on Channel
ago out so she may return to
5) "Shoot-Out At Medicine
London and free her fiance
Bend," starring Randolph
from prison sentence.
Scott and Angie Dickinson.
4:00 p.m. - Movie: Channel 5.
Three veterans of the Indian
"When Worlds Collide" and
Devlin
war, Captain Buff
Barbara Rush, Richard
his two sidekicks, Sgt.
Derr. When two heavenly
Maitland and Pvt. Clegg,
bodies head in Earth's
save
to
arrive too late
direction, a race begins to
Devlin's brother from a
build a rocketship in time to
marauding band of Sioux.
the cataclysm.
escape
his
that
Devlin discovers
7:00 p.m.- Movie: Channels 4,
brother's gun was loaded
6. "World Premiere: Triple
with faulty ammunition and
Play '73." In "The Bear and
the
avenge
the trio sets out to
I," Soupy Sales stars as a TV
needless death.

Tuesday

Wednesday, August 15
- Movie: Channel 8.
"Bird of Paradise" - Louis
Jourdan, Jeff Chandler:
French adventurer accompanies son of an island
ruler back to the place of his
birth and finds love. Flashback.
3:30. p.m.- Movie: Channel 3.
'Tony Soldier" - Tyrone
Power, Cameron Mitchell.
Royal Canadian Mounted
Police constable risks his life
to prevent a tribe of
rebellious Crees in Saskatchewan from going on the
warpath.
4:00 p.m. - Movie: Channel 4.
"Abbott and Costello Meet
the Murruny"- Bud and Lou
slip into the crypt of old King
Tut and get chummy with a
mummy but trouble cornes
when they meet up with the
Mata Hari of the Sahara.
4:00 p.m.- Movie: Channel 5.
"Redhead and The Cowboy"
- Glenn Ford, Rhonda
Flemmiwg. Action-loving
beautiful
and
Cowboy
redhead, a secret courier for
the Confederacy, who must
get message through to
Confederate iregulars, are
joined by a well-Wisher, ir
reality a Federal spy.
7:00 p.m.- Movie: Channel 5.
"Detective Story" - Kirk
Douglas, Eleanor Parker.
How the actions of a New
York detectiVe, a near
psychopath in his detertnination to track down and
prosecute criminals, affect
his personal life and that at

I

with Strip!
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Well, I better not play around
with these guys. This is busi-
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11:00 p.m.- Movie: Channel n
"Franchise Affair" Michael Denison, Dulcie
Gray. Two women are accused of keeping a girl
prisoner in their attic for two
weeks.

10:30 p.m.- Movie: Channel 6.
"The White Warrior" Steve Reeves, Georgia Mall.
A Caucasian hero known as
the "white warrior" leads his
tribespeople in a valiant
battle to resist the tyranny of
Czar in the 19th Century.

8:0S p.m.- Movie: Channels, 3,
8. "Big Mouth" - Jerry
Lewis stars in this zany
involving
commedy
smuggled jewels and the
switching of characters, all
played by Lewis, to deceive
criminals and good guys
alike.
10:30 p.m.- Movie: Channel 3.
"They Made Me A Criminal"
- John Garfield, Ann
Champion
Sheridan.
prizefighter, believing he
murdered a man in a
drunken brawl, runs away.
Sensitive portrayal.

7:30 p.m. Mystery Movie:
Channels 4, 6. "Double
Shock," starring Peter Falk
as Lt. Columbo. Martin
Landau guest-stars in a dual
role as twin brothers
suspected of murdering their
wealthy uncle. Jeanette
Nolan and Julie Newman
also guest-star.

7:00 p.m.- Movie: Channel 29.
"Our Man in Jamaica" Larry Pennell, Margarita
Scherr. When an American
on
disappears
agent
assignment in Jamaica, a
second agent almost loses his
life in an attempt to uncover
this disappearance.

1:00 p.m. - Movie: Channel 8.
"The War Lord"- Charlton
Heston, Richard Boone.
Story of a knight who
establishes a fiefdom on the
shores of the North Sea in the
llth Century.

Sunday, August 12
12:30 p.m. - Movie: Channel 5
"Go West Young Man" Mae West, Warren William
Typical Mae West comedy of
a movie star's adventure
while on a personal appearance tour.

Highlights
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YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH
Murray, Ky.
7515273
URGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

It'I

PARKER FORD, Inc.

gifan

GOOD BANDS EVERY

+

Thursday Nite--Friaay Nite--Saturday Nice
Boogie Music...Rock Music...Blues Music
ENJOY AN EVENING AT RAY'S

Open 7: pm

(RAY'S lOUNGE South Fulton Tennp

FREDERICK JACKSON
TURNER. Historian, Scholar,
Teacher. By Ray Allen Billington. Oxford University Press.
599 Pages. $17.50.
American historians sometimes can exert a remarkable
amount of influence beyond
academic circles.
If they become president, like
Woodrow Wilson and Theodore
Roosevelt, their earlier works
are catapulted into prominence.
George Bancroft and Charles
A. Beard had - at least for a
time in the case of Beard --- a
unifying effect on their fellow
Americans.
One of the most remarkable
historians, in his enduring elas Frederick Jackson
Turner, who developed the
frontier hypothesis. This held
that the American frontier, progressively advancing westward
as an escape from the overcrowded East, was the potent
influence in developing and advancing the country's democratic institutions. This theory
had holes in it, still exploited
by its critics: the $1,000 required for acquisition of public
land was beyond the reach of
the disinherited, the West also
had its social and economic
strata, etc.
Contemporary academicians
could learn much from this appraisal.
Ronald C. Hood
Associated Press

Appraising
Historian

An FBI spokesman here confirmed that the agents did
question Abel and that the Ervin hoax "was the thrust of
their questioning."
"Most of their questioning
was to pinpoint my whereabouts at the time the phone
call (to Ervin) was made,"
Abel said. "I was able to prove
the fact that at that time I was
at a studio in New York, doing
a telephone interview for the
BBC radio.
"They were very thorough,"
Abel said of the agents. "They
had a complete dossier on all of
my activities, going all the way
back to when I launched my
first campaign to clothe naked
animals."
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She spoke of political espionage in boudoirs, paid for by Republicans who hired her to fool
around with Democrats and by
Democrats who hired her to
fool around with Republicans.
The lady, who gave her dimensions as "37-24-35%," also
told of one Washington orgy attended by "a who's who - in
the nude, of course."
All of it was sheer imagination and the handiwork of Abel,
46, and a professional hoaxer
since 1959, when he drew national attention with his campaign to clothe naked animals.
Alas, after Abel's latest caper, a prankster phoned Sen.
Sam Ervin, 1)-NC,, head of the
Senate Watergate Committee,
and passed himself off successfully, if briefly, as Treasury
Secretary George Schultz.

Sunday

By JAY SHARBUTT
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Alan
Abel, who often pops up on radio and TV to deliver a hoax or
two, last month was investigated by the Federal Bureau of Investigation about a
hoax concerning the Watergate
hearings.
A source close to the investigation - Abel, to be precise says it happened a few weeks
after he and a female colleague
1-waxed some members of 'the
fourth estate at a news conferonce in Washington, D.C.
His colleague, an actress,
posed as a repentant call 'girl
who'd been prompted by the
nationally-televised Watergate
hearings to come forth with her
own revelations of high-level
hanky-panky.

He told Ervin the White
House would give the committee its secret, Watergate-related tape recordings. Ervin reported this during the hearings,
but quickly learned it was a
hoax. The FBI was called.
Abel, who is seriousThnly
when emphasizing he had no
part in the Ervin hoax, which
violated a federal law, says the
FBI apparently remembered
his earlier legitimate hoax and
got to wondering.
The next thing, he said, was
that two FBI agents came to
his Manhattan apartment, interrogated him for two hours
and warned "that I was the
prime suspect" in the Ervin
hoax.
"I at first thought I'd interrogate them a little bit,", Abel
Laughed. "But then I thought,

Famous Hoaxer Investigated As
Perpetrator Of Watergate Hoax
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DANCERS UNIITE
FOR ONE BALLET
a — JeSPOLETO, Italy (r)
rome Robbins has in Red 10 of
ncers to
the world's leading
appear in a program for this
summer's 16th Festival of Two
Worlds here.
He has organized presentation of pas de deux by couples
from five nations with an entree and finale which he will
choreograph for all 10 dancers.
The dancers are Patricia
McBride and Helgi Tomasson,
United States; Carla Fracci
and Paolo Bortoluzzi, Italy;
Violette Verdy and Jean-Pierre
Bonnefous, France; Antoinette
Sibley and Anthony Dowell,
England, and Malika Sabirova
and Muzafar Brzhabov,
.
U.S.S.R.
Also, each couple will perform two pas de deux of their
own choosing.

L.,

LU('Y: THE BITTEFt.IWEET
IJEF: OF LUCILLE Bh1.1.. By
Joe Morella and Edwaid Z. Epstein. I.yle Stuart Inc. 281
Pages. $7.95.
We all rove Lucy. We must.
Lucille Ball is as much a part
of American televisitri — indeed, our lives — $s Milton
Berle or Ed Sullivan, or any of
the early entrancing entertainers who took over our homes
and our hearts on 'tile "miracie'' small screen. I; :
Yet, Uncle Miltie islino longer
on the air, nor is Smiling Ed.
•
But Lucy is.
Anyone with that )und of
predicstaying power in the
table, unreliable, weird world
of television is worth ,a *book.
Joe Morella and Edward Z. Epstein, whose previous;works on
Hollywood idols inclucle "Judy"
(Garland) and "Larar ( Turner), have written "Ley" with
an eye toward reporting rather
than revealing. It is, neither
sensational nor particularl
scintillating, but a -straightforward story of the life and
times of a television (her movies were minor) personality
with whom most of u* grew up
and we watched her family
grow up as well, or "F Love
1.
lAicy."
The book spans her life from
her birth in upstate ew York
through roles as an xtra and
bit player, to B-pictu#ç actress,
TV stas and movie exrcutive —
a career spanning 40 ears and
still running! Best pak, to be
expected, are those which recall those days of phenomenal
attention TV viewers gave Lucy
and her children. Doli:t forget,
Desi Jr. was "born! on television. .
Norm Goldstein
Associated Press 3 .

Lucy's
Bio Lacks
Sparkle
4.

1

By JAY SHARBUTT
AP Television Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Last
week, while recuperating from
a softball game in which an 8year-old pitcher named Gaylord
beat my team 12-0, I turned on
the television set and alasurned
the prone position.
A pro football game 1:ilinked
on. This seemed bizarre, as it
still was July. The coming television season contains 183 pro
football games,courtesyl of CBS
and NBC, but the earliat game
is scheduled for Aug. 18.
The game on television

"Well, we just felt that baseball doesn't do that well in the
ratings and that there's a void
in the summer that we try to
fill," says Rosenblatt, a lean
man in his mid-30s who shows
up for work in a denim shirt
and blue jeans.
Last year, his company had
Karras, the former Detroit
Lions great, and former Green
Bay Packer guard Jerry Kramer doing color on the CFL
games. Kramer had prior commitments this year, so Karras
is doing the color alone; Canadian sportscaster Don Cherier
the play-by-play.
Twelve games are on this
year's Ralmar schedule, most
of them night games during the

TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCK1

I know it sounds strange, but
the pro football season, Canadian-style, got underway June
20 this year on 93 U.S. television stations with a videotape
replay of last Novembar's CFI.
Grey Cup game.
The villain—as far as football-weary housewives are concerned—is a small, New Yorkbased firm called Ralmar
Sports Productions, Inc., now in
its second year of broadcasting
CFI. games in the" United
Marty Rosienblatt,
States.
Ralinar's vice presideat. says
his company has the U'S. television rights for CFI. glmes for
five years and televised eight
last year. What prompted it to
try summer football?

&

week and most of them broadcast live, according to. Rosenblatt, who declines to say how
much the CFI. is being paid for
the American television rights
to its games.
He says weekly cciverage
ends Aug. 29, mainly' because
September is the month the
U.S. pro football season begins
in earnest and tends to lessen
interest in grid battles from
places like Calgary and Saskatchewan.
However, the CFL's Grey
Cup game—described by Rosenblatt as Canada's Super
Bowl—will be televised Nov. 25
from Toronto. After that,
there'll be no more pro football
from Canada until, ah, June.
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disclosed the man was Alex
Karras, the game the seasonopener between the Montreal
Alouettes and the Hamilton Tiger-Cats and the circuit the Canadian Football League.

seemed a bit weird, too. The
team with the ball jousted with
the other side for two downs,
then panted. There was no
kickoff after a touchdown.
There were 12 men on each
team.
At halftime, there was no
press box bull session. Instead,
there was a very big, burly
man in the stands, and he was
interviewing some very pretty
girls. "Boy, are you built!" he
told one.
Subsequent announcements
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Canadian Football Incurs Wrath of Football Widows
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Courtesy

DIAL 753-6363

TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY or NIGHT

For Correct

Shopping For
New Home?

4:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel 4.
"Abbott and Costello Meet
The Killer" — Boris Karloff
Guns! Ghouls! Gags! Gals!
Bellboy Lou is accused of
murder.
4:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel 5.
"Great Missouri Raid" —
Macditnald Carey, Ellen
Drew, The James and
Youn*r boys are riding
again .the outlaw trail all
becaLte of a mean Union
Army iMajor.

10:30 p.m. — Late Movie:
Channel 12 (11:30 p.m. on
Channel 5). "A Global Affair," starring Bob Hope.
The haliarious and heartwarming story concerns a
United Nations staff member
who is given charge of a baby
abandoned at the U.N.
building until it can be
determined which of the
member nations can provide
the best home for the child.

8:00 p.m. Movie: Channel 29.
"Aaron Slick From Pumpkin
Crick" — Dinah Shore, Alan
Young. Musical version of
the city slicker out to gyp
poor young Widder Josie.

8:00 p.m. — Movie: Channels 3,
8. "Red Tomahawk" —
Howard Keel, Joan Caulfield
and Broderick Crawford star
in a tale about the aftermath
of the massacre at Little Big
Horn.

Monday Highlights
Monday, August 13
9:00 a.m. — Movie: Channel 8.
"The Hunters" — Robert
Mitchum, Robert Wagner.
Korea, 1952: World War II
ace, assigned to jet-fighter
a
turns
command,
"character" into a top ace,
and a fear-filled pilot into a
man.
1:30 p.m. — Movie: Channel 29.
"It Happened One Sunday"
— Barbara White, Robert
Beatty. The human story of
the difficulties a merchant
seaman and his sweetheart
had to encounter before they
were able to marry.
3:30 p.m. — Movie: Channel 3.
"Outcasts of Poker Flat" —
Ann Baxter, Dale Robertson.
Four undesirables run out of
a mining town; become
marooned in a deserted
mountain cabin during a
raging snowstorm.
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Daytime Schedule for Monday-Friday

KEN 11 CKN

Ken Hos ard and Blythe Danner, as Adam and Amanda Bonner,
take time from their busy careers as an assistant district attorney
and a full partner in a law firm, respectively, to enjoy a picnic
outing on the ABC Television Network's "Adam's Rib" which
premieres this fall on Fridays at 8:30 P.M.

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAN

GOBI.PN CAN SMOKE-r Felix Silla, 47-inch tall midget and actor, examines his hairy hands, part
of makeup for his role as a goblin in a television movie. Fully made up (right), Silla is able to smoke
cigarettes by taping a soda stra% to the filter tip and inserting it into the goblin's -nostril," which is
in front of Silla's mouth.
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14 Year Old Finals
Purcell And AustJoneins SisteIn
rs Upset In Semifinals
While Kathy Outland Wins Crown In
The 10 Year Old Singles Division
The two winners will meet at 3 Warrick and Susan Bennett of
By MIKE BRANDON
p.m. today for the cham- Louisville will meet DoughertyLedger & Times Sportswriter
year old
An all Murray finals in the pionship of the 14 year old English for the 14
today.
hip
champions
doubles
will
singles.
singles
boys 14 year old
There were no surprises in the
The two top seeds in the
highlight the action in today's
18 year old doubles where the
boys 18 year old singles,
closing round of the Kentucky
Lexington duo of Frances
Louisville
of
tennis
Walsh
Kevin
State Junior Closed
Merrill and Holly Rentz adand Chet Algood of Hentournament at Murray State
vanced to the finals by winning
their
for
today
meet
derson
y.
Universit
the Louisville team of
over
title.
off
division
pulled
Brent Austin, who
Walsh won 7-5, 6-3 Peer Bentley Cox and Becky Kintwo mild upsets yesterday in the
semifinals, will be meeting Buechler who had stepped up a naird, 6-2, 6-4.
Merrill-Rentz will face the
Murray High teammate Mel division while Algood won his
Jones
Purcell for the title in the semifinal match, 6-3, 6-1 over team of Betsy and colleen
Lyndell Pickett of Greensburg. of Louisville.
The Jones sisters advanced
tourweek-long
The
After defeating Buechler in
by winning over Holly Gillim
nament, featuring the top
adWalsh
als,
the quarterfin
and Rita Metzroth, both of
tennis players in the state,
vanced to the finals by winning
Louisville, 6-1, 6-4.
upsets
had seen very few
6-2, 6-2 over Dan Lucas of
The finals of the girls 18 year
until yesterday.
n.
Georgetow
old doubles will find the
But when good competition
In the boys 12 year old singles,
Jackie Gibson
collides head-on, the odds for one semifinal match remains to Lexington duo of
and Janis Mucci facing Sarah
upsets go up considerably.
pit
topwill
that
be played and
M0100
and Diane
Two stunning upsets occurred seeded Robby Urbach of Cox (Versailles)
n).
(Lexingto
of Louisville
(left)
Scanlon
Ranvier
—Laura
FRIENDS
in the girls division.
STILL GOOD
Louisville agaiiist unseeded
Cathy Ramser and Carol and Kathy Outland (right) of Murray are examining the strings
Top-seeded 18 year old Tim Clark of Louisville.
,
singles. Miss
Louisville
of
both
Schaefer,
following their title match in the girls 10 year old
Colleen Jones of Louisville was
The winner of that match
girls 12
the
6-2, 6-3. The too
win
to
title,
combined
the
for
Ramser
Holly
Miss
ed
jolted by third-seed
Outland defeated
plays second-seeded Larry
winning 6-0, 6-0 over
year old doubles.
combined to win the 10 year old girls doubles,
Rentz of Lexington, 7-6, 6-1.
Geller for the title in the 12 year
defeated
haefer
.
Ramser-Sc
Mar) Reed and Gina Howard of Louisville
In the 16 year old division, old singles.
the Louisville team of Beth
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon)
Betsy Jones, sister of Colleen
Clark, top-seeded in the 10
6-3,6Boland,
Kim
and
Stegner
Jones, fell 6-1, 6-3 to Susan year old singles, will meet Paul
del Tony Leveronne lLoursville),
2.
Boys Singles
Nolan of Louisville.
57 62
Fischer of Louisville for the title
18 Years Old And Under
Two Murray girls, Stacy
Larry Geller LOuisville def.
in that division.
Kevin Walsh (Louisville) del
Tom Grossman (LOuisvil(e 62,
Miss Rentz will meet Miss
Overby and Candy Jackson, Mark
6-1,
(LOuisville),
Buechler
10
the
in
unseeded
FiscOer,
62
were eliminated in the 62
Nolan in the finals of the 18
Tim Clark (Louisville) del Ned
year old singles, upset secondgan Lucas (Georgetown) del
semifinals by skwer and
singles.
Schroer)ng (Louisville), 6 4, 6 7
Paul Warner (Louisville), 7-6. 6-2
AtoKeith.
anis
seeded
Rebby Urbach lLOuisvilieJ def.
In - the 16 year—old singtes,
&dad, 615-4.
Kevin Walsh -floirisiFtlfel der
Whit Jones (Louisville), 62, 60
, 6-3, 6-1 to advance to
Louisville
6-2,6-2
wn),
(GeorgetCr
Miss
Lucas
Dan
and
secondplay
will
Overby
Nolan
Miss
Miss
10 Years Old And Under
hip match.
Lyndell Pickett (Greensburg)
Tim Clark (Louisville) del
Jackson won their quarterfinal def. Dale Cochran (Louisville); 7
seeded Laurie Montgomery of the champions
Boland (Louisville), 6 1, 6Ricky
Louisville at 2 p.m. this afmatch by default.
6, 6-0.
.101 Austin of Murray, an
Algood (Henderson) clef
Chet
ay
and
Murray
Wednesd
of
Outland
winner
ternoon.
Pau(
Kathy
Fischer (Louisville) del
upset
John O'Connor (Louisville), 6 (.6
Keith Abrams (Louisville), 6-3, 6
Miss Montgomery advanced
Laura Ramser of Louisville 2
over fourth-seeded Lark
1
Chet Algood (Henderson) def
to the finals of the 16 year old
combined to win the 10 year old
Warrick of Louisville in the
Lyndell Pickett (Greensburg), 6
Girls Singles
was
singles,
old
year
14
division by defeating Janis
doubles.
girls
3, 6 1
11 Years Old And Under
16 Years Old And Linder
Mucci of Lexington, 6-3, 6-1.
eliminated from competition
They defeated Mary Reed and
Rentz (Lexington) clef
Holly
as hiMel Purcell (Murray) del John
of
Colleen Jones (Louisville), 76, 6
Howard, both
While the Jones girls had
yesterday.
Gina
QUITE A DAY—Brent Austin of Murray had an outstanding day Thursday on the courts
0'Bryan (Louisville), 62, 6 1
Mel
teammate
1
High
Murray
meet
will
the
He
in
singles.
18
old
year
fell
16
and
14
6-0.
the
boys
in
the
6-0,
Austin
,
of
the
finals
to
problems
Miss
Louisville
advanced
Bill Goldberg (Louisville) del
-Susan Nolan (Louisville) del
tile
year old girls singles, Brent semifinal round, losing to topIn the boys 18 year old Brian McChesney (Louisville), 6 Rita Met/reit) (Louisville), 63, 6
Purcell for the championship. The sixth-seeded Austin upset third-seeded Mark Behr of Louisy
63
1.
Purcell.
meet
0
Lucas of
Austin was having a great
seeded Laurie Mortgomery of doubles, Dan
and then knocked off fifth-seeded Robby Urbach of Louisville to earn the right to
Marty Wolf (Fort Mitchell) def.
16 Years Old And Under
(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon,
day in the 14 year old boys
Georgetown and Kevin Walsh of David Lang (Louisville), 60. 6 1
Louisville, 7-5, 7-5.
Susan Nolan (Louisvil(e) del
clef
(Louisville)
Buechler
Mark
set
first
Algood
Betsy Jones (Louisvil(e), 6 1, 63
singles.
Louisville will play Chet
Miss Austin led in the
Paul Lang (Louisville), 62, 64
Montgomery
Laurie
Austin, seeded sixth in the 5-4 and held a 5-3 lead in the of Henderson and Paul Warner
14 Years Old And Under
(Louisville) def. Janis Mucci
Robby Urbach (Louisville) del
), 6 3. 6 1
division, upset third-seeded second set before Miss Mon- of Louisville for the cham(Lexington
Whitney Bradley (Lexington), 6 3.
14 Years Old And Under
Mark Behr in the quarterfinals tgotnery stormed back for the pionship.
75
Beverly Ramser )Louisville(
Brent Austin (Murray) del
yesterday, 2-6, 6-3, 6-4.
Paul Lang and Danny Gunwin.
Bennett (Louisvi)le), 6clef
Susan
Behr (I_ ouisvillel, 2 6, 6 3, 6
3, 60
ther of Louisville will face Greg 4Mark
Montgomery
Laurie
Miss Montgomery will play
Austin came back sir the
Adams (Richmond) and Bill
Brent Austin (Murray) del
Jill Austin
(Louisville) del
6
1,
6
),
(Louisvil(e
the
for
Urbach
Robby
Ramser
of
finals
Hoppe( Danville) in the
semifinals to upend fifth-seeded play Beverly
(Murray). 7 5, 7 5
Under
And
12 YearsOld
Robby Urbach of Louisville, 6-1, title of the 14 year old singles. the 16 year old doubles.
Scott Koch (Louisville) del Bill
By TOM SEPPY
Finals
pensive automobile that's been National Football League sea64
1,
Louisville
6
),
of
Ramser
(Louisville
and
Miss
meisfer
Hof
Louisville
of
Koch
Scott
Amy Dougherty (Louisville)
Associated Press Sports Writer in storage a year, to what could son before being traded to 6-1.
Mel Purcell (Murray) def. Jim
English
Elizabeth
clef
Urbach is the second ranking moved into the championship Brent Austin of Murray were King
(Lexington), 6 I, 6-2.
WASHINGTON ( AP) — If quarterback Sonny Jurgensen Washington last month, will
), 62. 60
(Louisville
Susan
match by downing
round
the
in
clef Scott
semifinal
the
player
in
(Murray)
dropped
12
old
year
singles
Purcell
Mel
dAnd Under
10 YearsFOldlia
start his first game in more
running back Duane Thomas be compared'
Bennett of Louisville, 6-3, 6-0. of the 14 year old division by Koch (Louisville), 60, 6-0.
could be compared to an ex12 Years Old irnd-Under
Thomas, who sat out the 1972 than a year when the Redskins state.
y
Doughert
( Murray) del
Amy
Outland
d
Kathy
Top-seede
Hertzrnan
al
Mark Behr and Allan
Purcell won his quarterfin
Larry Geller (Louisville) del. Laura Ramser (Louisville). 6 2,6
meet the Denver Broncos
won the 12 year old singles by of Louisville, 7-6, 6-4.
Tim Ritchie (Louisville), 6-0, 4-2. 3
singles
old
in
the
14
year
match
tonight in an exhibition game.
Tom Grossman (Louisville)
second-seeded
Jim defeating
Behr-Hertzman will face Jim
Charlie Waller, Redskins of- by defeating Lexington's
the
in
6-0
6-2,
English
Elizabeth
Whitney
and
)
King ( Lexington
fensive backfield coach, says King, 6-1, 6-2.
In the semifinals, Purcell title match. Both girls are from Bradley ( Lexington) in the
Thomas has made "amazing
finals of the 14 year old division
collided with Scott Koch of
Progress."
Kathy Outland of Murray today.
quarterfinal
"Every day is better than the Louisville, a 6-1, 6-4
Hofmeister of claimed the title in the girls 10
In the 12 year old doubles,
day before," said Waller. "He's winner over Bill
year old singles as she defeated Peter Thompson and Ray
.
Louisville
practicing well, he's got a goal_
her doubles partner, Laura Stewart of Louisville will meet
teell easily defeated
football mind, it's just a matter. —Pli
Ramser of Louisville.
6-0
6-0,
sets,
in
Jeff Stockstill (Georgetown)
straight
Koch
.
of getting enough repetition
NASHVILLE, Tenn. fliP1 (-= two
Miss Outland took the and Larry Geller (Louisville)
to advance to the finals
"You just don't put a new
Jean King says she's getBillie
Miss
over
snatch
hip
champions
She was much better in the
for the title.
against Austin.
Cadillac in the garage for a
Mon- ting lots of advice about how to second set, winning the first
the Ramser, 6-2, 6-3.
in
!lobby
seed
snit
Hill
the
second
Greg
Purcell,
it
crank
year and a half, then
com- play Bobby Riggs Sept. 20 in five games and allowing only
division, won
right up and expect it to run 16 year old singles
Miss Outalnd was seeded first tgomery of Henderson
ship Houston's Astrodome.
in that
champion
the
nal.match
eight points.
win
his
to
quiuderfi
like it did before."--'
lii the division and Miss Ramser bined
"They say, 'Don't 'let him
John
doubles.
old
he
defeated
year
as
10
division
boys
the
in
on
seed.
no
But there was comment
was the second
Mrs. King, who has not lost
Thursof Louisville, 6-2, 6-1.
They defeated the team of psyche me'," she said
what could be expected from a O'Bryan
the first week of May,
since
Kerry
polishing off
Top-seeded Mark Buechler
Jill Austin and Mary Smock of Keith Abrams and Ricky day after
so-called antique collector's
eighth-seeded Betty Stove
plays
in
6-4,
6-1,
of
Australia,
Harris
to
of
6-2
Lang
7-5,
Paul
the
6-2, 6-4 over
Boland of Louisville,
Murray were eliminated in
item—the 38-year-old Jurgensen won
the second round of the $35,000 of Holland today in the quarter.
quarterfinal round of the girls capture the title.
who will make his first game Louisville
the women's finals. She beat Miss Stove last
.
Abrams and Boland had Nashville stop on
Buechler will play Marty Wolf 14 year old doubles yesterday
appearance since last Oct. 29
west for the title in the Denver
put%
pro
tennis
a
Miss Austin and Miss Smock reached the finals by winning
when he severed. his Achilles of Fort Mitchell in the
- ment.
lotirna
in
second
sieded
King,
Mrs.
6-0, 6-2 to Thursday afternoon semifinal
tendon while playing against semifinals today while Purcell fell in straight sets,
Top-seeded Mrs. Court, who
nt behind Margathe
tourname
and
Amy
Spencer
Dennis
and
over
match
the New York Giants.
meets Bill Goldberg of Eligabeth English
who lost to Riggs on did not have a singles match
Randy Mayfield of Murray, 7-5, ret Court,
Jurgensen, who is scheduled Louisville in the other semifinal Dougherty of Louisville.
in what was bil- Thursday, faces unranked KaDay
Mother's
The doubles team of Lark 6-1.
to play the second half, is ap- match.
Battle of the thy Kuykendall of Miami Frias
"The
led
prehensive, but emphasized
Sexes," said giving advice is day in their quarter-final con"that doesn't mean I don't
test.
like being a line judge.
want to play."
In doubles play, the unseeded •
"It's easy until you have to
"I would have liked to have
get out there and do it," Mrs. team of Val Ziegenfuss and
had more time, but this is a neKing, 29, said after taking a 4-1 Peggy Michel upset third-seedcessity," he said.
lead in the first set, losing ed Mrs. Court and Leslie Hunt,
three straight winning the next 6-4, 7-6.

Thomas To Start Tonight As
Redskins And Broncos Meet
FOSTORIA AMERICAN

Billie Jean Getting
Advice About Riggs

CRYSTAL SALE!
Murray-McKenzie

Laura Parker Wins
Oaks Tournament
0
SAVE 209,
FOSTORIA AMERICAN
CRYSTAL Fostoria's
famous America', pattern
stemware and gtftware
that blends so beautifully
with every decor. Choose
from all the pieces
shown ...at 20% savings.

BASEBALL STANDINGS

Laura Parker captured the
American League
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
East
National League
championship flight of the Oaks
W. L. Pct. G.S.
East
Ladies Club Golf Championship
61 50 '.550
G.S.
BaltirrlOrP
W L. Pct.
42 5.2 .544
yesterday.
Detroit
61 54 530 —
St. Louis
63 54 538
New York
56 57 496 4
mentreal
A qualifying round of 18 holes
60 53 .531 2
4
495
Boston
55 56
Pittsburgh
the
and
y
54 58 482 71
was played Wednesda
Milwaukee
56 58 491 4',
Chicago
383 19
44 71
Cleveland
52 62 456 Ir 7
Philadelphia
final round was held Thursday.
West
455 '11'.2
51 61
York
New
Betty
,
Caldwell
Carolyn
66 50 569
Kansas City
West
64 60 561 I
Sheperd and Janice StubOakland
72 43 626 —
LOS Angeles
se 56 500 8
3'
47
595
minnesela
65
Cincinnati
bliefield finished second, third
57 58 496 11' :
5.19 9
CPdcaQO
Francisco 62 51
San
ly.
respective
52 59 468 11 1:
and fourth
California
59 se 50,1 14
Houston
42 70 375 22
Texas
S4 64 458 191/2
Nell Tackett took the find
Atlanta
39 75 342 3211
San Diego
flight with Mary Alice Smith in
Friday's Games
second, Betty Thompson in
• Friday's dimes
soodim
Oakland (Knowles 4 4) at
Houston (Richard 3 I) at, Chi. New
third and Wanda Nance in
(Dobson 6 4) N
York
nig° (Hooten 9 10)
California (Lange 1 0) at Bos
at
fourth.
Atlanta (R.Niekr0 11-5)
11 41 N
ton
(Curbs
•
Pittsburgh (Ellis 11.9) N
Maze Reed won the second
Chicago (Stone 4 10) rit De
(Grimslei 11-6) at
Cincinnati
in
yesterday
on
head
was
clashed
(right),
froit (Strahler (8 8) N
flight while Della Boggess
TWo Till' SEEDS—Mark Buechler heft) and Kevin Walsh
St Louis (Wise 136) N
old while
Baltimore (Alexander 6 51 at
Montreal (Moore 6 10) at San
second and Doris Rose third. the boss 18 year old singles with Walsh *inning 7-5, 6-3. Walsh is the top-seeded 18 year
Kansas City (Fitzmorris 30) N
18
the
for
640) N
(Arlin
Henderson
of
Seale
Algood
Polly
Died0
Chet
flight,
with
In the third
will tangle
Minnesota (Campbell 00' at
Buechler is the top-seeded 16 year old. Walsh
Philadelphia (Twitchell 104)
the 16
Milwaukee (Lockwood 56) N
N
11-6)
(John
took honors while Rebecca year old title while Buechler must collide with Mel Purcell of Murray for the championship in
Angeles
Los
at
Cleveland (Perry 1115) at
at
New York (Seaver 136)
Dublin was second, Doll Redick ;,yea r,old division.
Texas (Clyde 3-3) N
San_Erencisco_(Bradley _ 9 11) N
Brandon)
Mike
eteeby
n
(Stafiftl
McCoisto
third and Barbarafourth
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Several Persons Fined In
County Court of Judge Miller

Police dance
to wrong tune

vm:r• FIV

Look in the an
your birthday co
what your outlook
to the stars.

Lesson

REPINE
YOUR OLD
INVAS111
IMAGE
POIStRUBBER

239'

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
Main
Phone 753-1586

TOGETHER

School

driving, fined $100, costs $14.50.
Wendell Carr, Rossford, Ohio,
D.W .1., amended to reckless
driving, fined $100, costs $14.50.
David Borrowman, public
drunk, fined $9, costs $26.50.
Terry Curtis, Shady Oaks,
By Dr. H. C. Chiles
improper start, $10 fine
suspended, $19.50 cbsts paid. (ased on copyrighted outlines pioclucet1
Committee On the Uniform Series and us,..
Michael McDougal, 502 Vine,
mission.)
no motorcycle license,fined $10.
Gaylon Knox, improper
divided allegiance on the part of
The Great Commandment
fishing license, fined $50, costs
A person can prove that he is God's children.
$14.50.
Mark 12:28-34
George Voncleave, Big a Christian by demonstrating
A learned, pharisaic, and
other
for
and
God
for
love
his
to
Sandy, D.W.I., amended
love observant scribe approached
reckless driving, fined $100, people. Love for God and
for one's fellowmen are in- Christ and boldly asked him the
costs $14.50.
primary question,"Which is the
Edward Lukas, Highland, separable. Those who truly love
first
commandment of all?" In
to
difficult
it
find
not
do
God
Ind., improper fishing license,
love other human beings. Those other words,"What is the first
fined $10, costs $14.50.
cvmmandinnt in importance of
Martin Edwards, Bardwell, who love God as they should
spiritual value?" "What does
neighbors.
their
love
truly
also
improper passing, $10 fine
God require?" It is easy to
Deuteronomy 6:4-5
suspended, $19.50 costs paid.
Jehovah, the God of Israel, is understand this inquiry when
Billy Crick, no fishing license,
Lord. He is the true God as we remember that the scribe
one
$10 fine suspended, $19.50 costs
to the many false gods delighted to dispute about which
'opposed
Paid.
of the 613 commandments
Terry Yarbrough, Route of the pagans. He is the living
recognized by them was the
all
unlike
is
He
therefore,
God;
Five, speeding, $10 fine
of the gods made by man. His greatest. Of these precepts 248
suspended, $19.50 costs paid.
be were positive commands and
must
Harry T. Recker, Route supremacy
365
were
prohibitions.
entitled
is
God
acknowledged.
Eight, reckless driving, fined
to our complete and constant Naturally, some of them were
$10, costs $19.50.
more important than others,
William E. Blankenship, devotion. We must love Him
the most important
therefore,
loved
be
must
He
supremely.
public drunk, fined. $10, costs
with all the heart, soul, and should have preference.
$26.50.
In reply to this man who was
might. All the capacities for
thought, feeling, devotion, and inquiring with an open mind
quoted
promptly
energy must be centered on Christ
God. He wants His people to Deuteronomy 6:4-5. These same
love Him with their whole truths need emphasis today
beings. He absolutely refuses to because multitudes regard the
allow anyone to place Him on an worship and service of God as
Police in York, England, equality with other gods. Of optional. They think that if they
apologized to six French course, it is understood that are not interested in religious
dancing girls after taking
what is in the heart will be matters, it is strictly their own
them into custody when some- expressed through the lips and affair, and,if they do not care to
MODEL GSD46.1N
one complained there were Will be demonstrated In the life. recognize, love, and obey God,
drunken people lying in the The command to "love the Lord it is quite all right. No matter
4 PUSHBUTTON CYCLES
street.
• Power Scrub.Normal Wash
thy God with all thine heart, and how honest or industrious or
Short Wash •rld Mins. It Noid
The girls, members of the with all thy soul, and with all successful a person may be, if
• Automotic Daramoont• RingoDance Theater de Paris, were thy might" is the greatest he does not love God supremely,
Go Otsponaars
merely staging an impromptu
commandment that Moses ever he is certainly disobedient to
dance routine to advertise an
penned. With the totality of our this divine command.
event at a local festival. —
Our obligation to God is based
being we must express our love
CNS
for God. There is no place for a upon the fact that He is our
, Plus small installation charge
Creator, our Preserver, and our
Redeemer. Christ summarized
the law which has to do with
man's duty to God in these
words: "The Lord our God is
one Lord: And thou shalt love
212 E.
the Lord thy God with all thy
We Rays
heart, and with all thy soul, and

S DRUG
WALLI
PHONE 753-1272

PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY!!
q-we_ttilliet It-Or It Can't Be Had

All People Interested In Boating Pleasure .. .

ATTENTION PLEASE
Reeding Thee: 4 Minutes

These few minutes can save you hundreds of dollars on a special summer sale on new or used boats. This is a stock
reduction sale that really means something to you that have shopped earlier or maybe you were waiting for the late fall
carry over prices. Really-you can buy now at carry over prices. Check us out. You will see we are way, way low on our
quality rigs.
We believe we can prove to you that you can save much mere than the interest on your money by getting what you want
now over waitin' even till next spring when prices will be much higher. We still have a good selection of the very finest in
family boats, properly equipped on the best trailer in the business. Give yourself the opportunity of checking out these
boats at a new low price. Take a minute to compare these few examples-then look over the entire stock.
- -Brand new Arrow Glass Panther, bronze with matching-sunliner seats, walk thru windshield, 50 H.P. Evinrude. List
$2606.10; was 12475.00; NOW $1995.00.
Arrow Glass Cheeah with 135 H.P. Evinrude, built in 18 gal. gas tank for your convenience, whopping big 84" beam, over
seventeen feet long-A real nice family rig. Cruise, ski, enjoy it, big, fast and safe. List $4357.70; Was $3975.00; NOW
$3500.00.
GLASTRON 156 Sporster. The world's Most popular boat, over 15 ft. long with 70" beam, walk thru windshield, sun top.
sunliner seats,6 persons bow rider, white with blue trim,85 Johnson,all for $2750.
Marlin Sport Boats, for the young all the way up to 80. These are sharp boats, excellent finish, good riding, hot performing ski boats one with 155 Johnson only $2175.00: One with 135 Evinrude only $2750.00. Hard to believe ain't it-with 1200
pound Shore Land'r trailer too-Try 'em --You are sure to like 'em.
Big Glastron Family Boat-I86 series-will comfortably carry up to 8 people-almost 18 feet long and over seven feet wide
An excellent family ski boat equipped with 135 H.P Evinrude, bow rider, walk thru windshield, top and on a good Shore
Land'r Trailer.list $4592.75; Was 14175; NOW $3650.00.
Wide Ream 16' Ski Barge with special cab, top and windshield, equipped with 65 Evinrude and on a good Shore Land'r
Trailer all for $2250.00.
16' Ski Barge with console and Captains chair . Brand new, boat only, use your motor. They are a fine family boat and we
hate to admit defeat but we just can't sell'em. Dealer cost is $791.50. Your cost is $799.95 and if you feel we are making too
much we will give you a refund! It will pay you to look 'em over.
Here's one for the big family that wants a big, big boat for a little price. Huge 20 footer, wide beam ( really a big boat for
only $1150). 19 footer $100 less-just might pay you to check these close outs!!!
A new 1972 Speedliner Combination Runabout and Fishin' Boat, 90 H.P. Mercruiser stern drive, good on gas, 40 M P H.
plus, bow rider. List $3300.00 plus, Buy now for only $2250.00.
This is only a sample listing as we have a number of others to choose from. We guarantee you a substantial savings on
your purchase by buying now. Choice is good, Prices lowest ever. We have a few used glass boats-heap cheap-40 H.P
Johnson. boat, motor and trailer For example $375, 40 H P. Evinrude boat, motor and trailer $375. Used Turbo Craft Jet
Ski Boat Buick V8 $1475. Don't let these get by. Now is the time to buy.

'Happy Holiday Travel, Inc:
GRAYSON McCLURE d-b-a HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
94 East Out of Murray to 280 to 614 to Panorama
Dane McClure - Jerry Henry - Don or Grayson McClure
DEMONSTRATIONS AVAILABLE EARLY EVENINGS AND HOLIDAYS
Nits Phone - 436-5483
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GET THEM

Sunday

Several cases have been
heard in the Calloway County
Court of Judge Robert 0. Miller.
Those fined, according to court
records, were:
Donald Thorn, Route Eight,
reckless driving. Fine of $10
suspended, $19.50, costs paid.
Leon Henderson, Route Two,
D.W.I., amended to reckless
driving, fined $100, costs $14.50.
Ronnie Chapman, Route One,
D.W.I., amended to reckless

gmmi-
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by the
by per
with all thy mind, and with all
thy strength: this is the first
commandment." "With all thy
heart" means without divided
affection. "With all thy soul"
means with the entire personality—intellect, feeling, and
will. "With all thy mind" means
an intelligent love rather than a
fanatical devotion. "With all thy
strength" means with every
energy that one possesses.
After summarizing the law
which has to do with man's duty
to God, Christ epitomized that
part of the law which indicates
man's duty to man by saying,
"Thou shalt love thy neighbor
as thyself.". Any person who
really loves God will love his
neighbor.
Assenting to what Christ
taught, the scribe admitted that
there could not be any higher
commandment. Appreciatively
Christ told him that he was not
far from the kingdom of God.
But note that he was still outside
the kingdom. To be almost
saved is to be altogether lost. If
you are near the kingdom, you
are in the place of wonderful
privilege, as well as great
peril. Enter the kingdom now
through repentance toward God
_
and faith in ChrisL
Romans 13:8-10
Assuming that the Christians
to whom he was writing knew
that they should love God with
their entire beings, Paul
stressed the fact that they
should demonstrate their love
for their fellowmen. A Christian
must meet his obligations to
others. We do not think that
Paul here meant to brand all
credit-buying as unChristian,
for he, himself, ran a "Charge
account" with Philemon. Instead of teaching that one
should never go in debt, he was
saying: "Do not leave a debt
unpaid." Do not be like the man
who was called "a human
dynamo" because everything
he was wearing was charged. A
debor must never defraud his
creditor. Any Christian who
fails to discharge his financial
obligations dishonors the Lord
and impedes the progress of His
work.
A Christian should live within
his means and pay his bills
promptly. It is not wrong to
borrow, but it is a sin if one fails
to pay back that which is
borrowed. If we would treat
others like we would like to be
treated, then we shall not
defraud them of those things
which rightfully belong to them.
The last five of the Ten
Commandments deal with our
relationship to others, and can
easily be summarized in the
admonition to ...loye our
fellowmen. We owe a deli- at
love to all men, and it is a
continuing thing. If we love
them as we should, we shall
have respect for their persons
arid possessions. Christian love
has a wonderfully transforming
effect in human life. Love for
others is a debt which none of us
can ever discharge in full. If one
truly loves another, he will not
injure him.

Senior Citizen
Day Tuesday
—
Ky.
LOUISVILLE,
Tuesday, August 21, has been
designated "Senior Citizens
Day" at the Kentucky State
Fair.
There will be a large tent on
the
the west lawn of
Fairgrounds especially for
senior citizens. Entertainment
there will be provided by Smiley
Corbin playing his calliope.
Special seats will be available
for the senior citizens during the
Circus Internationale, which
has two shows daily at 2:30 p.m.
and 8:30 p.m.
Free tickets to the Kentucky
State Fair World's Championship Horse Show will be
given to the senior citizens on
their day. Both afternoon and
evening shows will be held.
State Fair officials point out
that before 11 a.m. each day a
car load or even a bus load of
people will be admitted to the
fair for $1. They expect large
groups of senior citizens from
throughout the state to take
advantage of the low entry fee,
the officials said.

Before the kids go off to school
Before the leaves "turn brown"
Before you forget
Get Your Family Together For A Portrait!

(Mar. 21 to Apr.
Expand efforts_
areas not heretol
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August-is Fomily Portia Month at..

BLONDIE

THE PHAN'

Music for the Shrine Golf Tournament dance will be provided-by an area dance band, the
Top Five. Members of the group are (front row, left to right) Harry Absher, trumpet and
flugelhorn; Dan Steele, guitar and vocals; Steve Clark. bass and vocals; (rear, Gene
McCutcheon,drums, and not pictured, Frank Conrad,organ. An addition to the combo for
this the Shrine dance will be Gary Robertson, saxophone.

BEATLE BA

The Public Is

Invited to Attend
The
NANCY

SHRINE DANCE
Saturday, August 11
9:00
Student Union Building

1:00

I HAVE /
PETITION
I'D LIKE
TO HAVE
SIGNED

Music by The

.11••••••••••••••••••

"Top 5"

LIL' ABNEI

Sponsored by
The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club

Admission - '5.00 Couple

40,
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Housing Units
Down 3 Percent

YourIndividualkoscope
Frances Drake

FOR SATURDAY,AUGUST 11,1973
Look in the section in which suggestions blindly. And do not
your birthday comes and find expect more than is reasonable.
what your outlook is, according LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) 1C-1
to the stars.
Entrust your affairs only to
ARIES
the trustworthy if you MUST
411
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ”
put them into other hands but,
Expand efforts_to encompass whe,e. possible, handle what
areas not heretofore trod but you can yourself. Curb
whose fields are fertile. Play emotions.
cards "close to the vest," SCORPIO
however, so as not to disclose
Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
plans to the opposition.
Some misleading influences.
TAURUS
new
iereen
Carefully
( Apr. 21 to May 211
acquaintances and don't let
Some past agreements may even the best of friends impose
have to be strengthened, on your good nature.
perhaps revised. Competition SAGITT ARIUS
should enliven the day nicely. ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
Be responsive to new ideas.
An excellent day for cutting
GEMINI
financial losses, streamlining
( May 22 to June 21)
your affairs generally. But do
Mercury, in favorable aspect, nothing impulsively. Careful
enlivens this day. Strategic deliberation needed.
moves, agile footwork, taking CAPRICORN
calculated risks will be har- i Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
bingers of high scoring.
Friends will be in a mood to
CANCER
discuss the future — theirs and
(June 22 to July 23) et) yours. A conscious effort to be
A special way of saying the cooperative will pay big
right thing at the right time will dividends.
pay. Be cognizant of "tricky" AQUARIUS
situations and handle deftly.
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
LEO
A business idea put to you in
July 24 to Aug. 5)
the forenoon will be worth
More restraint than usual consideration. On the personal
may be needed to improve your side, evening activities could
chances for gain now. Don't produce a strain. Don't overtax
rush into activities heedlessly. yourself.
Plan and prepare well.
PISCES
VIRGO
X
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IP
advancing
for
A good day
Mixed influences. Question
and investigate where there is your ideas. Superiors will be in
margin for error. Do not accept a receptive mood; may even

44:ifa

completely re-evaluate -- and
show greater appreciation of
your abilities.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
dynamic, ambitious and versatile individual, but extremely
self-willed. There are many
fields in which you could succeed, but the theater will be the
most satisfying outlet for your
talents — either as a
playwright, actor, director or
producer; as a dramatic critic,
too. Other areas which may
appeal to you: the law and
statesmanship, medicine or
education. You are extremely
idealistic and humanitarian in
your impulses, but do try to
curb a susceptibility to flattery.
Birthdate of: Gifford Pinchot,
U.S. statesman.
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR I•73_ For • personal in rues
torecast ar, neelln, weetili. lave and
marriage, send 10.410 plus ES cents in
coin tor postage and handling to
Horoscope book Paperhytent. sox in.
OW Choisee Station. New York, N
Will, mentioning MY
SPartli
.
1
Print your NAME. AD01271
ZIP, erwa DATE OF BIRTH Ito be sure
YOU pet the right forecast tor your
zodiac sign)

Gout discriminates -it hits mostly mei
Gout, a rheumatic disease,
occtits almost entirely in
men.

New drugs have made it
possible to control the disease, an inherited metabolic
defect which results in an accumulation of uric acid in the
blood caiising the deposit of
crystals around the joints. —

NEW YORK, N.Y., — Construction of new housing units
started during the second
quarter of the year was down to
1 per cent to 619,666, compared
to the same period in 1972, it
was reported by the F.W. Dodge
Division of McGraw-Hill Information Systems Company.
An authoritative source of
construction market data, the
firm is widely known for its
Dodge Reports on construction
activity and Sweet's Catalog
files of building product information.
After adjustment for seasonal
variations, the second-quarter
housing unit figure showed a 13
per cent decline over the first
quarter of 1973, according to
Dodge. Said George A.(bristle,
vice president and chief
economist of Dodge: "The
spring drop of homebuilding is
only the beginning of a succession of declines still to come
over the next several quarters.
Sharply higher building costs
and soaring mortgage rates
have cut the ground out from
under the biggest housing boom
the nation. has ever known."
The following ten standard
metropolitan statistical areas
were the nation's top housing
producers in the second
quarter: Chicago, 20,921 units;
Los Angeles-Long Beach, 11,283
units; New York, 9,864 units;
San Francisco, 9,389 units;
Washington, D.C., 9,381 units;
Mairni, 9,021 units; Atlanta,
8,541 units; Detroit, 8,446 units;
Houston, 8,410 units; Denver,
8,380 units.

WHY DON'T YOU 60 MO<
'WHERE Ictki CAME fROM7DIZOP
DEAD Ger LOTt 5tNCEREL'it,
A TRUE BA5E154L1.. FAN"

c2)

BLONDE
HOW THE PHONE TILL SYBIL
T THINK
CosiES BACK
_MY ROAST
ajt-;,1 BURNING

THE PHANTOM

ERTS, Titan
reach milestone
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service
America's space feats pretty much have been shoved to
the rear of the room by such
events as the Watergate affair, the gas shortage, high
prices, consumer beefs and
the like
Maybe that's because nobod) nowadays pays much attention to success.
At any rate, two anniversaries in space achievement
seem to underline the fact
that in at least one field —
aerospace — people still are
communicating with each
ether to make things work.
ERTS-I, the first spacecraft
ever orbited to focus specifically on our planet and its natural resources, has completed
a year in space.
This earth resources technology satellite, with its highly sensitive cameras, has circled the earth more than 5,000
times and produced more
than 70,000 original images of
its surface.
ERTS photographs and
data are being used by more
than 300 investigators in the
United States and in more
than 35 other countries for
studies in a wide variety of
scientific areas — agriculture, marine and mineral resources, environmental monitoring, flood threat and damage assessment, land-use
management, map-making,
etc
What ERTS already has
seen from space and trans- •
m1lf1 backlo Inaniiiiciikbing him more about the farm,
the forest, the oceans and rivers, how to make better use of
undeveloped lands and draw
better, more accurate maps
Scientists estimate that
ERTS and its even more advanced descendants will save
countless lives and billions of
dollars by showing man from
space what he cannot see
standing on earth.
On another anniversary,
'Man III turned 50 this summer. Not 50 years, but 50 consecutive successful launches.
The first Martin-built Titan
IN was launched five 'Years
ego, to orbit three environmental research satellites
and two nuclear detection
spacecraft.
Forty-nine launches and
more than 100 satellites later,
crews at Vanden burg Air
Force Base, Calif., toasted
launch No. 50 Launch director C E. Carnahan calls this

TARE COVER, GENERAL,
A WE ARM./ TANK
6 APPROACAING
YOur OBGERVATiON
POT.

All summer long, motorists
have been coping with spot
gasoline shortages across the
nation. Now another "period of
adjustment" for drivers is due
later this month, when schools
In Murray and Calloway County
open once again.
While the seasonal situation
gets far fewer headlines than
the "gas scare", it's of prime
importance because it involves
The safety of thousands of our
youngsters. That's why The
Louisville Automobile Club is
urging motorists to keep these
guidelines in mind when the
changeover occurs:
—Be especially alert for very
young children off to school for
the first time. These tots,
usually unschooled in the rules
of pedestrian safety, are most
likely to be careless or confused
by traffic.
—Also be on the watch for
children riding bicycles that
may appear suddenly from a
blind spot near your car.
—When in a school zone,
watch for the reappearance of
reduced speed limit signs.
—Always obey the law about
stopping when you see a halted
school bus.
—Keep in mind that many
young pedestrians will be out
during the noon hairs walking—
or running—to and from their
AMMO, 0 Y!ONO./

MO
RINMOOD
MURI
DOMUNO

2 Beverage
3 Fruit (p4)
4 Classify
I Chinese
5 Mans
pagoda
name
4 Jet forth
Pronoun
6
9 Fuss
7 Corded
12 High mountain
cloth
13 Bacteriologist s
8 Fortner Ruswire (pl I
sian ruler
14 Sesame
9 Be present
15 Rumor
10 E vire
17 Separated
Efiri
11 Ancient
19 Not now
10
16 Fertile spots
nil
21 Female
in desert
22 The
Sure
52
Sweet
32
18 Things,
sweetsop
54 Reward
potato
in law
24 Outlit
55 Greek
36 Long. slender
20 Edge
26 Break sudletter
ksti
22 Surrounding
denly
56 Permit
38 Rants
23 Taut
29 Perplex
57 Vast age
41 Goes in
25 Opening
31 A month
59 Silkworm
43 Moccasin
27 Eagle's
33 River in ScotSpread for
60
45 Established
nest
land
drying
47 Afternoon
28 French for
34 Preposition
63 HypothetICal
Party
lather"(pit
35 Sink in
force
49 Crut of date
30 Sunburn
middle
37 Equality
7
5 6
iiii:iiii 4
Mil
39 Railroad
11g11
:::1
(abbr.)
13
40 Employ
•:•:•.
III
12•
42 Short steep
la
Nie"
15
44 Girls name
III
.l•
ill
'rii,_& It*
46 Temporary
TO glal
,xt:feza
snetter
Vs4CM.:
VtArlielle
veer
rs
48 Knock
n leXiic kal
eV.24
n
n
50 Proceeds
.i.k!ilEM
.
*A
Wan
51 Goll mound
32
31
29
}X!=I
53 Stone cut in
relief
3
'7
4'4
36
35
K•.•".
34
55 Gratity
I
45
58 Group 01 s
MI VS:.4U
41 Klralf, 42
40
1
gm iiViit 1 ..
61 Pronoun
:PW
•
':
ACROSS

TOMMM
0-32NM
BOOP
ONOMG MOM
MM
WO
MU
0317 ffNORD 000

nom

no

moup

MOM
MOON
BIIM37110 CIOGOVIffl
(1010[4
MB
LIMB
DEMO

I HAVE A
PETITION
I'D LIKE
TO HAVE
SIGNED

-!NW

4/1.. L ARMUSA,

Lit' ABNER

NO --WE'RE SICK
.
k
(
• OF ALL THESE
PETITIONS
LATELY

ITS A
PETITION TO
STOP PEOPLE
FROM GOING
AROUND WITH
PETITIONS

lUII

62 Loop
64 Belot,
85 Possessive
pronoun
66 F mished
57 Performed
DOWN.

Ula
UI

4a

3°

JUl

ua
°::•:.:Ce.

" Mil a
i ve.
ss se
5 *kill
Ill61

I Sailor (collo(')

.5

Mill

ill

so

BLUEGRASS ESTATES I
by the green
A tine variety of sites to choose from near twelve
million Barkley Lake Lodge and Golf Course

BLUEGRASS

ESTATES II
by the town
Beautiful land, Wedded or open near historical Old
Cadiz, Kentucky.
BLUEGRASS ESTATES Ill
on the water
On the shores of Lake Barkley Beautiful hornesites
restricted
Directions to Hoed office:
Turn off highway No 611 into Barkley Lodge Entrance
go to first cross road and turn left, go one-fourth mile to
Mt Pleasatit Church, turn left and within one mile you
will see Bluegrass Estates I
Field Off ice open Saturday and Sunday—Weekdays call
for an appointment
Beck and Jean Wilson, owners
P.O. Box 262
Murray, Kentucky Phone 753-9100

gg"II

lUUIe Inc. UI
Distr. by Untied Feature
0
1
/ 13

66

42

tomes for lunch.
As always, The Louisville
Automobile Club is urging
parents to map out a safe
walking or biking route for their
youngsters if they haven't done
so. And since traffic hazards
near schools increase when
children are dropped off and
pickedup in family cars, AAA
also recommends that parents
allow children to go to classes
on their own

Drug Council To
Discuss Ampicillin

YOUNG LADY to assist doctor.
Fal time position. Must enjoy
working with people. Phone 753Al3C
9909.
MATURE DEPENDABLE baby
sitter, needed in my home
Monday, Wednesday and Friday
mornings. References, own
transportation required. 753Al3C
4186.

*****************
:
:Help
*
*
*
*
*
*
* Fast and experkseed. 2:38*

* p.m. - 1:20 p.m- Or
*
:work completed.
*
* IBM Billing Machine and *
*
FRANKFORT, Ky. — At its * IBM Selectrk.
*
:
Monday -Friday
Aug. 16 meeting, the Kentucky *
Reply to
*
Drug Formulary Council will *
*
discuss the applications sub- *
P.O. Box 32-W *
*
mitted for inclusion of am- ****************s
picillin products on its list of
"therapeutically equivalent" NEED MORE income? Want
drug preparations. The meeting extra spending money? Earn
will be held at 9:30 a.m. at the while working part time. Set your
State Department of Health, 275 own hours. For information
East Main Street, Frankfort, phone 753-1470. September4NC
Ky., 40601.
Chairman Robert Barnett,
WANTED EXPERIENCED
Jr., also announces that the
operator. Must be 21
council is in the process of backhoe
years old and appear in person.
a
of
assistance
the
obtaining
Camp Ditching, 1001 Johnny
consultant to evaluate some of Rex
A1OC
Road.
Robertson
the technical information in the
applications. "We will use this
CARPENTER needed.
evaluation to assist the council FINISH
AHIC
753-9807.
Phone
members in making their individual judgments as to
WANTED EXPERIENCED
whether drug preparations are, truck drivers. Must be 5 years
indeed, therapeutically old and have a safe driving
equivalent preparations," he record, with at least one year
says.
over the road experience. Reply
The council has already gone to Pre-Fab Transit Company,
on record that no drug product P.O. Box 677, Murray, Kenwill be placed on the formulary tucky.
A14C
list until there has been a public
hearing on the various products
being considered. The time and
place of the hearing on ampicillin products will be announced after the council's
regular meeting on Aug. 16.

AmeriCai
gray squirrel perils
England's forests

Sell
Your
House

Gray squirrels, natives of
America, have succeeded in
- pushing the native red squirrel out of large areas of England, Wales and the lowland
belt of Scotland and pose a
greater threat to Britain's
forests than Dutch elm disease, according to the Forestry Commission
Their bark stripping particularly hits hardwood trees
like beech and sycamore, and
they are also attacking agricultural crops and robbing
birds' nests — ('NS

60

'

to

4

BLUEGRASS ESTATES PROPERTY
enjoy watching a little investment grow in beautiful western
Kentucky. All subdivisions near Barkley Lodge golf course
beach, marina
Three locations to choose from All have city water, T V A
electricity. and low taxes. Paved roads already in two locations
$1150 up Easy terms

FEMALE MRS. Santa demonstrate toys anirgifts August thru
December, party plan. Photie
A15C
753-8291.

CrOiNtword Puzzle

NANCY

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL MATE FOR SALE

HELP WANTED

Abortion was legalized by
China in 1957, and Chinese
doctors developed the vacuum aspiration method that is
becoming a popular medical
technique with many physicians.
Nearly all of China's 70,000odd commune hospitals are
believed row to be equipped
with vacuum aspirators. —
CNS

NON5ENGE,
CAFTAN. NO TANK
COULD PC65/13c y
NAVIGATE THi6
TERRAIN

SELL

record -one unparalleled for
Large rocket operation."
(lie of American rocketry's
workhorses,'Man III, among
other accomplishments, has
achieved the most nearly perfect circular orbit for a satellite — less than .04 per cent
deviation.
It has hurled more satellites
into the critical equatorial orbit than all other U.S. launch
vehicles combined. (Equatorial or synchronous orbit positions a satellite 72,300 miles
above earth so that it moves
at the same speed as earth's
rotation and therefore remains constant over one
sP4I-1
Than III, of course, was
born with a silver spoon in its
mouth. Its granddaddy was
the venerable Titan I, the first
two-stage intercontinental
ballistic missile ( ICBM) system and the first missile to be
buried underground in launch
silos.
'Man I then spawned the
advanced Titan II ICBM, the
heaviest of the nation's strategic deterrents against surprise missile attack
Then Titan 11 was adapted
as the booster for the Gemini
program which launched 10
two-man astronaut teams into
earth orbit and laid the
groundwork (and spacework)
for the historic Apollo manned
lunar expeditions.

China legalized
abortion in 1951

BEAM BAILEY

ADS
NTEVERY
WAMOST
THING

SPACE AGE REPORT

LUCKY KIDS
Queen Elizabeth has asked
that Nov 14, Princess Anne's
wedding day, be a holiday for
allEnglish_sehoelchildren —

ii
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IT'S EASY -

To Place Your
Ledger & Times...

THF LFDGER & TIMES-MURRAY, KENTUCKN

HELP WANTED

TIMES - MURRAY. KENTUCKY

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at . ..

WANT-ADS
SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
Houses trimmed -cabinetstops-doors-remodeling
.i 4
fc.rm"
specialist. Quality workmanship.
Augustl1NC
Phone 753-0790.

JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
TFC
753-7625 nights.

FRIDAY-AUGUST 10, 1973

Ca
753-1

753-1916
NM.

CARD OF THANKS

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

$10.00. Can
BY OWNER: beautiful shadylot FOLDING COUCH,
Johnson Blvd.
1397
at
Sharp
seen
be
park,
beside
253'.
x
100'
A1ONC
RESTAURANT PERSONNEL
Accordion
Street Ready for quality home after 5:00p.m.
phone
information
needed, for
Phone i 606)549-2494. August27NC
A1ONC
1971 INBOARD-outboard Duo
753-6025.
Lesson's
KENIANA SHORES-100' x 200' with OMC outdrive. Low usage.
for Phone 753-3843 between 7:00 and
WILL DO ironing and sewing in
Phone 753 7575
ON KENTUCKY Lake two restricted lake view. Lots
A 1 OC
8:00 p.m.
per
month.
my home. Reasonable. But$25.00
and
125.00
down
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
to
wall
bedroom, with fireplace,
lots
home
mobile
200'
x
Also
60'
Leave your heavy cleaning tonholes made.Phone 753- Al5C BURNETT'S MOBILE Home
wall carpet and furnished price
bulls, 400 to
7515.
A16C for $10.00 down and 10.00 per TWO BLACK Angus
up to the experts at
Service, 1105 Lackey Street, SIX ROOM house, 2 acres of land $12,500. Phone 437-4444.
water-lake 500 lbs. Nice for breeding stock
Central
month.
Paducah, Ky. Patio covers, 14 and a big lot bra trailer. Electric
A IOC
WILL KEEP children in my
access,all weather streets. Drive Phone 753-9390.
different colors to choose from. heat or gas. Phone 492-8287. AlIC BY OWNER, lovely three
Apply In Person 2-4
home, 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.,
on 441 from New
Northeast
available
house
brick
bedroom
and anchors.
PROFESSIONAL
day Saturday,
Monday through Friday. Can Underpenning
A16C Concord and follow Keniana YARD SALE, all
air corditioning. 24 hour NEW FOUR bedroom, 244 baths now,call 753-4381.
CLEANING
furnish references. Phone 753- Central
signs to office. Phone 436-5320 or August 11, 303 North 12th Street
I.
AIINC service. Phone 502-442home and nice three bedroom
0702.
September 12C Furniture, art pieces, household
436-2473.
.,arpets
September 7C house. For further information TWO BEAUTIFUL Kentucky
3115.
AlOP
Items.
lots together, Riverside
LOST & FOUND
SERVICE D7E
AI1C LAM
Furniture
phone 753-3903.
home,
DOZER
bedroom
THREE
GOOD
Armstrong
BARGAIN TIRES Drive Pine Bluff Shores 16 miles
caterpiller, hydraulic power FOR ALL your additions,
room
thr
M.S.U.Has t
FOUND MALE hound. Tan head,
Walls
from M.S.U. For quick sale- neHIe
made - while present inventory
492tick.
Stewart
shift. Ralph
remodeling, residential or HOUSE-NORTH of Murray. $7850.00. By owner. Phone 443- furnished upstairs apartment lasts. 4 ply nylon 775425-845 by
black back with red and blue
Windows
Al5C
8491.
commercial. New or old. Free Three bedroom tri-level, two 1565. Write L. Henderson, 311 that rents for $75.00 monthly. 14" or 15" $15.06+$2.80. Custom
No collar. Found near Kentucky
estimates. Call 753-6123.
TFC baths, den with fireplace, central Ashbrook, Paducah, Ky.
Lake, east of New Concord.
A13C Reduced to sell at $19,000.00. supreme polyester F-G-H-78 by
AlOP
Call Collect for Free
Phone Boyd-Majors Realty 753- 14" or 15" $16.51+12.60. Custom
Phone 436-2167.
heat and air. Acreage available.
TIMBER -LODGE of TennA1OC
AlOP ON KENTUCKY Lake; four 6080.
Estimates
barn painting and Phone Benton 5274529.
DO
WILL
78 Series polSrester F-G-H /8 by
Springville,
1,
Route
Tucky lake,
Rusty
spraying.
commercial
large
baths,
2
bedrooms,
large
14" or 15" $17.70+$2.69.
Tennessee will do your stone
FOUND GOLD Kreisler ball
Phone 753-0400 THREE BEDROOM brick house, kitchen and living area, breakLake, four Polyester Glass belted F-G-H 78
KENTUCKY
work. Large selections of stone. roofs a speciality.
ON
point pen with initial. Phone 489August 13C carpet throughout, central heat fast bar, fireplace, central heat
TFC or 382-2299.
AlOC
2 baths, large by 14" or 15" $18.44+$3.10
Phone 901-593-3534.
2148.
247-7333
and air, garage. Five miles north and air, boat dock, large patio, Large bedrooms,
area, break- Polyester Steel Belted F-G-H 78
living
and
kitchen
of Murray Phone 753-5639. A13C $35,000.00. Phone 436-5574. AlfiC
central heat by 14" or 15" $21.50+13.10. Wide
REAL
fireplace,
ESTATE
FOR
SALE
bar,
SALE
FOR
fast
ESTATE
REAL
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
SERVICES OFFERED
and air, boat dock, large patio. 70 series Polyester glass belted
$35,000.00. Phone 436-5574. A1ONC F-G-H 70 by 14" or 15"
LANDSCAPING.. NO job lea
$20.81+$306. Wide 60 series
large or too small. Phone Benton
nylong glass belted E-G-L by 15"
MUSIC
ADC
527-9632 or 527-9815.
+ $366.. Roby Sales, High$25.90
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
way 68, Benton, Ky. September5C
Lonardo
plan.
purchase
Rent to
KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
Piano Company, across from
LAKE COTTAGE ON KIRBY .IENNINGS TRIAL. Newly remodled and
Control. Phone 753-3914 100 South
"ONE HOUR MA RTINIZING" BUSINESS for sale. Good for a man and wife
MOTORCYCLE-1972 Honda
Post Office, Paris, Tenpainted. 3 room cottage and bath. On large wooded lot. Budget priced, $8,900.
lath Street, "Every day you
operation All equipment is in good condition and building is in good state of
trail CT7OH. Very good condition.
AlOC
nessee.
delay lets bugs have their
A14C
repair and leased at reasonable rent. Profitable business. Details to interested
Phone 496-8704.
CORNER OF BAG WELL BLVD., AND GOODMAN Street.-New attractive
TFC
way."
parties. Shown by appointment.
USED BALDWIN organ, Baldwin
three bedroom brick veneer house with central heat and air, two baths, two car
SALE!! 19,000 BTU air
grand piano, console piano. MOVING
garage, fully carpeted. and ready for possession. Must look at this price
SHOUT TWO MILES SOUTH on 641. We have a nice 3 bedroom brick home on
ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service.
French sofa and
conditioner,
across
Loriardo Piano Company,
$34.500,00.
over-lacre Int Cont.-al h"..•"1 air. carpet. 2 baths, good well,. Call for other
TFC
Phone Paris,6424561.
and refrigerator.stove
chair,
from Post Office, Paris, Tendetails
'
three
312 AND 314 NORTH 12TH-BOTH MUST BE SOLD together. 312 has
'tables, lamps and chairs. Many
AlOC
Quality
nessee.
Paving.
R & R ASPHALT
miscellaneous items. 1112
bedrooms, dining room, living room, kitchen and bath, 314 has two bedrooms,
work guaranteed. Business a
FINE LARGE OLDER BRICK HOME in new condition. On large corner lot,
8:00 a.m. -10:00
929,500.00.
property
bath.
Fine
investment
and
kitchen
and
Sycamore,
living
room,
-Repair
dining
TUNING
PIANO
residential. Free estimates.
11th and Poplar. Has 5 bedrooms. 2 baths, central heat and air, 3 fireplaces, 3
Al4C
Prompt expert ser- p.m.
rebuilding.
con247
modern
all
Mayfield
patio,
large
night
or
Phone day
car carport, dishwasher, disposal, basement,
.•- DRE FRft,OUSe on 6241' x 150' size lot
504 BEALE
Rebuilt
experience.
years
15
vice.
TF
7201
veniences ana extremely well built. Located near schools and downtown. Shown
ot with aluminum sg.
a
and real s
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer, HONDA 750-1973, low mileage.
by appointment only
All3C
$16,900.00.
Murray, Kentucky, Phone 753- Phone 437-4167.
witt-no trash and brus
TFC
8011.
hauling Reasonable rates
THE MAX OLIVER FARM, 1% miles southwest of Kirksey. 117 acres of fine
ON BAGWELL BOULEVARD is a nearly new .3 bedroom brick home with all
l'OR RENT
IT
753-6130.
land and three bedroom brick home. This is a fine dairy farm with silo, 4
draperies, built-ins, 2 baths,-central heat and air, double garage, paved drive.
TAPE DECK
tractors, milk barn,63 milk cows, 110 cattle, lots of other farm equipment. Also
Extra nice and owner occupied
MOBILE HOME, 8' x 40', air Akai, 3 speed, automatic
FREE ESTIMATE on septic
tobacco harm Call for other details.
conditioned, shady lot. $50.00 per reverse, $300
ON COMMERICIAL LOT-104 S. 12th St. Exceptionally nice frame house with
installation. Phone 753-7850 TF
AlOC
FOUR ADJOINING WATER FRONT LOTS ON Barkley Lake. All are wooded
month. Phone 480-2595.
basement. 4 bedrooms, family room, 141 baths. Nice patio, built-ins, carpet.
See at Grogan's Mobile
of Highway 68 bridge. On paved road and city water. This is a
view
with
and
DRESS MAKING and alterations
investment
and
Real nice home
es.
prime location and priced right.
OFFICE SUITE on South 5th
in my home. Phone 436floor.
ground
to
on
built
size,
and
carpeted
any
BRICK,
Street,
August21C
ON CATALINA COURT IS A NICE 3 BEDROOM
5525.
12 x 64 MOBILE Home central
CABIN ON KENTUCKY LAKE near Kirby Jennings Trail. Two bedrooms,
Contact L.D. Miller, 753-5596 or
FHA speciftcation. Paved drive, built-in range_ Nice kitchen with pantry. Tile
air, carpeting
to
who
"Get
wants
the
right
In
for
den.
family
Just
big
stone
beautiful
fireplace
A15C heat and
753-5000.
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
bath, utility with -washer-dryer hook-up. Outside storage room Priced to sell
throughout, two baths, two
It All" $13,500.00.
Away
From
$17,500.
Electric Complete pump repair
all
BASEMENT APARTMENT. bedrooms, garbage disposal,
service. Let us check your old
with
ALMO HEIGHTS-FINE FOUR BEDROOM Brick house on approximately 1%
electric,
underpenned
paid.
Utilities
clean.
Nice and
BEAUTIFUL BRICK HOME on Keenland Drive. So unique is this lawn and
pump for you before you buy a
acres with 1St baths, carpeted. A good size outbuilding and lots of big trees.
Private entrance. No pets. awning set up on lot, Riviera
rock garden that you must see it to believe. Has large swimming pool, enclosed
new one. 24 hour emergency
$30,000.00.
A13P
Couples only. $65.00 per month. Courts. call 753-0362.
back
yard
with
exotic
beautiful
all
House
has
plantings.
heat
central
built-ins,
service. Phone 753South
108
at
bbuiltsee
All
or
lot
185'
x
110'
753-1739
on
Phone
uitgrie
Bri
f'f
And air, three bedrooms, two baths, draperies, carpet, fireplace and on large
beau
1510 CARDINAL C:E
August21C
5543.
AlOC 1972 HONDA 350, One year old
A really fine home and well
10th Street.
lot, Call for appointment.
ins, 3 bedrooms,
August 27, excellent condition.
seega
located. Must
TRAILER SPACE. Opening new Red high handle bars, luggage
PAINTING-EXTERIOR, Insmall.
lots.
Some
County
and
LOTS,
City
LAKE
GOOD
SEVERAL
WE HAVE
2 miles east of rack, back rest, 2,000 miles. 7531
bedrooms, central
trailer court 2/
terior. For free estimates phone
REAL NICE and newly decorated home at 523 Broad St. 3
some large. All different price ranges. Check with us for residential or com94. Phone 5037.
Highway
on
Murray
Al6C
&
Painting
right
Priced
carpet.
Atkins
some
Sammie
mercial lots.
gas heat, "2 basement, 2 air conditioners, draperies,
ADC
753-237'7
Decorating for free estimate.
at $17,500.00.
A14C
121 HIGHWAY WEST,.IMMEDIATELY OUTSIDE CITY LIMITS. Two
Phone 437-4534.
NEW SEVEN room brick house,
bedroom frame house,
bedroom brick veneer house on approximately one acre. Nice double car
ON 94 HIGHWAY,442 MILE WEST OF TRI CITY-Three
GARAGE SALE
University.
from
across
land,
of
acres
2
54
crib,
and
stable
WILL SHELL peas, beans a
garage,
good
carpeted,
garage with apartment. Good income. Also one car brick garage behind house.
newly decorated,
Prefer
1.
September
lots
Available
building
& Saturday
Friday
Extra
system.
water
limas. 102 South 9th Street. Pho
community
On
Priced to sell, $37,500.00.
over 500' highway frontage.
couple on a year lease. Phone 753A10•
Aug. 10th & 11th.
753-3754.
on highway. Price $15,000.00.
ADC
1589.
AT 416 SOUTH 16TH STREET,four bedroom brick veneer. Large living room,
Women's and girl's clothes,
COTTAGE NEAR LAKE-TWO BEDROOM frame cottage partly furnished,
family room, large kitchen and dining area, 3 baths, central heat and air,
$7,250.00.
10-12-14-16. Good knit
Dock,
Boat
Morgan's
sizes
of
north
mile
of
four
tenths
HEARING
A
HAVING
PRIVATE ROOMS for men
garage with automatic door opener, paved drive and patio On nice corner lot.
dresses, skooter
wool
&
students with kitchen facilities
1209 DORAN ROAD-BEAUTIFUL three bedroom brick veneer house on large
PROBLEM?
skirts, coats, purses, -hats,
Phone
air.
and
heat
and central
corner lot with 3 baths,fully carpeted, double carport, central heat and air and
1810 MONROE-BRICK VENEER duplex, three bedrooms each side. Central
shoes, some mens sizes
A27C
436-5479.
For free hearing test
plenty of built-ins. Yard is professionally landscaped. Must see. Call for an
Fine investment $35,000.00.
small and medium, lots of
built-ins.
and
air,
heat
consultation call 753-0832.
appointment.
miscellaneous.
for
APARTMENT
FURNISHED
YuEDREIhree bedroom brick veneer
NEW HOUSE
1604 Magnolia
ACRE
TWO
ON
WILDING
elderly lady. Phone 753-5616. 1TC
-AT WISWELL IS
o baths, built-ins to include
f
carpe
house, centralcimt
air
and
heat
Central
other
TIMBER-LODGE on Tennon
shop
large
and
end
one
on
offices
LOT. Has four
one down at $25,500.00.
't t
.Y
dishwasher anchirlele
lucky Lake, Route 1, Springville,
TWO BEDROOM house, 403
and two baths. For sale or rent.
AND approved by
Tennessee, will build complete
ON
ONE
TWO GOOD INVESTMENT HOUSES
LOT. Each house is 2 bedro0611
South Al* Murray. $70.00 per TESTED
Blue
fireplaces, starting at only
REDUCED! This extra nice 3 bedroom home on N. 20th Has beautifully landblock with bath. Each rented for $70.00. Both can be bought for $16,000.
month, possession immediately. millions of homemakers.
cleaner is tops.
carpet
Lustre
scaped lawn Two lovely baths and large family room with fireplace. Lovely
5695.00. Selection of stones
753required.
deposit
$50.00
20 ACRES OF fine developing land in city limits and on S. 16th St. The best piece
draperies and carpet. All built-ins, Thermopane windows, fenced yard and
-available...Satisfaction
'AMC Kea-Pik Market,Five Point2920.
air,
double
heat
and
Central
house.
storage
Ai IC
and
Toot
patio.
901-593_
of
left
the
in
land
city.
details.
Wfor
Phone
brick enclosed
guaranteed.
TFC
3534
garage. So many extras you must see to appreciate. Shown by appointment.
block
one
rooms,
PRIVATE
TWO
REAL NICE WATERFRONT LOTinGroui Valley Estates. Priced to sell.
from university. Air Conditioned. SUMMER CLEARANCE on all
NICE COMMERCIAL LOT on corner of Pith and Main St. Large old home in
Phone 753-6425 days and 753-5862 Armstrong large truck tires
k veneer house on wide and
1601 CATAI.INA
E B ROO
ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign
need of repair. Call us for details.
A16C First line:
nights.
y
of
deep
kite
lot.
And
and
washer
cabinets,
Street.
4th
South
607
Company,
veneer house on
brick
BEDROOM
THREE
825 x 20-10 ply $36.00 4- $6.14
-BEAUTIFUL
at
dryer,
$24,900.00.
GROVE
furniture*
LYNN
October17C
Phone 753-8346.
fireplace and
TWO LARGE furnished apartapproximately one acre, with central heat and air, two baths,
ments. Carpeted and air con- 900 x 20-10 ply $46.18 + $7.33
AT 204 WOODLAWN IS A-UWELY WHITE BRICK HOME with 3 bedrooms, 2
large family room.22'z 22' workshop in back. Can't pass up at $33,000.00.
ditioned Married couples only. 1000
THE OLDE Shoppe. Furniture
baths, central heat and air. CompleteliiiiiInside and out. Expensive carpet,
x 20-12 ply $59.95 + $9.10
No pets. Reference preferred.
stripping and repairs. 1301 Main,
1613 BELMONT-THREE BEDROOM brick veneer home with central heat and
refrigerator, range and washer included. Lovely draperies. Large covered
1000 x 22-12 ply $62.34 -4- $9.98
only
Phone
753-6425
out
$100
Look
per
nice
building
size
month.
and
built-ins
all
next to the Dairy Queen. Phone
carpet,
air, 2 baths, new
patio. One large room with bath can be an apartment or family room. This is
'Armstrongs best highway tread
A16C
August24C
days and 753-5962 nights.
' 753-8240.
$27,000 00
one of the nicer homes within short walking distance of Murray State and
truck tire.
Carter School. Has 10 closets. You must see to appreciate.
825 x 20-10 ply $44.16 + $6.14
BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
BEAUTIFUL NEW HOME in Bagwell Manor is brick with 3 bedrooms, central
TWO LARGE bedroom furnished
900 x 20-10 ply $55.34 + $7.33
also.bank gravel, fill dirt and
ON OLIVE STREET,four bedroom home with central gas heat, bath on each
heat and air, carpet, 3 baths, all built-ins, family room, 2 car garage and
apartment available for couple 1000
one.
to
x 20-12 ply $66.68 + $9.00
this
Call
see
possession.
immediate
and
180'
x
150'
lot
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-1-1U or
On
also
the
This
has
in
back
garage
fireplace.
yard,
price is
- floor, separate
storage galore.
or male students. Inquire at
1000 x 22-12 ply $70.22 + $9.98
TFC
354-8161, after 5:00 p.m.
$16,900.00. Better hurry, it won't last long.
South
100
Control,
Pest
Kellys
Arinstrongs Best traction type
AT 307 N. 7th STREET is a large 5 berkoom home with aluminum siding on
Al3C
13th Street.
truck tires.
large lot 60' X 450'. Has fireplace, 2 baths, washer-dryer hook-up. Bargain at
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S. across from Holiday Inn.
825 x 20-10 ply $55.21 + $7.2/
$12,800.00.
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
150'frontage and extra deep.Ideal fir most types of businesses. Call for details.
900 x 20-10 ply $61.14 + $8.51
SALL
FOR
Master 489-2504.
TFC,
1)exter
on
of
Road
Brooks
Chapel
Has
FRAME HOUSE ON 3 ACRES just East
1000 x 20-10 ply $73.09 + $10.52
REAL.ram TWO BEDROOM BRICK HOME IN DEXTER. Has two-car
3 bedrooms &bath,good well, new roof. s8,800.00.. .
SET MAPLE bunk beds with Armstrong Best lug type tire:
garage,fireplace, and a new well. House built in 1969. Priced at $17,000.00.
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
mattresses and springs. Phone 825 x 20-10 ply $53.89 + $7.25
824 NORTH 19TH-THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house on 80' x 150'
753-7415.
A1OC 900 x 20-10 ply $59.92 + $8.51
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
house and bath. Has central
3eroor
an
FARM WITH 97 AC
hardwood floors. Single carport. Real sharp and in perfect neighsize
lot
with
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
t Located 1442 miles
hook
1000 x 20-10 ply $73.21 + $10.52
heat. 3 car gara , w
borhood. $24,000.00.
Jerry McCoy, owner (502) 492YARD SALE, Friday and Roby Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
Southeast of Alm.
high
new
the
near
BRICK
TFC
8837.
Saturday, August 10 and 11, 9:00 Ky.
AT 903 DORAN ROAD IS A MODERN 3BEDROOM
September 4C
BEAUTIFUL WATER FRONT LOT, size 50' x 120', Pine Bluff Shores-Let's
draperies, all built-ins Really
a.m. till 6:00 p.m., 213 South 11th
school. Has Central heat and air,2 baths,carpet,
Look!
,
AlOP
Street.
nice. ..
Lee
WORK.
CONCRETE
EXCELLENT, EFFICIENT,
fair
37 ACRES ON DR. ROUGLASS RD. seith new well and pump-approximately
' Childress. Walks, floors, drives,
CORNER OF 6th and Sycamore is a good piece for future profit. Frame in
INTERNATIONAL COMBINE, economincal. Blue Lustre carpet
of
miles
Don't
east
MiwraY.
this
pass
up
furnace.
bargain.
Aknb,
floor
gas
$12,000.00.
bedrooms,
7534170
Phone
patios.
condition. Has 3
model 93. Inzde condition and cleaner. Rent electric shampooer
Al6P
Kentucky.
ready to go.
474-2384 after $1.00. Big K, Belaire Shopping
Dunn
Prentice.
753-5725
AIIC
A14P Center.
4:00p.m.
Sbff

Help Wanted
Cashier or Waitress

4

BEDROOM brick, two
Mrs. Rozelle Nance would like to THREE
fenced back,
landscaped,
bath,
Church
thank the Grace Baptist
in dishwasher with
and everyone who sent food, trees, built
central heat and air.
flowers, gifts and cards since her disposal,
A13C
753-8416.
Call
1TC
accident.

SERVICE MASTER

Long John Silvers,

SERVICE MASTER

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact Guy Spann Realty. We have a
large staff of QUalified Salesmen to serve you.

A LARGE METALOFFICE

-

I

-4
#
-Papering -Painting
-Carivasing
FREE ESTIMATES
Balightaa
7$34$81

Guy..Spann Realty

Our Sales
y4013(7.53-2587
Guise Baker 753-2409
Molisbor of Multiple Listing"
_
'Jack Persalf-7538st------ 901 Sycamore

7553-7724

Dlenn Wdcox 753-2761 -. Buddy Sykes 753-3465
--IriPp Waliams_7_53-6422

YAMAHA-1971-250 MX and
motorcycle trailer. Must sell.
Phone 753-0163 or see at number
Ilr, Riviera Courts hetvieiin 8:90
A 14C
a.m.-2:00p.m.

FOR SA

FOR SALE

GUTFERING .137 Sears. Sears
seamless gutters, installed per
your specifications. fall, Larry
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
TFC
estimate

FOR
I,

750.i
'72 I
12

Phone 7!
after f
ARROWHEAD(
Mayfield, Ken'
Higl
Benton
trailers, pickup c
We also rent c
week or weekend
489-2303.
1973-15' Mon
fully equipped o
1970 model Es
start motor. 14'
hull, ski rig wit
condition. 16' CI
make ideal dui
Phone 753-3672 al
p.m.
CREOSOTE POI
treated fence
Lumber Comp
Street.
CAMPERS! CA
full of them at pr
believe, startinE
type,fold down
New and used.
Corner, located
Homes, 3900 Cis
Paducah, Ky. I
information 443-I

KENTUCKY'
variety of pistol
you can still
reasonable pric
Stores, the pistc
from Hopkinsvi
and 164. Open S
p.m.

REPOSSESSEI
up payments $6
pay off cash la
zag and blind I
local Singer
Belaire Shoppin
GAS RANGE
avocado with
Phone 435-5221

COLOR TELEV
console. Will s
753-7280.

VA LOANS,no
qualified yetis
pay. Drive oi
Clarks River E
Bank financin
Hon
Mobile
Beltline Highw
443-6150.

TWO GROWIs
young goat,
galvinized stee
to small or la
436-M40.

AKC REGIS'
shepherd pupt
Phone 436-5624

REGISTEREI
hampshire boa
753-5390.

1969-16' DUO
motor. Phone
p.m.

BEACH BUG
Volkswagen w
headers. Phon

AKC POODLI
11 weeks old. /
9869.

AIR COMPRI
H.P.; hand i
presses; all ty
and electrical
Ford Fergusoi
condition, but
H; one belt
without motor
large jig sem
teed used
heaters, 3 ani
left 5 antique
and used elei
types. Nobodj
our prices. Di
B.B. Dill or Go

1972, 750cc I
extended ft
handle bar
helmet. Prici
9502. _
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Call
753.1 9 1 6

Sell It With A Classified Ad
FOR SALE

Another View

Prkes Good at ...

FOR SALE

e.

750 HONDA

.411M2*.

CAIN GULF

\1 /

- 600 W. MAIN STREET -

72 Model

'2250w

to
I.

Phone 753-0561
after 5:30 p.m.

r.
4.
!d
IP

rY
3y
by

by
;9.
78

10
78
de
ted
5"
ies

,

da"
4C'

air
ind

Completely chopped springer
front end, Harley rear tire and
wheel,custom tear drop paint.
Many chrome accessories.
Excellent condition.

4th & Elm

l4C

(IRIS 26" bicycle. girls 3 speed
ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales,
bicycle and a boys 5 speed
the
on
y,
Mayfield, Kentuck
exerciser
Highway. Travel bicycle 11so bicycle
Benton
‘11C
for home use 753-3903.
trailers, pickup camper, toppers.
the
by
campers
We also rent
week or weekend. Call 247-8187 or
Our cultured oysters
A11C
489-2303.
Are really beauties
And they give great
1973-15' Mon Ark pro model,
strength
fully equipped with new trailer.
To do your duties
1970 model Evinrude electric
tW41Last.0=M:::*
Triangle Inn
8-1.
u.
start motor. 14' Glastron speed
hull, ski rig with trailer. Good VERNON'S BOOT & Shoe & "THE PRESIDENT 15 EXERC1SI4G H15
condition. 16' Cris Craft. Would Western Store & Shoe Repair, EXECUTIVE PRIVILEGE. BLEEP BLEEP."THIS k5
A WHITE HOUSE TAPE RECORPI NG."
make ideal duck boat, $75.00. Inc., next to Tom's Pizza Palace,
Phone 753-3672 after 5:00
Central Shopping
from
across
FOR SALE
FOR SAI.E
Al1C
p.m.
Center Hours 900-9:00 Monday
through Saturday. 1.00-6.00
CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 25' and Sunday: -lust arrived- 3 styles
treated fence posts. Murray I kvis, latest style bush jean bells
Lumber Company, 104 Maple Just arrived 10 new styles dress
A11C
Street.
shoes-solid leather Western
hats--Western clothes . 10 per
20' DUROCRAFT WITH CANOPY
sale on now throughout the
cent
lot
A
S!
CAMPERS! CAMPER
for 1 sale on Verde dress
1' 40 h.p. Johnson Motor
full of them at prices you couldn't store. 2
and Roughout casual boots.
v 1973 Model, Used 3 Weeks
believe, starting at $450.00. Full boots
golf shoes, $12.97. Four
type,fold down and motor homes. Ladies
WcslernJeans W.90New and used. At Bill's Camper styles
TFC
Now $900. • •
Mobile
Bill's
at
located
Corner,
See At.
Road,
River
Homes, 3900 Clarks
Paducah, Ky. Phone collect for 32 x 60 TIN Building, Call 753A1OP
A11C 5922
information 443-6150.

* FOR SALE *

PONTOON

tral
ing
Iwo
all
ith
era
13P

on.
ige
153
16C

Ph. 753-3734

BEST LINE POLYESTER

FIBER GLASS BELTED
G78x14 White
F78x14 White

A78x13

$2062

B&C78x14
E&F78x14

H78x15
G78x15 & 14
F78x 14
All Prices Plus State
and Federal Tax and
Old Tire

4-Ply Blacks
$1498 G78x14&15
H78x14&15

51495
$1675

$275'
$265'
$249'

98"
9927
9715

F78x15

NYLON WHITE

51
BIFcr S
6.5NYLON
4-Ply ksLine

STEEL BELTED

c7$14:

"
96
96'
9759
178x15 9979
1.78x15 $2395

15"
c78x14 Biocks$1450

F78x15
G78x15

7.00x13 White!

FREE MOUNTING & BALANCING

CAIN GULF
753-5862

RNELL MARINE
DARN
DA

Hwy 94E

ge.
10C

UNION '76 Phone 753-6129

WHAT-A -SALE l!

Good,Buicat I 17940

'fly
112

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

NOTICE

11101.
.
11141
.
18 0
111 .
1.
.
.
1111101
.
01 1111101711
.
4111

.

753-1916

I.
••
••46

FOR SALE

I.

Call

mmm

nlmm

AUCTION SALE

AUCTION SALE

t

="

RUNABOUT-I5' fiberglass with
50 H.P. Mercury motor and
For the convenience of the Citizens of
SALE THOMAS A. Edison air PORTABLE DISHWASHER,
AUCTION SALE
trailer. 8' x 10' umbrella tent,
$184.25. used,
Sell
BTU,
house.
10,000
ers.
and Calloway County...
Westing
Murray
condition
used once. Phone 753-3624. AlOP
The Murray Dealers Auto Auction, Inc. will offer for sale
17,000 BUT, $233.00. Roby Sales, reasonable. Phone 753-4767. A11C
real
the
P.M.
o'clock
2:00
on August 18, 1973 at the hour of
Highway 68, Benton, KenSOFA BED-floral. Good conestate and a a large quantity of personal property to the
August21C TRUCK TUBES Armstrong
tucky.
dition. Priced reasonable. Phone
highest and best bidder. This real estate is located on Highwill be from
First quality
AlOP
474-2789.
way 641 South, some three (3) miles South of Murray, Ken61
3.49+
panel
625x20-$
5-slat
FT.,
16
Located
L
SPECIA
tucky, and has been used as an automobile auction.
home tape player Good gate $20.40, 14 ft., 5-slat panel 900x20-$3.85+.76
on this property are three 3) buildings. This real estate
REPOSSESSED SINGER, pick 8 TRACK
Only thru August 31st
Phone 753-2861 gate $19.40, 6 ft. chain link gate, 1000x20-$4.33+.89
on Highway 641 South some 489 feet and some five 5)
fronts
up payments $6.25 per month or condition, $45.00.
+.96
54.50
1000x22$13.50,
gate
link
fence.
a
by
MONC
chain
812.75,8 ft.
acres of this 5L-2 acre tract is paved and enclosed
pay off cash balance. Does zig- after 5:00P.m•
loft, chain link gate $14.60, 12 ft. Roby Sales, Benton,KenAll real and personal property will be sold together to the
zag and blind hem stitch. Your
erl3C
Septemb
Alto saxa- chain link gate $15.40, 14 ft. chain tucky.
highest bidder for cash at the date of sale or twenty per cent
The Numbers To Call For The ...
local Singer Sewing Center, B FLAT clarinet;
of the purchase price
good condition. Priced link gate $16.50, 16 ft. chain link
balance
In
phone.
the
with
down
cent)
per
A11C
(20
Center.
Shopping
Belaire
Good condition,
reasonable. Phone 753-4581. AlOC gate $17.50. Also 6 ft. steel post HONDA CL 350.
payable not more than thirty ( 30) days from the date of sale.
supplement $325.00. F60x15-T dignal A
hog
percent
35
$1.30.
Bidders must register immediately prior to the sale and the
GAS RANGE, 30" Tappan,
SALE: I pellet or meal)$12.00 cut. 40 per radial tires, two only, brand new,
NCE
CLEARA
R
will be conducted on the premises. For inspection of the
new.
sale
SUMME
Like
- and
hood.
with
avocado
ent (pellet or $90.00 for both. Phone 7,13supplem
&
hog
B
cent
8206.95,
contact J.T. Todd or James L. Lassiter. This
mower,
property
riding
A11C
H.P.
5
Phone 435-5221.
Al1C
6012.
cut. Fly blocks $2.20
property is ideal for many purposes due to its location and
S Engine. 7 H.P. electric start meal) $13.00
$319.95, B each. 41 per cent dairy concondition
COLOR TELEVISION, used, 21", riding mower, 30" cut,
s
Are ...
Highway centrate $8.25 cut. Tramisol SALE NEW Funk & Wagnall'
MURRAY DEALERS AUTO AUCTION, INC.
console. Will sell cheap. Phone &S Engine. Roby Sales,
encyclopedias; baby swing; play
cents
65
ENT
blouses
4C
wormer
er
PRESID
cattle
Septemb
TODD,
J.T.
Ky.
AllP 68, Benton,
753-7280.
DAY - 753-6199
each. Thibenzole cattle wormer pen; car bed; scales; Sears
753Phone
ne.
clothesli
umbrella
Rhodes
each.
65
cents
16' BASS boat, motor and trailer, blouses
NIGHT - 753-4478
Al1C
Feed Meal Cuba, Kentucky. 382- 6019.
753VA LOANS,no down payment for fully equipped. Phone
ON,
AUCTI
HOLD
TO
BUY
HOUSE
WANT
A23C
Al3C 2593.
qualified veteran. 12 years to 7252.
Saturday, August 11, 2.30 p.m.,
AUTOS FOR SALE
to
almost
out
on
pay. Drive
rain or shine at former home of
chain
used
(with
a bed
good
makes
BUY
TO
THAT
WANT
COUCH
ASALL
Clarks River Bridge on 13eltline. TRAVEL TRAILER 1970, 2
A11C Mrs. Toy Phillips, 210 South 16th VALIANT-1962 four door. Just
Now is the beet time to
saw Phone 437-4168.
Simmons mattress). Three
Bank financing on spot. Bill's bedroom 8' x 35' air conditioned.
Street, Murray, Kentucky.
future
or
been overhauled. Runs good.
child's
together
sell
your
will
consider
Homes, 3900 South Excellent condition. $2300.00 chairs
Mobile
Extremely clean bed and living Make good hunting or fishing car.
rush.
fall
College
the
Beat
at 1612
See
music.
in
ly.
separate
Please Phone
Ky.,
,
Beltline Highway, Paducah
A13P
WANT TO BUY baby buggy. room suites, refrigerator, stove, $100.00. Phone 753-8575.
phone 753-0289.
AI1C
Selection is best now on
Farm Road or phone 753Al1C
11NC freezer (needs repair), dinette
Your
443-6150.
753-6392
Phone
Al3C
new, used, demonstrators,
6501.
treadle
radio,
portable
TV.,
set,
.
mileage
low
etc.
CAMARO-1968,
For Sale
TWO GROWN goats and one
rkorrollanadwaybed,
mach,ine,
chairs,rugs
•
870 REMINGTON Shotgun with
a duttiairsthy sewmg
rilec
iawtheavy
BED
andused
Extra sharp. Mae 454-450 H.P.
BUY
"
TO
ANT
lbarr
wwe
W
N
window
young goat, all nannys. One
BALDWI
Call
$90.00.
gauge,
12
choke
never
poly
new,
4
3
/
brand
size,
chenolet engine, complete.
galvinized steel cage, can adjust
small Duncan Phyfe
Piam3 --reg.
Spinet
A13NC
or 753-3570
at
See
753-6602
---1781111.
496used
Phone
.
Never run since completely
condition
od
75.
o
l
g
5
Phone
cages.
to small or large
995.00 688.80
If No Results:
quilts, baby bed, stroller and rebuilt. Phone 753-7856.
AIOP
AllP
Homes.
s
Mobile
Grogat'
A11C
436-M40.
tackle box
a
d:
;
Home organ rhythm
--fansscalessm.
Phone:
LOUNGE-BED set, brown tweed.
lessons, bench,
and fishing equipment, dishes,
mattresses and founacTwin
33,000
sharp
,
PINTO-1971
German
AKC REGISTERED
delivery 785.00
iran tea kettle, 16" x 22" picture,
dations. Swing out from formica
WANT TO BUY July 9 copies at bottles, lawn furniture, step tual miles. Phone 753-7856. A15C
shepherd puppies, 6 Waal Oid. TRAVEL TRAILERpiano,
Console
space
Storage
Please
table.
corner
Times.
Beton ii00 p.m.
&
The Ledger
ABC Aristocraft, sleeps 6, has stove
Phone 436-5624.
Save! 419.00
fruit jars, and usual
behind bolsters. Full mattress
& Times, 103 ladder,
Ledger
the
to
bring
Karrnan
Not
Then
pieces.
unexpected
VOLKSWAGEN-1965
and refrigerator and toilet. If and, foundation. Twin mattress,
North 4th Street., _ _ _ TFNC responsiible
--REGISTERED AND full stock interested phone 753-0437 or 753- box
ble for accidents. Under nhie. 1300.80.. 1158 Volkswagen,
e, Whirlpool
bedfram
springs,
444.00
New Spinet piano
hampshire boars and gilts. Phone 5870.
Al4C
shade.
suitable for dune buggy. Price
air conditioner 21,000 BTU.
A11C
Deluxe Console piano,
in charge $100.00. Phone 753-5167 or 489er
753-5390.
small
Shoemak
Douglas
BUY
TO
WANT
After 5:30 p.m. and
poster
high
French provincial
777.00
choice of style
A 10C
2 to 5 cubic feet. of sale. Murray License Number 2189.
1
CARPORT SALE, Saturday, bed and dresser all reasonably
refrigerator, 2/
new.
Until 6:30 p.m.
Console organ,
AlOC
AlOP 406.
1969-16' DUO with 60 H.P. Jale August 11, 8:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.,
Phone 75348/8.
A13P
priced, 753-7182.
800.00
Save!
4:30
after
see
753-7842
Phone
motor.
1711 Keenland (Richland Sub1964 CHEVROLET pickup truck,
Al1C division.) Mens, womens and
p.m.
1540
at
Blalock
Nelson
see
$500,
YARD SALE: 16th Street north
ALL LUZIER Cosmetics, 20
Al3C
girls clothing. Other items too across Highway 121, University
WANTED TO BUY good used BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY Chaucer Drive.
percent off for limited time only
64
.
down
mention
to
cut
many
Too
BUGGYBEACH
AlOC
numerous to mention.
black and white T.V. call 753-6602
Court. Friday
Trailer
Heights
753-1513 or 753-1509. A 10P
Phone
and
Brands include Wurlitzer,
Volkswagen with mag wheels
A 13NC EXTRA MONEY needed? Sell 1965 FORD Fairlane-289 four
or 753-3570.
1TP
A11C AKC GERMAN Shepherd, and Saturday.
Hammond, Lester,
headers. Phone 436-5830.
needs
hardtop,
engraved golden metal social speed, two door
Baldwin, Estey and many
A16P Now on Friday evenings:
female, six weeks old, $40.00. PET RACOON for sale, phone
security plates. See Rosebud paint, $400.00. 767-4382.
all.
female,
We must sell
others.
AKC POODLE, apricot,
A14C
Phone 901-232-8347.
Phone'
.
A13C
753-8764.
• WANT TO BUY small to medium Sykes, Murray Hatchery
11 weeks old. Phone 753•
call 753- 753-3422.
September13C 1968 OPEL Kadette, four speed,
E
PROMIS
OUR
• size chest of drawers,
AI1P
9869.
CARPORT SALE, Thursday and 1972 HONDA 750CC 5,000 actual
good condition. Cheap $350.00.
A13C
8289 or 753-5043
If you don't select your
Friday, August 9 and 10, 10:00 miles, extended front end,
Can be seen at 908
instrument from Conrads,
Al3C
WANTED. to*Sycamore.
a.m. to 6:00 p.m., 71714: Poplar chopper handle bars, headers
BUTOR
DISTRI
5
AIR COMPRESSORS, 3 and
you will probably either
s"
behind 717). OVal rugs,
Product
(house
Disney
UNITY
"Walt
OPPORT
Phone
service
SS
$1,200.
BUSINE
H.P.; hand chain hoist; drill wigs, woven wire fencing, metal and helmet, priced
pay more or get less.
accounts. High earnings! Income 1962 AUSTIN Healey, 3000 MK II,
Al3C
_
.
presses; all types of mechanical posts, women's and children's 753-9502.
any
BLE-Tor
over $1,000 per mi!Inth posilible! great engine, new paint (charAVAILA
,
"LOANS
one
and electrical hand tools;
&
CON
RAD'S
PIANOS
suits, toys, other
men's
clothes,
any
y necessary $3,290 to coal grey), hardtop, also new
to
up
Inventor
0
15,000
620,000.0
purpose,
AIR CONDITIONER,
Ford Ferguson tractor, excellent items. All good quality.
AlOP
ORGANS, INC.
Mr,-14ensley 615-247- start! Call collect Mr, Brady tires. Phone 753-4423 after 5
753or
753-7261
Call
call
amount.
$125.00
BTU,
than
worse
looks
condition, but
A16C Watch this award-winning
AllP o'clock.
Al3C
619 Broadway
AI1P (214)243-1961.
1152."
H; one belt sander with or YARD SALE, Saturday, August 1688
program at 7:00 p.m., Channel
Paducah, Ky.
without motor; one small and one 11, at 415 South 8th Street, hours
1963 DODGE Dart convertible, 12
guaranseveral
No. 4434453
large jig saw;
AlOP
9:00 a.m. till 5:00p.m.
Norge gas dryer and two red Brought to yOu by Special Agent
RONALD W IIESNE AR.
teed used electrical portable
board
wall
OM
plush chairs. Call 753-2732. Al3C 711 Main St
BATHRO
Le"
heaters, 3 and 4 K.W.; We have RIFLE: MONTE Carlo stock, 306
plywood,
4'x8'
C-D
"
2
1
/
$5.25 each.
NOR THWE STERN
-and
SEAMLESS GUTTERING, white
left 5 antique ceiling fans. New with 10x Weaver scope and sling.
$4.75 each. Twenty different
BUICK-1969, extra sharp. Air, MUTUAL LIFE •
needs
never
finish,
enamel
and used electric motors of all Also has case. Priced to sell.
selections of paneling from $3.65
35,000 actual miles Also 1970 5.111WAUKE E
Free estimate. Phone
types. Nobody can compete with Phone 753-7423 after 4:00
Plexiglass for storm doors painting.
up.
Ford,air, $800.00. Phone 753753-2930.
Gutter
our prices. Dill Electric,
A 10C and windows,50 cents square foot 753-8407 or 7534992. Atkins
p.m.
Murray.
in
, A 14C
station
service
7856.
new
g
Openin
August23C
Service, Murray.
NFA/ (MILD S PLATE ON
B.B. Dill or George Mauzy. AlIC
and up. Fiberglass seconds, all
r)UR NEW MENU Cho.co of
foot
square
four
cents
967,
5
colors, from
s,4rrobur cpsr . hot doh. crocken
88 OLDSMOBILE-1
Call Collect ...
1972, 750cc Honda 5,000 miles,
o• crab cake w.th cinch
and
Tuck Salvage, SLIGHTLY USED spanish
&
steering
Ross
Power
up.
sedan.
and
lawn
door
riding
ON
STALLI
H.P.
tries and a hot vi,oitabli• All
extended front end, chopper
cots,
a
60
days
6
65-04
camel
$55000.
Open
901-3
air
Tenn.
Sopwith
factory
ro r*t
Martin,
guitar.
brakes,
In,
6 forward speeds and
handle bars, Headers and mower, has
A 10C
Phone 901-587, airplane. Never been
753-8718.
week.
Phone
gasoline
tions
753Phone
Applica
$180.00.
Price
&
tion
reverse.
753Informa
Phone
for
helmet. Price $1,200.
Al3C
SeptemberlIC used.Phone 763-1563.
A 10C 2420.
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Gas Freeze To Be
Extended One Week

THE LEDGER & TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUC
KY
FRIDAY-AUGUST 10, 1973

Astronauts Take Their First
Day Of Leisure In Space Today

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Cost of Living Council announced today that the price
freeze on gasoline and other
petroleum products will be extended an additional week, until
Aug. 19,
- The freeze is scheduled to be
lifted from the rest of the economy on Monday.
Council Director John T.
Dunlop said the extension of
the freeze on petroleum products is to give the council additional time to prepare final
regulations for the petroleum
industry.
"While all the policy ques-

tion.s on treatment of petroleum
have been decided, the council
needs additional time to perfect
SPACE CENTER, Houston
and promulgate the text of the
Friday in order to catch up on quality and land use in Ohio.
(AP) - Skylab 2's astronauts
oil regulations," Dunlop said at
experiments that had fallen be- effects of strip mining in West
took their first day off in space
a news briefing.
hind schedule because of tech- Virginia and distribution of
today after two weeks in their
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orbit
ing
laboratory, and they ness suff
day Phase 4 regulations for the
ered by all three, men coast
started off by sleeping two
insurance industry and also its
early in the mission
hour
s
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than
norm
al.
policy towards disclosure of fiLike many an earthman on • l'hey said earlier this week
nancial reports filed by comhis day off, they had a lot of they'd be glad to work a few
panies.
(Continued from Page 1
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provisions of the final Phase 4
At this point in his remarks,
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rules for petroleum.
paused to present a
to do after 13 busy days. Mis- appointed when Mission Control
It said there will be ceiling
scholarship to JoAnne Roberts,
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idea.
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rol asked them to
prices on the retail sale of
Murray,one of the four and who
troubleshoot a couple of minor
gasoline and home heating oil
Flight Director Donald Puddy introduced Horton at the Rotary
problems.
and that gasoline retailers will
explained, ''They've pounded meeting.
Also on schedule was the first
have to post the lawful price
Afterwards, Miss Roberts,
themselves pretty hard every
space shower for Alan L. Bean,
and octane rating of gasoline
day for two weeks. We've got who attends Murray State
Dr. Owen K. Garriott and Jack
on individual gasoline pumps.
some long days ahead. So it University, urged any Rotarian
R. Lousma.
A special sticker for the postwas decided it was time to slow who felt he had part-time
Su membership applications ing
The crewmen told Mission down
of this information will be
and let everybody catch employment for a distributive
were approved by the board of issu
-Control Thursday night not to
ed
their breath. They're coming education student to contact
directors of the Mutray- stati by the council to service
wake
them
today, that they up on the
ons and the stickers should
efficiency curve ev- Mrs. Alberta Chapman at
Calloway Country Club at its
would get up when they felt
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Murray State, Mrs. Vicki Shell
ery day,"
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one man shell, like it.
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."
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ice station operators.
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Frequently during the flight,
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Watergate Surfaces As Prime
Topic At Young Demo Convention

Rev. Moffett Gives
His Sermon Topic

Council ...

Corn and Wheat Crops
To Be At Record Levels

Police Discover Total Of
21 Victims Of Torture Ring

Services Held For
Mrs. Willoughby

Services Held
For Donald Wood

Revival To Be
Held, Puryear
Baptist Church

City Schools
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ofRed

•Navy

KNITS
98'to 1"

SUMMER
CLEARANCE
on

•Burgundy

•Bron

•Bleige

•Copper

45" Wide
Washable & Dry Cleanable

LEATHERKNIT

60" Wide

Hazel Hwy.

Phone 492-8211

Nesbitt's Fabric

For Better Fabric Shop ...

drib

KNITS

100% Dacron Polyester

Prints and Denims

New Fall

3Ft3ourivrim-vgir

COTTONS

Perma-Press

bach, executive director of
the Bicycle Institute of
America —
"Tall, short, fat, thin, rich
or poor, anyone can ride a
bike."

A-line dre.. is checked charmer with its gingham collar and
cuff.. Fresh approach to classroom doings is styled by the
Grace Company in new nowale cotton corduroy. Photo:
Courtesy of Cone Mills.

Gioilidni check in polyester
and cotton is styled by Siebel
& Stern in beguiling party
looks worn under crewel printed pinafores. The eye-catching mix of patterns is top
fashion news.

Little go-togethers

RECORD DEGREES •
Herbert Hoover, former
President of the U.S., was
granted the largest number
of honorary degrees ever
given to an individual— 89

Bicycle buff. need clothes that work for, not against them.
Fitted clothing which allows the skin to breathe and sturdy
shoes like those featured above are all one needs to enjoy the
nation's moat popula.- outdoor participation sport. Keds
"Spcikea" shoe is available for men, women and children in
white, black, blue, red and gold.

3irPiixiabxe

When extra-curricular
actIvItlea are posted this
fall, student:, may be stirpriSed to find bicycling on
the list.
No longer just a kids'
pastime, there are an estimated 80,000,000 Americans,
of :every age, who bicycle
for' exercise, transportation,
or leisure.
Thousands of miles of
bike paths across the countrY attest to the increasing
interest in bicycling.
And just as tennis and
ski enthusiast's require
prOper apparel, bicycle buffs
are outfitting themselves
with clothing that works
ton, not against them.
In the fall and winter,
wciol sweaters and jackets
allow skin to breathe while
the body retains some heat.
A well tapered nylon windbreaker and snuggly fitting
pants offer the best protection from wind and rain.
./lhoes are especially important. A sturdy lace-totoe oxford with toe bumper,
Ue Keds "Spokes" shoe,
-1Q/events wear and tear
taksed by occasional foot
dragging.
For long distance cyders.
back packs provide handy
storage for food, clothing
and other paraphernalia.
this falljoicycling promises to be popular with the
back-to-school set, not only
because its the fastest
griming sport, but because
it does not require any
spkcial skill or athletic expertise.
According to John Auer!
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You'll be a perfect study this fall in Olga's combination of
100% Cotton *nit Crop Top and Fashion Scoop Half-Pant,
both in new beach-bird Sandpiper Print. The tank styling top
supports like a bra but look* like sportswear. The smooth
seaming gently shapes the young figure. The Half-Pant features Olga's scoop center back seam to shape the body and it
won't ride up. Both have elastic trim for body hugging fit and
comfort and are available in Sandpiper Print combinations of
either navy'n Ted or brown 'n gold.

Sn,u -hug body shapers
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Two-wheeling it:sturdyshoes,
suitable gear for biking fun
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PTA

AGE EIGHTEEN

I

Sizes 2 - 18 Yrs.

BY Hanes

3.99 and 4.99

2.39

Regular 2.99 Sale

% PRICE

8.99

Short sleeve

SHORTS and
BLOUSES
1712 PRICE

One table Ladies

SLACKS
1/12 PRICE ,

One rack
Polyester
Flair and cuffed

PANT SUITS-DRESSES
% PRICE

One rack
Jrs., Misses and half sizes.

sizes 5 thru 18
Reg. 5.99 SALE 3.99
Reg. 6.99 SALE 4.99
Reg. 8.99 SALE 5.99

SLACKS

One group light weight
Polyester and cotton Flair

BAGGIES

One table White
Polyester and Cotton

SHORTS And TOPS

;

3.19

Regular 3.99 Sale,

sins 81,2 thni 3

SANDALS

Girls

By Stephen and Maverick

JEANS

BOYS Slim, regulars

By Hanes

T-SHIRTS and BRIEFS

RoY's

SOCKS

Good Selection boys

SHIRTS ike9i.2.99 so, 2.39

S

I

G

odd sizes, broken lots

7.99

PANTS

One group Knit

SOCKS
Reg. $1.50

Sizes 30 thru 44

FRIDAY—AUGUST le, 1973

By Maverick
Sizes 2$ waist thru 38.

FLAIR JEANS

Good selection Men's

By Hanes
Sm., Med., Large and X-Large

VEST and T-SHIRTS

Good selection Men's

By Hanes

BRIEFS and SHORTS

Good selection Men's

Sizes 30 thru 46

BELTS

PRICE

Now 1.00

New Shipment Men's

BY Hanes

One table Men's

1/12

sizes 27 waist thru 38 waist

BAGGIES

Good selection denim

28 waist thru 36 waist

By Stephens

BAGGIE JEANS

One table denim

SPORTSWEAR

IL

OFF

10%

2.00

% PRICE

Sizes 20 waist
thru 28 waist

One rack girls

BELTS

New Shipment

odd sizes, broken lots

-

and Denim
selection Boys

CANVAS SHOES

,;,„.,

JACKETS

/ -.•

Values to $3.99

4

All boys light weight
Poplin, Nylon

JEANS

-4Idsir •

i1 11411

4
*Al

Year-round classes

i

r

-Iia

S

y
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One Table boys

Back toS • 1
Boys Short Sleeve Perma-Press

One table girls

_
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level, particularly where our
cate
young
people
and their
legislative advocates spend a
parents about the misuse of
great deal of time at the Condrugs, a national tragedy, and
gress of the United States.
of alcohol."
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alge fur lines a (NIc stv le coat while hood
and
IT add .1
liriously femini • touch .. . all at the ()irk
of a needle 011
our Viking 'sew' g
-him.. 1 mill find the thickest fabrics
twill drape and/ liape proper'.
with Tri- !pion knit ...itchy.,
hork. on anything f
paper.thin -ilk. to fleet) pile.

'

A furry feminine touch

Are the nation's schools
terials. When female images
contributing to the secondo appear. they're not very
daryi status of women?
interesting. This 'may acAi e they, perhaps unwitcount for boys' reluctance
tingly, responsible for womto read stories about girls.
en $eing treated like sec"A disproportionate numoncitclass citizens?
ber of females aripear in
SOme educators think so.
minor roles; fewer females
and their point of view Is
perform heroic or admiroutlined in a current publiable tasks. Too many stories
cation of the National Edufor elementary pupils show
catibn Association.
girls serving cookies, play:Stereotype schooling
ing with dolls, staying home
The article, entitled "Sex
to help mother, pr being
Role Stereotyping in the
rescued .. by boys."
Schools," says it all starts
In sports, girls are exin tie classroom, beginning
pected to cheer the boys on
in ilindergarten, where girls
to victory — often to athplay in a doll corner and
letic scholarships 'and fat
boys go to ,a jungle gym.
professional contracts.
What it all boils down to.
• Furthermore, the authors
theiauthors say, is that boys
charge, parents, teachers
are taught to be superior to
and counselors take a nargirlls. Little girls, they say.
row view of career opporare rewarded for doctlity
tunities open to girls
and dependence, while little
Author asks
boy's are encouraged to be
"How often do we encourassertive and independent
age an able girl to consider
— and this training carries
medicine, law dr architecover in their adult behavior.
ture?" the authors ask, -We
"Me upshot, the article
warn her instead of the
contends, Is that working
difficulties . . . such an attiwoinen are paid less than
tude may cause a girl to
meri, and their earning podoubt her own capabilities."
tential is often limited.
"It is not enough to equalMet there is plenty of eviize hiring practices and opdence that school girls perportunities for adult womforfn as well as boys in areas
en," they argue. "We must
thai are normally exclunurture the idea of& female
sively male territory like
equality at the earliest ages,
sports and Industrial arts.
for the heart of the probI most secondary schools,
lem lies in .. a strong conh ever, only an exceptioncept of self."
al irl will ask to be admitA complete package of
ted to an industrial arts
teaching and learning macos4rse. And how many boys
terials including filmstrips,
sttiy nutrition, homemakleadership and discussion
ing.or family living"'
guides, cassette', and pubGirls also have a problem
lications on sex role stereoof -inadequate image retyping is available from the
flection," according to the
National Education Assoarticle. They don't see feciation, Publications, 1201
male images as often as
18th Street, NW., Washingimages in school maton, D.C. 20036.
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Trading cans for school books? Hardly. But today's student is being encouraged to get involved in •Il phases education—books and practical experience. These sixth grade boys are
helping to improve their knowledge, their awareness and their community all at the same time.
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Fernlib hampered
in the classroom?
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Sizes 6-18

JEANS

Price

WORDY ESTIMATE ;
There are about half a
million words in the English
vocabulary. It is estimated
that only about 5,000 words
are ever spoken

Here, the elegant ultra sheer
expanse of Champagne panty
hose in a Bubbling Beige
shade provides an essential
complement for a 2-piece suit
with a short box pleated skirt,
Besides flattering sheerness,
Champagne provides efferves.
rent cling that never lets you
down and exceptionally long
wear life, too.

Model 252-242/575

APP•0•10 MOM MAUR

•0.4.0%•.•,••••
•
•
••••,pit

Pattern on-pattern fashions
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'A Trademark of THE SINGER COMPANY

MURRAY SEWING CENTER
Bel Air Shopping Center

We have a credit plan designed to fit your budget
We also have a liberal trade-in-policy

Fashion Mate sewing machine offersstraightstitching and all the
zig-zag accomplishments Helpful
features include built-in
blindstitching, the exclusive
Ingfe front drop-in bobbin,
push-button reverse control,
and more.

Rwg. '129.95

$109

Singe!' zig-zag sewing
machine with carrying case

SALE

Back-to-Books

Nimble flaws— This boy My never have learned to sew
when sex role sitereotyping was an unwritten law in the schools.
Now, boys take homemaking if they wish, while girls are
welcome in carpentry and auto mechanic shops.

Looking for a special gift
to brighten the back to
campus season for a favorite belle? Champagne panty
hose packed in eye-catching
replicas of little champagra
splits make an inspired gift
choice that will be sure to
buoy her spirits.
This newest concept in
panty hose by Burlington
combines ultra sheerness
with exhilarating uplift arid
long wear life. She can dash
around all day and dance
tirelessly all night when
she wears them.
This revolutionary new
style is Burlington's exclusive adaptation of Monvelle,
the biconstituent body yarn
that integrates the sheerness of nylon with the
stretchability and cling
properties of spandex in one
thread for the first time.
Burlington research enhanced the sheerness and
spirited uplift to achieve a
totally different panty hose
that contributes constructively to the wearer's enjoyment of life.
Champagne panty hose
come in elegant shades cued
to the gala champagne
theme: Brut Black, ToastMe-Tan, Party Pale, Bubbling Beige and Tingling
Taupe.

,
,ftokrunftft
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$2'

pair

$100
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— LITTLE BOYS —

Phone 753-9640

NEW SHIPMENT

SHIRTS

Group

SHIRTS
PANTS

Chestnut Street

FASHION MART

AU of us are magicians at ,
heart — we love to create
something out of nothing'
or change what we see into
something new and exciting.
In the fascinating world'
of the photo darkroom, you
can literally create a world
in your own image without
ever leaving your lab.
There is no mystery about
the darkroom. If you can
tell time and read a thermometer, you can perform
the magic of turning a
blank roll of film into pictures.
•
The first step is to develop the film to get a negative. All you need IS a small
tank for film developing,
such as the stainless steel
Kindermann, a thermometer, a watch or clock with
sweep-second hand, a couple of clothespins and
chemicals available at any
camera shop . . . developer,
short stop and fixer.
In total darkness, attach
the film to a spiral reel, insert the reel in the film
tank and replace the tank's
light-tight cover.
Film is processed in ordinary room light by pouring chemicals in and out of
Picture magic is easy with modern enlargers which
permit
the tank through a drain
photographer to vary size and composition of final
picture.
In the cover. The instrucHere, photographer is checking focus and magnification
on
tion sheet tells you how
• Durst enlarger before actual printing of picture.
long to develop the film.
Pour developer into the
ed in running water to retank. At prescribed interin much the same way as
move chemicals, and hung
vals, the tank is twisted
film. The paper is bathed
up
to
dry.
back and forth, circulating
In three print trayseconExcellent prints can be
fresh developer across the
taining developer,stop-bath
made
from
your
first
negafilm surface
and fixer, respectively.
tives with a moderatelyAt the end of the develUnlike film, however, the
opment period — about 10
priced enlarger such as the
paper needn't be kept in ,t
minutes — the developer is
Durst F30 which easily
total darkness: all printing
drained and replaced with
comes apart for compact
procedures are carried out
the stop-bath rinse. Stopstorage in a closet.
under amber-colored "safebath stops development imAlthough an enlarger
lights."
mediately, thus preventing
may seem an awesome
It is a unique thrill to
the negatives from oversight, It's essentially just a
watch a sheet of blank
developing or becoming Leo
camera in reverse: instead
white paper magically form
dark
of taking a picture by focusfaint lines as It bathes in
After some 30 seconds,
ing a camera's subject on
developer. The image seems
film, an enlarger takes a
to sketch Itself, as though
the stop-bath is drained
picture by projecting your
an invisible artist were outand replaced with fixer sofilm on a sheet of print
lining a painting before tilllution, so-called because it
paper.
ing in the details.
fixes the image — desensiThe light-sensitive paper
tizes the emulsion so tali
Tension mounts as the
records the negative's imImage won't be destroyed
image emerges; details bud,
age in the same way that
by;further exposure to light
grow and intensify before
film records the image of
Finally, the film is reyour eyes; the picture comes
the original subject.
moved from the tank, washto life after just 90 seconds
Too, prints are processed
in the developer.
As little as seven minutes
later, your first print is fully
processed and ready to dry.
Ask your photo dealer
about specially priced darkroom kits containing everything you need to get started
For example, Durst offers
a basic darkroom kit costing only about $50 when
purchased as a package
with one of their enlargers.
It includes a film tank
and reel, a squeegee for
wiping films, film clips, a
safellght, filters for varying
print contrast, 8 x 10 print
trays, an enlarger easel to
hold the print paper in
place under the lens and
form borders, a graduate
for mixing, measuring and
pouring chemicals, plus
print tongs, a thermometer,
stirring rod, enlarger cover,
blotter book for drying
prints, enlarger lamp, rad
safelight filter for focusing
on print paper and "The
Durst How-to Book of
Black & White and Color
Enlarging."
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New panty hose keep coed
on lively legs, day, night
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Let's turn out the lights
and learn photography
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level, particularly where our
legislative advocates spend a
great deal of time at the Congress of the United States.
They have initiated at the national level some. very meaningful programs."
The National Congress of
Parents and Teachers, based
in Chicago, heads some 35,000
local PTAs. More than 25 natihnal standing committees
skcialize in such fields as
health, safety, citizenship,
parent and family life education as well as school education, library service and cooperation with colleges.
Local PTA units hold
monthly meetings, conduct
study groups, workshops and
programs of community service. They have drawn up
teenage codes of conduct, provided safety education, reading improvement and other
educational services. They
have helped in the solution of
school traffic problems,
worked for better traffic supervision and cooperated with
local health authorities in
polio vaccination and other
health programs. The Education for the People Program
encourages citizens in each
community to become directly involved in helping to establish priorities and goals for
their particular school.
National PTA president
Mrs. Lithe Herndon said: "It
is an absolute necessity for
parents to become involved in
the education of their children. This is a key issue in
education today and I think
this
realize
educators
throughout the nation.
"As parents work with their
schools, they can sit on commissions, committees or task
forces in their given community where decisions are
made about education."
She said the national PTA
realizes that boards of education have the legal responsibility — delegated to them by
the people — to establish policy, but parents must play a
larger role in helping to establish policy-making decisions.
On the national level, the
group is focusing its a't?.ntion
on drug and alcohol abuse
programs through distribution of[ ducational material to
state ark: local units.
Mrs. Forndon said she
wants to see continued "a
very stong movement to edu-

••••

The Bicycle fit for you.

RALE/GO

• Super
Course

•Composition

• Grand Prix

• Record

•Sport

• LTD

Is on a new Raleigh Bicycle. We have a
full selection on hand and more bicycles
arriving daily.

Your Best Trip This Year!

511 So. 12th Street
Phone 753-0388

State

Surrounding
States

re,

Federal

Na tonal
Average
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Have fun the coming year and visit us at the ...
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Summer Is Over ...
It's Back To School!!

them open all year.
Studies to find out why opposition to school bonds has
stiffened in the last few years
turned up the fact that the
sight of school plants idled up
to three months out of the
year was a chief factor among
taxpayers and businessmen.
The two most widely-used
variations of the year-round
school system are the "45-15"
plan and the 12-week quarter
program.
In the "45-15, students are
divided into four groups, each
of which attends school for
nine-week periods followed by
vacations
three-week
throughout the year.
The second approach, used
mostly in high schools, Involves four 12-week quarters,
with students attending three
or four terms on a staggered
year-round basis.
Some communities, however, have rejected the yearround school idea, even
though city officials warned
there was not enough classroom space for students and
that overcrowding was creating perilous fire hazards.
In cities where the proposal
was turned down, officials
usually blamed a lack of pub
lic information about its advantages.
But the 12-year schoolhouse
has won in more places than it
has lost. The parents seem to
like it wherever the plan has
been tried, perhaps because it
keeps the youngsters off the
streets and away from home
during the long, hot summer.
Moreover, summer jobs for
kids are at a minimum nowadays.
If it pleases parents and
taxpayers, eventually the
open-all-year school blueprint
has to become a winner.

Year-round classes
are gaining ground
The year-round public elementary. and NO school was
catching on a year ago. Today
it is a going concern in several
hundred school districts
across the nation and thousands more are considering
classes 12 month.s a year
Many districts have installed the year[-round classroom program in some
schools on an experimental
basis — usually three years —
to find out whether it saves
money and space and whether
students learn as well as they
do under the conventional
system of two semesters broken up by summer vacation
and a shutdown of classrooms
except for special summer
courses.
While the 12-month school
formula has disenchanted
many students used to having
nearly three months of summer leisure — or time to earn
money on part-time lobs — its
economic, educational and
even sociological possibilities
have attracted[many school
superintendent. and boards of
education.
Of some 1,000 districts
whose officials were studying
the new approtafh to education a year agoi more than
half now are using it on at
least an experimental basis.
'No of the chief motives behind year-round schools are
money — or laqk of it — and
space. Few school bond issues
aimed at financing new classroom construction have
passed in the last few years
because of a soçt of unspoken
taxpayers' rev It,
So if you can' build new facilities, the next best thing is
to use what you have a fourth
to a third more by keeping

STATES DIFFER—In Kentucky,
more than half cif a school district's
funds come from the state as shown'
in the chart above. Surrounding
states and the national aserage ex.
teed Kentucky in the percentage of
local effort.

Local

Kentucky

00

co

Where Schools Get
Their Money

Since the late 1960's, most
schools in Kentucky have been
involved in some sort of drug
education program.
Last year, a national moratonem on drug education materials
was called alter many of those on
the market were evaluated as
either factually wrong or distoned.
A 31-year-old Kentucky - law
provides that all "physiology and
hygiene textbooks shall contain a
substantial text devoted to the nature of alcoholic liquors and narcotics and their effect on the
body."
The drug education program
run by the State Departrritnt of
Education is a very low-key operationis it is intended to be. Department personnel work mainly
on a consultative basis assisting
local schools with in-service
training and the development [a
teaching materials on drugs.

Drug Abuse Edufation
At Low-Key' Level
In Kentucky Schools

cate young people and their
parents about the misuse of
drugs, a national tragedy, and
of alcohol."
Sip sees "a more active and
dynamic role" for PTAt
across the nation, and commented, "Any PTA afflicted
by the old, stereotyped image
of boring activities and dull
meetings needs to change.
That kind of PTA will not survive today."
As the link between home
and school, the PTA is viewed
with general favor by teachers and school administrators, who believe it performs
a valuable function in interpreting school to community
and community to school,
while encouraging cooperation between the two.
California State Superintendent of Public Instruction Dr.
Wilson Riles speaking recently to a state PTA convention,
called on the organization to
take an aggressive leadership
role in their home communities, not only participating
themselves, but leading other
parents to take a more active
role.
"If we come together, work
together and stay together,"
he said, "the kind of schools
we all want for our children
will be within our grasp."
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SPOKE itt PEDAL

After 75 years of "non-inviilvement in the control of
c policies," the PTA last
=
expunged from its by14vs a reference enjoining
Members from interfering in
school affairs.
A new bylaw stated -the organization shall work with the
sChools to provide quality
education . . land ... participate in the decision-making
process establishing school
pcilicy, recogruzing that the
legal authority to make final
oircisions has been delegated
bY the people to boards of educittion.''
.The PTA started out in 1897.
aa the National Congress of
Mothers, with 2,000 members
It* primary concern was to
promote the welfare of children and youth in home,
sahool, church and community. It sponsored the exienon of kindergartens and other projects aimed at meeting
child and community needs,
such as playgrounds and
1hoel lunches.
• Today, with a membership
8.2 million, it is deeply in"Wed in all kinds of critical
iahuesaffecUng education and
the general welfare and
4 health Or youth — from school
eiancing and the way schools
tanction to such problems as
• vnereal disease and drug
4use.
The p'rA is keeping pace
atith the events that are hapOiling in communities that
are affecting young people's
lives," says Mrs. Tony Patch
or San Francisco, president of
the California PTA. The
rrA has been very effective
on both the state and national

Any parent — or teacher —
who thinks Parent-Teacher
Associations devote their time
U4conducting bake sales, puttirtg flowers in classrooms
vd occasionally meeting to
discuss safe, tedious topics, is
*up to date.

Copley News Service

PTA
gets
new look

r AGE EIGHTEEN
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For schoolyard fashion savvy.
here's a Model T knitted onto
the front of a nes. fall sweater
by Donmoor. Other news: it's
rib-handed and slee.eless for
turtle-neck sweater or shirt
complensents. Of 100% Du
Pont Orion,

:to

•

Welcome Back Students!!
Lubie & Reba Superburger

Gingham cheeks accent these sister 'n' brother ruffed pants
Little Tots designed in (one- Mills rugged polyester
suit• f
and volition brushed denim.

•
•

For All School Needs!!

ONE TIME

Hasa; ONTO -HANG TAL
Most manufacturers tag
clothes today to give you
vital wash and iron info

the tennis look with contrast color bandings; brushed mohairs; harlequin patterns; outstanding deepyoke Scandinavian designs
among the many.
The entire. Donmoor
sweater collection is of Du
Pont Orion, or of fiber
blends which include Orlon.
Colors as welIsas patterns
turn on the fashion impact
of this boyswear line.
Included: a wide range
of misted English heather
shades, flame, clover, beet,
slate grey, tassel (gold). Red
and navy are important .
and lots of "whiter white"
in both solids or as contrast backgrounds.'

Designers have checked
up on their history and
added plenty of sprightly
gingham touches to this
year's school clothes.
As American as apple pie,
Cone Mills' gingham was a
favorite with the children
of this country's pioneers.
Li'l cowpokes liked it
styled Into worksbirts worn
with .corduroy or denim
jeans; prairie lasses mixed
it with other cotton prints
to create delightful patchwork dresses.
Today these saiae looks
are sharing the fashion
limelight: jeans have become the symbol of our casual life style, and the artful
use of pattern with pattern
is considered the height of
chic.
It's not surprising then
that gingham is enjoying a
major revival.
For example, Western influenced, sister 'n' brother
pants suits have gingham
checks on their collars and
cuffs. Designed in rugged
polyester and cotton brushed denim, they're styled to
withstand many hours of
play from the roughest,
toughest cowhands.
School dresses of Cone's
ribless cotton corduroy t,ti
easy to wear, A-line silhouettes come with their own
little checked blouses.
And,some of the prettiest
party clothes around feature Early American crewel
print pinafores tied with a
bow over — you guessed
it — pert little gingham
dresses.

15th Street — Across from MSU Library

WALLACE BOOK STORE

Buy Early While The Supply Lasts

New Additions

Calloway County and Murray High

Plus

Wallace Book Store Has All School Supplies

The patterned sweater tp
any place, any,.
win, show
1
time!
That's the news froth
Donmoor, foremost boyswear manufacturer, whole
fall sweater collection is p
winner for boys who collect
wear sweaters as a way
of tile.
Sweaters that play tire
fashion game as singles. or
with double wham as dunS,
ready in stores across tile
country in the widest variety ever.
Design, pattern, texture,
conversational figures, ccor. . all figure to make 1913
the biggest sweater yehr
ever.
Among the favorite:
super-size argyles: "object
lessons" such as a Model F.
animals, the lucky horspshoe . . knitted in via intricate jacquard methocl,
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Patternaon-pattern fashions
accentfresh gingham checks
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Schoolyatld sweaterings

The better way! Super-sire
•rgyle sweater by Donmokyr
for back-to-school fashion
buffs. Sleeveless and scoop'ednecked, it's at its hest lobe's
coordinated with solid tulleneck body sweater. Roth _of
Du Pont Orlon,

•

PAGE THREE

"Waft
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•
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•

basting and pins, and peels
off neatly, leaving no residue.
Use Scotch Sewing Tape
for buttonhole and zipper
placement and to insure
accurate sewing lines when
topstitching pleats or tucks
for the new skirt look. It
can be sewn through without damaging the fabric.
Spray away woes
And to protect all of your
carefully made separates.
spray them with Scotchgard
Fabric Protector. It will
help ward off oil and waterbased stains, and save important dry cleaning dollars

SIXTEEN

Health

heads

s

State Licenses.
Adult supervision at all times.
Experienced teachers with college degrees.
Planned learning experience.
Musk, Games, art, free play provided.

Plaid put-on

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY

KENTUCKY

6. Nutritious meals and snacks.
7. Story time each day.
•
S. Rest periods and outdoor play.
•
9. More individual attention due to small group.•
10. Hours: 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Mrs. Jo (Kay) Doran

Full-time or part-time openings.
Owned and Operated by

1606 Ryan
Phone 753-8807 or 753-8905

•
•
•
•
•

OH CALCUTTA
The rersity of Calcutta iniIndia has more students nriolled than any
other University in the
world. At the present time
there are about 200,000 students attending classes.

There's no trick to getting
many different looks from
several planned separates.
All it takes is a little thought
about mixing and matching
colors, fabrics and designs.
The results are a unique
collection of custom-made
clothes to fit your back-toschool budget.

One easy way to go off to school in style and still save money
to .ess tour college wardrobe. Separates with many inter..r fnbric-• and eftlor4 are elle
SI
cliangc.ildc pieces
most economical. To insure perfectly straight seams and even
topstitching details on the newest pattern fashions, like this
Butterick Pattern 03027, une "Scotch" Sewing Tape. This
adhesive-backed tape was specifically created to be sewn over
and then pulled, off the garment without leaving any residue.

tow ABC Play School
oPen Day Care Center

Get top grades this fall
for going back-to-college in
sewates.Then, add several
extra bonus points to your
fashion score by sewing
theni yourf!
Yolu'll fin that you can
make garments at a fraction bt their retail store cost
if yOu sew separates and
teani them 'up together in
uniqie combinations.
The first step on the way
' to clitting clothing costs is
to select patterns that include varidus views for several; different fashions.
There are numerous
wacarobe.riatterns that have
flared skirts. straight-leg
Pa110, tunics, jackets and
soft; dresses all in one
package. .
The buying of one pattern
for 'several items is m st
ecoitomical, since the price
of eine multi-pattern is far
s than the total price
lower
for many individual patterr. .
1 Sessioa separair-•
,
WIth wise coordination of
fabrics, a closet full of sep'arates can easily be sewn.
Look for multicolored prints
andci
to match up with
soli color Coordinates
Fcir example, chow a
rro
jacket in a cheek
that can be worn over
cheered pants to create a
suit look), over solid pants
or over a skirt. With interchalgeable parts for schooltim outfits you can create
the illusion of owning
enokigh fashions to look
fatitastic on just a shoestring budget.
Vtflien buying fabric, purcha*e only as much as the
back of the pattern suggests.
metimes, you can save
mofey by selecting a wider
fabric than the pattern
re mmends and getting
1ess yardage. Many knits
come in 54" and 60" widths
. no and require_ less than
tud yards to make a pair
of 1 ants.
arethl workmanship
• at( n sewing results in more
att, active, better made garme
.
%le new aid to make
sti hing quicker, easier
alit more professional is
" qtch" Sewing Tape from
the 3M Company. This
tape is marked off in halfLnbh intervals for perfect
m surement and lined for
sthehing'of straight seams_
It gliminates the need for

Safe bi ycling tips offered
Bicycle Driv-
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signals and rules.
Obey all Italic signs,
pedestrians
Ylisld the right of way to
bicycle
Driv• solo — only on* on a
all nines
Keep feet on the pedals at
handlebars, •scept when signaling
Keep both hands on the
— close to the right-hand
Drive with traffic in single Cl.
watch for opening car doom
side of the roadway and
repair,
Keep your bicycle in good
headlight, reflector end horn or bell
Equip your bicycle with
Always walk bicycle across busy intersections.
or slippery streets.
Drive carefully, *specially on wet
Kiisp safe following distance — never hitch onto other inov-

Glide-path to skills

FRIDAY—AUGUST 10, 1973

753-3882 1

MADEMOISELLE
SHOP

Sleek, comfortable cape for
people on the go!!

.hictOd
ro Way Is clear before entering Avoid busy streets
ing s:re
13 I.
and intersections
off busy streets until
14 Learn to drive in a safe place, keep
you can drive

8
9
10
114
12

2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7

"lips for Safe
) The .following are 14
the American Automobile
by
ed
recommen
ing"
Association:
1. Signal for tr4isi and stops.
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Coeds who sew it themselves
know how to stretch a budget

PAGE/IF9UR

DU can depend on children to have hearty appetites, especially after a busy day at school. The Coldspot help-yourself re.
freshntent center is a good way to organize sandwiches, mackii
• and beverage* for the after-school gang.

MEN'S
Men's Carry-on Sutter
$35.00
Men's Three-Suiter.
50.00
Men's Suit-Pak
2000
Men's colors Moroccan Cocoa
and Midnight Black

Ladies' Carry-on O'Nite

ES'

to college

Heading back to fall
classes this year, co-eds are
choosing those styles of
hair and clothes that best
support their own individuality.

Personal jeans
Colorful embroidered patterns of flowers or monograms are needled on pockets, knees and cuffs giving
a personal touch to "plain
old" jeans or denim overalls
Setting off jeans are
open-button blouses or tshirts tied up at the neck
with a ,right bandana.

This season's individual
look is not only confined to
the head, but is also emphasized in the traditional
jeanwear of back-toschooiers.

Another fall-term favorite is Everynight Shampoo,
formulated with lemon,
herbs and balsam. Cleansing hair thoroughly yet
gently, this organic shampoo can be used as often as
desired, even "every night."

centrates right on these
dry "britties" — where scalp
oil never reaches — reviving
the bounce and making the
total head shiny and easyto-manage.

214 No. 15th St.

it's the best teacher
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Phone 753-3242

(Across from MSU Library)

The
College Shop

* Pants
* 1 Group Shoes

* Sport Coats

* Short Sleeve Dress Shirts

Drastically Reduced

SUMMER CLEARANCE
All Merchandise

Priced Right for School!!

ARRIVING DAILY!!
Including Platform and Heels
(Loafers and Lace Ups)

SHOES

NEW FAIL

BAGGIE JEANS

GOOD SELECTION

atPass With Honors

r
B
a
M
A
P
c
k
lp

and natural look—a footnote
to frequent shampooing.
Not only have they become liberated from hair
fads, today s co-eds are also
taking a stand on the types
of haircare products they
use to keep hair squeaky
clean and healthy between
lectures and social events
Rating high on the scale
with both long and short
hair types that have the
similar problem — areas of
dry, brittle, split hairs — is
Everynight Long Hair Conditioner.
This new conditioner con-

Great crops
Ranging from shoulderlengths to short-crops,styles
spotted around campus vary
from the well-shaped curly
afros to shaggy boy-cuts to
traditional long styles that
are slightly layered for extra body
Whatever the choice, all
heads are toting the shiny

THE LEDGER & TIMES —
MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Ex erience

PAGE FIVE

— Phone 753-1640 —

Lindsey's Jewelers

A bag named Sani

1ES'
Ladies' Tote...
li24.50
Ladies' Carry-on O'Nfte 35.00
Ladies',24 Pullman
40.00
Ladies' 26 Pullman
.. 45(X)
29 Pullman Case . • . • • • • 50.00
Ladies color
Dresl-Pak
22.00
Ladies'
Persian Gold,
Nile Blue, Oasis Green

IL

Ladies Tote

Ladies' 26 Pullman

Ladies' 24 Pullman

29 Pullman Case

0 Samsonite

0

1
3-

Back-to-school looks are
independent of fads this fall
semester.
• Co-eds are registering for
Individuality by choosing
-hair lengths best suited to
their own personality, face
structure and lifestyle

r
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In-thing for hair
is conditioning
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Whatgoes back to school,takes
abuse,and never goes out of style?

ation.puppet's "body,"
selF
eo
crt:
t ecolorful handkerchief or square of material
When the cloth is draped
over the index finger, which
supports the puppet head,
cut two small slits in the
garment to accommodate
the thumb and third finger
for puppet hands.

For rainy • days, sick-inbed days or any days when
children are in that "what
do I do now" mood, why not
try having them make a po
tato puppet!
Choose a potato .wlth
character, and cut a hole in
one end to accommodate a
child's Index finger. Eyes,
nose, mouth, hair, a hat can
be created with anything
interesting on hand—cloves,
candy, buttons, yarn. Let
your child use his imagin-

Three, Four?

One Potato...
...Two Potato

PAGE SEVENTEEN
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Health heads

a M

Phone 753-8552

400 No. 8th Street

Day Nursery

CALCULATORS

Desk

Portable

19 Cu. Ft. Upright .

25 Cu. Ft. Chest

Childrens UNDERWEAR
Al our low price lowest prices of the year.

SMOCKS
JEANS

FREEZERS

Electric

Print

'219.88
'219.88
'79.50
'99.00

2/5.00
Now '5.10 ea.
Reg 599
Moleskin
'5.94
CLEAN MACHINE
'9.88
IRONING TABLE
112"
BEST PAD AND COVER
'2.88-'14.80
Jr -Misses Smock look
PANT SET
'4.88
TURTLE NECK
Women Nylon-Knit
Men's Cuffed
BAGGIES (2 or more) '9.64 ea.
STRETCH PANTY HOSE Size 7 to 16 2 Prs- 'L66
3 prs. '2.10
Stretch
KNEE SOCKS
size 8-2'2
2 for '8.80
JEANS
Boy's Cuffed
2 for '5.50
Boys Fashion
SPORTS SHIRTS
'12.88
Boys Athletic
JACKETS
'2.94 & &3.94
Peanuts
SNEAKERS
2 for '5.98
Little Boys
BAGGIES

pack to School Specials

Owner: Stephen Durbin
Phone 753-1966

Y CYWARD
MER
, MONTGO
CATALOG AGEN

Ages 1-5
•
Hours: 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
Clo•••••••••••••••••••?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

KIDDIE KOILEGE

•

In this day and age a
personal letter can be an
experience for a child, feels
Grace M. Stanistreet of
Adelphi University's Children's Centre.
It is a way of reaching
him, because he is impressed with the importance of
teceiving mail, because it
can be re-read and shared,
and it can be saved. A letter
can say things that might
be difficult to say face to
face.
For example, some people
feel awkward in saying, "I
love you." but they can
write it with ease. And some
are equally awkward In receiving such a statement
face to face.
Have you had the experience of saying to a child,
"What happened to you today?" and receiving the answer, "Nothing!"? There
was a book published,
"Nothing Ever Happens on
Our Street," and it caused
Dr. Stanistreet to think of
what a happening is.
For lots of people nothing ever happens. Why? Because fire engines go by and
they don't see or hear them
. . sea gulls fly overhead
and they don't look up.
To have something happen you have to have your
eyes and ears open so they
can see and hear. It would
be fun one day to count how
many things do happen to
you.
There Is a book about a
boy who says,"Nothing ever
happens to me." He sits on
his front steps — a parade
goes by, a wedding, a funeral, children looking for a
lost dog, a mother looking
for a lost child. But he sees
none of them because he's
busy being sorry for himself. Nothing ever happens
to him!
So you have to be ready
— to have something happen to you.
Too often children think
of happenings as only those
important things about
them, like having tonsils
out, going on a plane, to the
circus, or a big baseball
game, or a picnic. These are
important, and sometimes
great, but they can't have
these every day.
Happenings go on about
every one of us all the time,
but we have to notice them
and take part in them if we
want anything to happen.
One day notice and count
all the happenings about
you. It's fun! Do try it sometime,

Finding adventures
in daily happenings

Little brother's jacket is now
a big girl's fashion. plaided in
a bold tartan by Russ Girl.
Clan-colored blazer smartly
tops a fringed kiltie and sunny turtle.

Plaid put-on
Glide-path to skills

*
*

Phone 753-9922
Fall Registration

*
*

5NA(K
1600 Dodson
(Next Door to 5 Points Bar-B-Q)

TH E

Fashion Needs
for School,
after school,
and
those special
weekend dates.

Came by and see
us for all your

Now!

Your Fall
Fashions
Are Available

Ages 2-6
*
*
* Hours: 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
*

*
*
*
*
*
*

107 So. 14th Street

*
*
**
i Jiick and Jill
i Day Care Center i*

RDRESSER
HE HAI
201 So. 6th Street

Hair Cuts

*
*
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to read,
Landing a "0-Fly-It" Plane helps Johnny learn
eyes from
as it improves visual-motor skills and focus of the plane is
far to near point. Used in 45 schools nationwide,
of The
hooked to glide line, flies by gravity. Photo: Courtesy
Cootie Company.

KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY,

,

As.
fall-terni fasorite for back-to-schoolers is Everynight Lone
Hair Conditioner — good for both short and long styles. Bioingredidirgradeabfe and formulated with good old-fashioned
hairs
ents. the conditi((ner seeks out tholke dry. brittle, split
making hair super-smooth, manageable. tend with a healthylgoking shine.

SIXTEEN

4

ours:

•••S
•
••
•••••400lb•
•
•
••••

P

'16.1141-.

'WIG%

provided.
51. Musk, Games, art, free play
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hotel and restaurant majors
at the University of Wisconsin-Stout depends solely
on how students perform in
the preparation and serving
of a 14-course dinner.
Students who were enrolled last summer in American Wilderness 'literature

at the State University College -Potsdam New York)
did not take notes in class,
but lived and learned in a
remote area of the Adiron.
deck Mountains
-Museum Practices," a
course in museum history,
administration, acquisi-

In the line of studies? Students can earn credit for what they
do off ramps. Many colleges and universities now give them
situ.• the chance so earn their grades in real-life community

Lions, exhibition procedures
and preservation at Youngstown State University
Ohio), is one of the few
courses of Its kind offered
at the undergraduate level
It is also notable for its
use of area museums
Besides attending museum

seminars, students in the
course are required to work
at least six hours a week
in the museums. The practical internships include
anything from dusting
sculptures to arranging exhibits or uncrating priceless
paintings carefully.

lions. Here. students make ecological study; gal sets to getting
wires straight on utility pole: (sued arranges 'Timone wheel
exhibit for museum.

8.75

up

6.00

s2.600

.•
.

-4:4 ## 4...
4

44

sr

sto e atigarese.4garirAtairsearigurAirsear.pi

* 4 Ways to Buy — Bank Americard, Master Charge, Cash, Layaway *

Sizes 3 thru Waist 28"

Jeans

Boy's Denim

Cotton Shirts

Boy's Polyester

Jacket, Slacks
Dresses Prints & Flora's $9.00 up

Girls' Polyester

Jacket, Pants

Boy's Denim

/0
-)401001 ,

Mother Goose Fashions

The grade in a course for

The outcome of a management course on banking
at Stockton State College
(NJ r led to more than a
grade and three credits
It resulted in a studentestablished credit union on
campus It's a federally
charted credit union that
provides savings and loans
plans for faculty and
students

While fulfilling definite
community needs, the university programs give student volunteers the chance
to use their classroom education in real situations
and to develop experience
in many areas of social involvement.

In only a year, the Educational Participation in,
Communities program at
California State UniversityNorthridge has provided
over 350 students with job
experience in areas of preschool education, drug
rehabilitation, probational
counseling,family planningl
and recreational activities,

Learning by doing is replacing learning by lecture
on state college and university campuses all over the
country, where students
further their edueation by
working in the community;
hiking in the wilderness,
and cooking up gourmet
meals.

Experience... it's the best teacher

PAGE FIVE

N'parAtek

Mrs. Jo (Kay) Doran

Full-time or part-time openings.
Owned and Operated by

1606 Ryan
Phone 753-8807 or 753-8905

Day Care Center

PAGE SIXTEEN

Healthy heads

1111111111161.

Plaid put-on
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stops
Signal lot turns and
signs, signals and rules.
Obey all tra01c
way to pedestrians
Yield this right of
ono on a bicycle.
Drive solo — only
pedals at ell tinsels
Keep feet on the
ths hondl•bors, except when signaling
Cerra both hands on
single Ale — close to the right-hand
Drive with traffic in
and watch for opening tor doors
side of Owe roadway
.good repair
in
bicycle
yout
Keep
headlight, mfi.cro, and horn er belt
Equip yout bicycle with
busy intersecti•ns.
Always walla bicycle across
especially on wet or slippery streets.
Driv• caredully,
— n•ver hitch ante other MOn.
Keep safe following distonc•

Automobile

Sleek, comfortable cape for
people on the go!!

AN&

Glide-path to skills

FRIDAY—AUGUST 19, 1973

MADEMOISELLE
SHOP

13

•ntering Avoid busy streets
- way is clear before
So our,
and intersections.
sof• plants. keep off busy streets until
14. Learn to drlv• in a
you can dris•

9
10
11
12.

3
4
5
6
7

2

1

are 14 -Tips for
The followng
by the American
ing" recomMended
Association ,

offered
Safe lkyding tipsSafe
Bicycle Driv-
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6. Nutritious meals and snacks.
1. State licenses.
7. Story time each Sly.
2. Adult supervision at all times.
3. Experienced teachers with college degrees. 8. Rest periods and outdoor play.
9. More individual attention due to small group.
4. Planned learning experience.
5. Music, Games, art, free play provided.
10. Hours: 7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
4211042110111M504262100kIkiklf,‘%20kislIM:163000i2ts

OPen

ABC Play School

OH CALCUTTA
The University of Calcutta in India has more students enrolled than any
other university in the
world. At the present time
there are about 200,000 students attending classes.

There's no trick to getting
many different looks from
several planned separates.
All it takes is a little thought
about mixing and matching
colors, fabrics and designs
The results are a unique
collection of custom-made
clothes to fit your back-toschool budget.

save money
One easy way to go off to seh I in style and still
inter.our college wardr e. '4eparaie. Mk it 11 manyare the
is
colts,
and
• ham/cable pieces in a •.arlel "! fabric,
even
and
mast economical. To insure rfectly straight seams
like this
topstitching details on the ne eat pattern fashions,
This
Butierick Pattern 443027, u "Scotch" Sewing Tape.
adhesise-hacked tape Walla ape firstly created to be sewn over
without leaving any residue.
and then pulled off thelarm

basting and pins, and peels
off neatly, leaving no residue.
Use Scotch Sewing Tape
for buttonhole and zipper
placement and to insure
accurate sewing lines when
topstitching pleats or tucks
for the new skirt look. It
can be sewn through pithout damaging the_ fabric.
Spray away woes
And to protect all of your
carefully made separates,
spray them with Scotchgard
Fabric Protector. It will
help ward off oil and waterbased stains, and save important dry cleaning dollars.

tow

th wise coordination of
fabrcs. a closet full of separates can easily be sewn.
Local for multicolored prints
and lplaids to match up with
solicl color coordinates
r. example, choose a
crop,ed jacket in a check
that can be worn over
checked pahts to create a
suit look), over solid pants
or oVer a skirt. With Interchargeable parts for schooltimel outfits you can create
ther illusion of owning .0
enoigh fashions to look
anlastic • on just a shoestring budget
en buying fabric. purcha,4e only as.much as the
bacWof the pattern suggests.
•Scretimes, you can save
money by selecting a wider
p,bilic than the pattern
rectrmends and getting
less yardage. Many knits
corns in 54" and SO- widths
nou and require less than
two yards to make a pair
of pants.
Ckreful, workmanship
. sewing results in more
t
whtz
at ctive, better made garments.
. new aid to make
stitehing quicker, easier
andt more professional is
"Sc tch" Sewing Tape from
the 3M Company. This
tap4, is marked off in halfInd) intervals for perfect
measurement and lined for
stitihing'of straight seams
It eiliminates the need for

Sewing

Get top grades this fall
for going back-to-college in
separates. Then,add several
extra bonus points to your
fashion score by sewing
them yourself!
Ybu'll find that you can
make garments at a fraction of their retail store cost
if you sew separates and
tettan them up together in
unto:We combinations.
The first step on the way
to OWN; clothing costs is
to Select patterns that include various views for several different fashions.
There are numerous
wardrobe patterns that have
flared skirts, straight-leg
'pants. tunics, jackets and
soft dresses all in one
package.
The buying of one pattern
. for 'several items is most
ecdttomical, since the price
;of qne multi-pattern is far
low r than the total price
,for jmany individual patter

Coeds who sew it themselves
know how to stretch a budget
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ttti can depend on children to have hearty •ppetites, especialIt after a busy day at school. The Coldspot help-yourself refreshment center is a good way to organise sandwiches, snacks
and bc,crages for the after-school gang.

MEN'S
$3500
Men's Carry-on Sutter
50 00
Men's Three-Suiter
2000.
Men's Suit-Pak
Men's colors Moroccan Cocoa
and Midnight Black.

Ladies' Carry-on O'Nite

Heading back to fall
classes this year, co-eds are
choosing those styles of
hair and clothes that best
support their own individuality.

Personal jeans
Colorful embroidered patterns of flowers or monograms are needled on pockets, knees and cuffs giving
a personal touch to "plain
old" jeans or denim overalls
Setting off Jeans are
open-button blouses or tshirts tied up at the neck
with a ,bright bandana.

This season's individual
look is not only confined to
the head, but is also emphasized in the traditional
jeanwear of back-toschoolers.

centrates right on these
dry "brittles" — where scalp
oil never reaches — reviving
the bounce and making the
total head shiny and easyto-manage
Another fall-term favorite is Everynight Shampoo,
formulated with lemon,
herbs and balsam. Cleansing hair thoroughly yet
gently, this organic shampoo can be used as often as
desired, even "every night."
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Phone 753-3242

(Across from MSU Library)
214 No. 15th St
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* Pants
* 1 Group Sho*:

* Sport Coats

Priced Right for School!!
SUMMER CLEARANCE
All Merchandise
Drastically Reduced
* Short Slosove Dress Shirts

(Loafers and Lace Ups)

ARRIVING DAILY!!
Including Platform and Heels

SHOES

NEW FALL

BAGGIE JEANS

GOOD SELECTION

atPass With Honors

i

rBack to college
ALIMPIES

and natural look—a footnote
to frequent shampooing.
Not only have they become liberated from hair
fads, today's co-eds are also
taking a stand on the types
of haircare products they
use to keep hair squeaky
clean and healthy between
lectures and social events.
Rating high on the scale
with both long and short
hair types that have the
similar problem -- areas of
dry, brittle, split hairs — is
Everynight Long Hair Conditioner.
This new conditioner con-

Great crops
Ranging from shoulderlengths to short-crops,styles
spotted around campus vary
'from the well-shaped curly
afros to shaggy boy-cuts to
traditional long styles that
are slightly layered for extra body.
Whatever the choice, all
heads are toting the shiny

Back-to-school looks are
independent of fads this fall
semester.
Co-eds are registering for
individuality by choosing
hair lengths best suited to
their own personality, face
structure and lifestyle

Experience.., it's the best 'teacher
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— Phone 7511640 —

Lindsey's Jewelers

A bag namedSam

LADIES'
$24.50
Ladies' Tele
Ladies' Carry -On 0'N ite 35.00
40.00
Ladies' 24 Pulitnan ,
Ladies' 26 Pullan .... 45.00
29 Pullman Cake
50.00
22.00
Ladies' Dress-Pak
Ladies' colors- Persian Gold,'
Nile Blue, Oasr Green

Ladies Tote

Ladies' 26 Pullman

Ladies' 24 Pullman

l'ullman Case

Samsonite
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In-thing for hair
is conditioning
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What goes back to school,takes
abuse,and never goes out of style?

For the puppet's "body,"
select a colorful handkerchief or square of material
When the cloth is draped
over the index finger, which
supports the puppet head,
cut two small slits in the
garment to accommodate
the thumb and third finger
for puppet hands,

For rainy • days, sick-in bed days or any days when
children are In that "what
do I do now" mood, why not
try having them make a potato puppet!
Choose a potato with
character, and cut a hole in
one end to accommodate a
child's index finger. Eyes,
nose, mouth, hair, a hat can
be created with anything
Interesting on hand—cloves.
candy, buttons, yarn. Let
your child use his imagin
ation.

Three, Four?
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400 No. 8th Street

SMOCKS
JEANS

Now

$.94

Reg 5.99

2"

2/5.00
5.10 ea.

t

FREEZERS

Desk

Portable

19 Cu. Ft. Upright..

25 Cu. Ft. Chest

Childrens UNDERWEAR
.At ow- low price lowest prices of the year.

'79.50
'99.00

'219.88
'219.88

1918- 11
'
114.80
-Misses Smock look
PANT SET •
'Women Nylon-Knit
TURTLE NECK
'4.88
i Men's Cuffed
BAGGIES (2 or more) '9.64 ea.
STRETCH PANTY HOSE size 7 to 16 2 pr. 11.66
3 prs.
.ttretch KNEE SOCKS
Size
210
4
ioy's Cuffed JEANS
2 for '8.80
2 for $5.50
'Boys Fashion
SPORTS SHIRTS
Boys Athletic
'12.88
JACKETS
1
Peanuts
2.94 & 83.94
SNEAKERS
Little Boys
BAGGIES
2 for '5.98

NIcieskin

iftint

Back to School Specials

Owner: Stephen Durbin
Phone 753-1966

WARD
MONTGOMERY
CATALOG AGENCY

Ages 1-5

• Phone 753-8552
•

•

Day Nursery

KIDDIE KOU.EGE

...........•••••006

In this day and age a
personal letter can be an
experience for a child, feels
Grace M. Stanistreet of
Adelphi University's Children's Centre.
It is a way of reaching
him, because he is impressed with the importance of
receiving mail, because it
can be re-read and shared,
and it can be saved. A letter
can say things that might
be difficult to say face to
face.
For example,some people
feel awkward in saying, "I
love you," but they can
write it with ease. And some
are equally awkward in receiving such a statement
face to face.
Have you had the experience of saying to a child,
"What happened to you today?" and receiving the answer, "Nothing!"? There
was a book published,
"Nothing Ever Happens on
Our Street," and it caused
Dr. Stanistreet to think of
what a happening is.
For lots of people nothing ever happens. Why? Because fire engines go by and
they don't see or hear them
. . . sea gulls fly overhead
and they don't look up.
To have something happen you have to have your
eyes and ears open so they
can see and hear. It would
be fun one day to count how
many things do happen to
you.
There is a book about a
boy who says,"Nothing ever
happens to me." He sits on
his front steps — a parade
goes by, a wedding, a funeral, children looking for a
lost dog, a mother looking
for a lost child. But he sees
none of them because he's
busy being sorry for himself. Nothing ever .happens
to him!
So you have to be ready
—to have something happen to you.
Too often children think
of happenings as only those
important things about
them, like having tonsils
out, going on a plane, to the
circus, or a big baseball
game, or a picnic. These are
Important, and sometimes
great, but they can't have
these every day.
Happenings go on about
every one of us all the time,
but we have to notice them
and take part in them if we
want anything to happen
One day notice and count
all the happenings about
you. It's fun! Do try it sometime.

Finding adventures
in daily happenings

Little brother's jacket is now
a big girl's fashion. plaided in
• bold tartan by Russ Girl.
Clan-colored blazer smartiv
tops a fringed kiltie and sunny turtle.

Plaid put-on
Glide-path to skills
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Fashion Needs
for School,
after school,
and
those special
weekend dates.

Come by and see
us for all your

Now!

Your Fall
Fashions
Are Available

SNACK

mr**************************306

Ages 2-6
Hours: 7:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m

Phone 753-9922
Fall Registration

107 So. 14th Street

Jack and Jill
•
* Day Care Center

Ak*************************Ste

201 So. 6th Street

THE HAIRDRESSER

Hair Cuts

Landing a "U-Fly-It" Plane helps Johnny learn to read,
as it improves visual-motor skills and focus of the eyes from
Far to near point. Used in 45 schools nationwide, plane is
hooked to glide line, flies by gravity. Photo: Courtesy of The
Cootie Company.
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A fall rot favorite for back.to-schoolers is Everynight Long
Hair °conditioner — good for both short and long styles. Biodegrook-able and formulated with good old-fashioned ingredistnts, the conditioner seeks out those dry. brittle, plit hair.
Staking hair super-smooth, manageable, and with a healthyIttokins shine.
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hotel and restaurant majors
at the University of Wisconsin-Stout depends solely
on how students perform in
the preparation and serving
of a 14-course dinner.
Students who were enrolled last summer in American Wilderness literature

at the State University College-Potsdam (New York)
did not take notes in class,
but lived and learned in a
remote area of the Adirondack Mountains.
"Museum' Practices," a
course in museum history,
administration, acquisi-

In the line of studies? Student* can earn credit for what they
do off campus. Many colleges and universities now give them
the chance to earn their grades in real-life community saint.

tions, exhibition procedures
and preservation at YOungstown State University
(Ohio, is one of the few
courses of its kind offered
at the undergraduate level.
It is also notable for its
use of area museums.
Besides attending museum

seminars, students in the
course are required to work
at least six hours a week
in the museums. The practical internships include
anything from dusting
sculptures to arranging exhibits or uncrating priceless
paintings carefully.

tions. Here, students make ecological study; gal sets to getting
wires straight on utility pole; coed arranges spinning wheel
exhibit for museuni,

• • • . 81.

ft

..•••••••••••

4r .teetNesg otiota
too.iutoode.e.r.edurearitagi

* 4 Ways to Buy — Bank Americard, Master Charge, Cosh, Layaway *

Cotton Shirts

Boy's Polyester

Jacket, Slacks
Dresses Prints &

Girls' Polyester

Jacket, Pants

Boy's Denim

Mother Goose Fashions

The outcome of a management course on banking
at Stockton State College
(N.J.) led to more than a
grade and three credits
it resulted in a student-0
established credit union on
campus. It's a federally
charted credit union that
provides savings and loans
plans for faculty and
students

While fulfilling definite
community needs, the university programs give student volunteers the chance
to use their classroom education in real situationS
and to develop experience
in many areas of social involvement.

In only a year, the Educational Participation in
Communities program at
California State UniversityNorthridge has provided
over 350 students with job
experience in areas of preschool education, drug
rehabilitation, probational
counseling,family planning;
and recreational activities,

Learning by doing is re-'
placing learning by lecture
on state college and univer-!
sity campuses all over the
country, where students,
further their education by
working in the community,
hiking in the wilderness,,
and cooking up gourmeti
meals.

Experience.., it's the best teacher
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backs in financial support
— public libraries, school
libraries, college and university libraries and special
libraries.
In these days of consumer
awareness, careful shopping
to cope with high prices of
consumer goods of all kinds,
and the need for greater
knowledge of products and
services by the general public, the importance of information sources is growing
For most pe'ople, the
library is the Most vital
single source of useful in-

room is traditional or an-

is informal, the pOrtrait and
frame should be. If the

cor with your professional
photographer If the room

who knows how to get the
job done with consistently
good results, and he will
want members of the family to look as they really are
If the finished portrait is
for a living room, dining
room or family room, you
will want to discuss the de-

hardened pinking shears. ..

v
v
v
v
JEANS
COORDINATES
DRESSES
SWEATERS
FUN FUR JACKETS

v SLACKS
v LONG DRESSES
V BLOUSES

First to Littleton's Balcony,
where there's plenty of New
Fashions, then Back-to-School.

ORIENTAL DATA
The language spoken by
more people in the world is
Mandarin or Northern Chinese. Runner-up is the English language

wash the laundry the regular way.
It's easy to use, eliminates pre-soaking, and gets
busy Moms out of the wash
room in recotd time!

Murray, Ky.

Copley Ners Service

Why Johnny can't read
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Court Square

• "The Happy Yellow Store"•
•
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Cuts pattern finishes seams

!STRw
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Southside Shopping Center

KING'S DEN

Clothing, come by and see us.

for all your Back to School

formation.
The information available in libraries can make a
consumer better equipped
to make the right choices
in the marketplace. Better
informed consumers can
make their dollars go further.
Libraries are threatened
by curtailment of supporting funds, and this means
that a primary source of
useful information for consumers is in danger.
The "Dimming the Lights
on the Public's Right to
Know" campaign seeks to
bring the plight of libraries
to the public's attention by
a symbolic dimming of the
lights in libraries across the
country.
The campaign will invoke
librarians, trustees, and
others throughout the nation, asking them to discuss
the problem with library
users and to show that information services may be
curtailed or even eliminated
All groups of library consumers have been enlisted
in the campaign—students,
working people, business
men and women, young
people, senior citizens,
homemakers, and others.
All have this in common,
that an important source of
information may dry up.
Consumers, especially,
have much to lose if library
services are curtailed. They
are urged to get in touch
with their libraries to help
in this effort

portrait is nostalgia — for
today and the future.

tique with paintings reminiscent of the old masters
an appropriate family portrait can be created. A portrait photograph is art, and
art is a versatile accessory.
This August, think about
your home decor, your giftgiving needs of the future
and. your own preservation
of treasured family memories. Your nev. family group

Make likkiry for now anti alway. with a family portrait.

Welcome Back

to ,the public and to create
an awareness of library
needs at all levels is underway..
The theme for this national campaign is "Dimming the Lights on the
PUblic's Right to Know,"
which is to help libraries
acquaint users with the
poissibility of severe cuts in
service and, in some areas,
the closing of libraries.
All types of libraries are
affected by threatened cut-

A long range program to
make libraries more visible

a group.
professional photogra Orr is like a professional
any fteld. He is the one

and weddings and yearly
portraits of the family as

Nostalgia Ls today. It isreeording beautiful family
moments for the future
and for right now. It is recording the family exactly
as they are in a family
grOup portrait photograph
to have npw and for years
to .come.
August is appropriately
Family Group Portrait
MOnth. It is the time when
many families begin returning from summer vacations
to: get ready for school and
the fall. For children, new
school wardrobes give added freshness to a professiOnal portrait photograph.
August, too, is a time
%viten yow new portrait
may be dope indoors or out
—!in a location of your
c ice. Discuss it with your
pijotographer, who will
tulip choose a location that
reflects your family's inter,
ests and activities.
Many families use large
color portraits as focal
pcilints in their homes, givizlg. them the important poslions held by oil portraits
in;past eras. Smaller prints
make welcome gifts, can be
huing in Dad's office and
used for Christmas cards.
The new portrait can be
combined with older photographs In a wall of family
hiatory. It could include
grandparents' portrait photographs, taken on an imporant anniversary or even
at the(r wedding: the parents, babies, engagements

FRIDAY—AUGUST le, 073

Spfray and play
Back-to-School Signals
the return of Mom-liberation days — so don't let extra laundry chores cramp
your new-found freedom
Keep the kids'school clothes
clean effortlessly
Newest time- and effortsaving laundry measure is
the Spray 'n Wash Method
Just spray this laundry soil
and stain remover onto
heavy dirt and grime, then

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Back to school time is right time
for professional family portrait
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-I don't think I've ever seen

Said one football coach,"To
be honest, I don't know what
I'd do if a girl came out for
football. I think even some
boys endanger themselves by
trying out and I usually give it
to them straight and ask them
to think about it.

With the way paved for girls
to compete against boys for
positions on athletic teams, a
few coaches have taken
stands pro and con on girls
trying out for their teams.

Recently California State
Senator Mervyn M. Dymally
proposed a bill which would
require each school and state
college to provide equal
athletic facilities and programs for women students as
for men.

Moves are also afoot to
eliminate sex discrimination
in budgeting for high school
and state college sports.

For example, the California
Interscholastic Federation,
which sanctions sports at almost all high schools in California, has been faced with
several court cases charging
sex discrimination in barring
women from interscholastic
sports.

The changes have come
about because of heavy pressure and an occasional lawnut for sex discrimination.

school has a girls' team in
that particular sport.

The locker room' You bet'
Just ask Torn Archambault
the trainer at Grossmont College near San Diego. His assistant trainer is 19-year-old
Chris Sargent, a physical education major.

"Why not let 'em compete,"
said a track coach. "I think it
will all come out in the wash.
It will be the survival of the
fittest and even if the girls
come out few of them will be
good enough to make it.

A swim coach commented,
"Swimming is one of the
sports where a girl really does
have a chance. But if a girl is
going to make my team she's
going to have to work her tail
off. If you made it easier
you'd be discriminating
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BANK of MURRAY

ready for college. And the money is ready for me.

extra on birthdays and other occasions. Now I'm all

make regular deposits every week'. He and Mom added

opened a savings account in my name and started to

The day I was born, in fact. That's when my Dad

But Miss Sargent is not
alone among female trainers,
or trainees. Connie Spoon.er, a
graduate student at California
State University, San Diego,
is also in the field.
Which all goes to prove that
on or off the field, the world of
male athletics is going to be a
very interesting place

But the athletic field isn't
the only place where women
are breaking through -there's also the locker room.

-Intellectually, psycho-';
logically, a girl is every bit as
competent as a guy. But by,
their physical makeup theyi
don't have the sheer strength'
to survive, much less excel."

"Maybe this is coming at a
good time. At some schools
sports are dying. Having girls
on the team might bring more
guys out and it might be a
great thing for school spirit."

Some girls have already
broken the sex barrier. This
past basketball season two
girls were part of the varsity
basketball team at San Bernardino Valley College.

But I think there are certain
sports girls aren't physically !able to play at the high schooll',
level.

-I think there'll be problems but I'm interested to see
how it will go. Heck, think
about it. This could be the
greatest thing that ever happened for attendance at
wrestling meets."

against the guys.

Said a tennis coach, "For
the non-contact sports such as
tennis, this is a great rule.
Why not? As a tennis coach I
want to put together the
strongest team I can. If, that
means having girls On the
team that's fine with me."

A basketball coach noted,
"I think I'm like most coaches
and if a girl is good enough to
make the team, that's great.

sport. Listen, if some manmountain girl came in and
could'knock people down, I'd
be happy to have her. But in a
collision sport like football, I
don't see how a girl could
play."

a girl who could play this

My folks prepared
for my
education many years
ago ••

Recently the interscholastie,
athletic organizations of,
Michigan, New York and
California adopted similar
rule changes which will allow
girls to try out for all boys'
teams whether or not their

The trend may never reach
the point where there's kgirl
starting at right linebacker
,next to Dick Butkus in the
NFC-AFC Pro Bowl Game but
there may come a -time when
girls will be seen with more
frequency on high school and.
college teams.

But all this is changing,
Grudgingly,the world of male,
athletics is finding that there'
are a few women who can
compete and are willing to
make the sacrifices to play
against the guys.

Oh,there have been and are
today girls competing in just
about every type of sport on
both amateur and proles- ,
atonal levels but the lion.*
share of the notoriety has aA
ways gone to the males.
1;
11
There are few athletic
events where women and men
have been allowed to compete r
against one another on the
high school, collegiate, international amateur or professional levels.

For centuries the area of
athletics has been almost exclusively a male dominion.

Copley News Service

Girls invade sports and locker rooms too
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seam. It was consew a
sidered too difficult to key
two pinked seams together
for the novice Today, often
or 1 4" seam
sewers use
lines, and how to sew like a
pro instructions are offered
by everyone In the sewing
Industry; thus the old theory is obsolete.
Of course, pinking shears
are also wonderful for mak,ing• decorative edges with
!press-on tapes at the hein:line, around pockets,sleeves
• and bodice, as well as aPpliques.on sports and canal
clothes.'You can do so many
creative things with them
that the shears themselves

make an ideal gift for the
girl going back to school.
With the Big Skirt now
looming on the fashion
scene as an exciting new
addition to the fall wardrobe, even a novice sewer
will enjoy cutting out her
pattern in any one of those
double-knit polyesters
avallable in a wide range of
plaids and prints. And once
you've done th'e skirt, you
will soon be on your way
to turning out halters and
biodyshirts with such ease
that you'll wonder whip
someone didn't think of this
"put it all at once" idea before!

The big skirt look for fall on the campus could include this
idea, an embroidered quilted chambray of polyelter and cotton. Filling is 100 percent fiberfill. Use any hash- A-line skirt
pattern — and,V.ism, you ran make it in a jiffy with the
new hardened pinking shears whirl, are now recommended for
rotting the pattern arid seams of miracle fabric. "all at once.''

* Be Bops

* COVER GIRL

Navy/White
Brown/Cream

(,Southside Shopping Center

Phone 753-8339

The SHOE TREE

by Davey and Agner

Back to School LOAFERS
HANDBAGS

Black/White

Navy/Cream

* CONNIE

* AGNER

For All Your Back to School Footwear

Welcome Back students

The theory was that you
had to have a straight cut
edge to key with a second
straight edge to accurately

The Wlss Fashion Department points out that
new fabrics, modern, improved sewing machines,
fusibles, and quick zipper
installations have changed
sewing techniques to the
Mat. factory-style method
that is appealing to both
novice and advanced sewert
rnr this new pattern cutting technique, ordinary
pinking shears will not do
the Job, but the new ones
with hardened blades are
especially designed to cut
acrylics, double knits, polyesters, bonded fabrics, veloqs, corduroy, leather,
canvas and fun fur -- all
popular on the campus. For
years it was considered a
not-no to cut a garment from
a paper pattern with pinking shears. Sewing educatidn was limited, and'there
were no short-cuts to tine
qqality sewing.

The new development by
J. Wiss & Sohs Co., currently Oelebrating its 125th annlVersary, will prove to be
a boon to girls who want to
whip up some new clothes
to start back to school with.
And better still, if she takes
the new hardened pinkers
baOk to school with her,
she'll have no trouble at all
turning out a new outfit for
that weekend social

Row the home sewer can
cut the paper pattern at
the same time she finishes
the seams of her garment,
thus eliminating a second
step, and the chances are
that the skirt or dress she
has created can be worn
that very same day.

The new trend of the
young seamstress to cut
and sew the quick and easy
ivny is now being accelerated at the pattern cutting
stage of garment construction, thanks to new hardened pinking shears.
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love you plaidly

as seen in
SEVENTEEN

Most children with reading
problems seem to experience
their first difficulties at the
very beginning of the reading
race — before the age of nine.
Not having learned the fundamentals, reading and school
become a puzzling and difficult and finally frustrating
task from then on

Others concede that the
schools have made great
strides in the 18 years since
the book "Why Johnny Can't
Read" hit the nation's book
shops. But, they add, the
schools have gotten too preoccupied with gadgets.
"Let's go back to using
phonics," they say. Phonics is
a method of teaching children
to read by sounding out the
words,and it has been around
almost as long as language
has.
"There is much talk about
innovations in elementary
schools," Watson Washburn,
president of the Reading Reform Foundation, said a year
ago. "But strangely enough
not a word has been said in official educational circles
about the most beneficial innovation possible — installing
in all schools the alphabetic
phonetic method of reading
instruction, which 2,500 years
of experience
tell us ... is
the best if not the only way to
teach children to read."
Whatever the answer,
most studies do indicate that
Johnny first has trouble reading in the first couple of
grades.

. Across from MSU Administration Bldg.
Hours: 8:00-5:00

Campus Casual

Big and bold and plaid all over. Vickysport pairs
top-notched blazer, with cuffy pull-on pants,
Polyester double knit in black-red-gold plaid. Both
5-15. Ribby long sleeve nylon body shirt. Black or
rust S-M-L. All machine washable-dryable.

In Trenton, New Jersey,
some school children spent an
hour a day recently listening
to a tape recorder. Purpose:
to teach them to read.
In National City, Calif., a
group of 50 youngsters spent
one hour a week last year on
the Koff course. Purpose:' to
teach -them to read (in this
case, by learning how to use
their eyes better, a must for
hitting that little white ball).
All around the United
States, in fact, teachers are
experimenting with new ways
to teach kids how to read. And
all for the same reason: despite all the new-fangled gadgets in grade and high
schools, Johnny STILL can't
read.
The U.S. Office of Education recently reported, for example, that 21 million Americans over the age of 16 "lack
the basic reading skills to deal
with even the most simple experiences of modern life" —
such as reading the helpwanted ads. It was also found
that nearly half of all high
school students with reading
problems never receive help
in high school, and even
among students who go on to
junior college, between a
third and a half require remedial instruction in reading.
Studies like these, of course,
lead parents to blame the
schools for the fact that
Johnny can't read. One San
Francisco mother, in fact,
sued her son's school last year
for its alleged failure to teach
lion how to read_

Cople) Ner s Service

Why Johnny can't read

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

cuts pattern, finishes seams
for school gal, all at once

New hardened pinking shears. ..
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School
Tablet

Primary

Dietformr:s

•

w- 3 Sizes

Acres of Free Parking

Equal Opportunity Employer

753-8777

WE LOVE
OUR
CHILDREN

9.sch

84'

Composition
Books

— 3-

DRIVE
SAFELY

Wooden
Rulers

• t7

$433

r Saes 7-14

v 100% Nylon

Slack
Sets

Girls Long Sleeve

BANKAIRRICJiRD

2Tch

6
Cigar Boxes

School

r 6 Covers

Report
Covers

Color 6 Pack

Bel-Air Shopping Center

v 50 Sheets

Sturdy Metal Clip

with Handles

1

$"

School and Office Edition

Dictionary

4:
64

$11

to

$433

Tops
s.m,L

Fashion

New Fall

S-A-L-E

v Asst Styles & Colors

v:44;it.
Webster's Maw World

Binder

3 Ring

twat

to

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sundays

;nail

•

and

$533
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-to-SCHOOL
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Jeans

Asst Styles & Colors

and

New Fall Fashion

Slacks
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Many associations and
groups are getting itudents
involved In ecology and
community but one particular group is busy getting
teachers involved through
workshops.
The name of the group is
the Environmental Action
Coalition, located in New
York.
This spring EAC held a
series of workshops for elementary school teachers.
The workshops introduced
a variety of teaching aids
that focused on many of the
problems affecting urban
communities
Teachers were given copies of the coalition's newsletter, "Eco-News," for each
member of their class, plus
a teacher's guide to the issue and supplementary
pamphlets.
Also, films and filmstrips
that helped the teachers to
visualize each category
were shown.
Each session centered

endrslosi New.Servire

.4

1415 Main Street

Corvette tones

Phone 753-2202

for your church, school
civic organization

DISCOUNTS

For your extra-curricular activities,
stop by and bowl a few games with
us.

BACK STUDENTS

WELCOME

'Play back' learning
EM=
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on special now. And eggs....the menu-sayers, the biggest bargain of all!

nutritious dairy products....milk, cheese, butter, sour cream,ice cream, yogurt! They're all

Here's to easy living and healthy, economical food! Tempt your family with meals based on

Color key to fall fashions
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Come By and See Us Today!!

MONEY ORDERS
— Also STEREO TAPES

7 A.M.-2 A.M. * Phone 753-0648
Regular
Self Service Gasoline Super 36.9
38.9
We Now Have . . .

MARKET

around guest speakers who
were Well versed on their
subjects. The speakers gave
the teachers thorough background so that they could
introduce the subject In
their own classrooms and
answer any questions the
pupils may ask
The workshops covered:
Paper recycling; recycling
of paper and aluminum
cans; management of urban trees and nature study
in the city.
In addition to educational workshops for teachers,
EAC is involved in Just
about all phases of students
and their environment.
During the summer, the
non-profit organization
conducted a bicycle hike for
local area residents to point
up the availability of bicycle paths, ensatuirage greater
use of these44acilities, and
instill a greater awareness
of the bicycle as an alternative means of transportation.
The EAC put together a
packet of teaching materials that it offered to teachers.

Reaching teachers with
environmental workshops

Send children to school with nutritious beverages they will
enjoy. Interchanging • variety of beverages—milk, hot cocoa,
fruit juices and vitamin enriched fruit drinks — will prevent
young.ter. from becoming bored. It's best to pack beverages
in lunch bottles that are safe and virtually unbreakable, such
a. the new Roughnecks by Thermos. These bottle are recommended for children bet-stole they contain no glass yet keep
milk cold or cocoa hot all morning.

I KWIKPIC

YGETABLE-PEANUT
!
SUPREME
Wrap grated carrot
%Icup finely chopped
:cabbage
lill cop finely chopped celery
'4 cup chopped peanuts
Coinbine all ingredients,
using the child's favorite
salad dressing to moisten
Butter bread to help prevent:the moist filling from
soaleing into the bread.
Spread filling to the edges
of the bread to encourage
children to eat the crusts.
And if the filling is spread
on *thawed, frozen bread,
the sandwich will still be
cold;when its time to eat.
Fruit is an excellent dessert and a good source of
vitaInins and minerals. But
if your child doesn't like
fruit; give him raisins, which
provIde iron, or peanuts and
Other nuts which are good
sourees of protein.
When packing school
u hes, remember the
lun
tas s of the child and use
yo , ingenuity to disguise
foods or provide nutritious
substitutes.

One secret of encouraging
children to develop good
eating habits is to prepare
nutritious lunches they will
enjoy.
Although mothers are
concerned about balanced
meala, children are only interested in what tastes good.
If their lunab boxes don't
contain food's they like,
chanres are they'll be eating candy bars and other
snacks instead of the menu
that'was prepared.
Try new ways of preparing beverages and food to
encourage finicky eaters.
Instant breakfast preparationa added to milk are filling, ,come in a variety of
flavars, and provide additional vitamins and minerals. Fruit juices and vitamin :enriched fruit drinks
are nother good choice.
Best way
!
Wit best to pack beverages
in safe, unbreakable lunch
bottles, such as The Roughneckis by Thermos. These
bottles are recommended
for children because they
contain no glass, yet keep
milk; cold or cocoa hot all
morning.
For the main course,
sandwiches are a favorite
of most Children. Since it's
usually difficult to get children to eat vegetables, try
disguising them as in this
sandwich recipe:

Sun shades protect

and in school. But
An apple a day keeps kids happy, healthy
days
outside the classroom, whatever the season, there are
Best
when young eyes need protection from excessive sunlight.
bet ix a pair of rugged, shatter-resistant, quality sunglasses.
Shown is Runabout, for boys and girls, from Cool-Ray Polaroid Sunglasses. They feature the exclusive Polaroid lens with
the built-in glare barrier.
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Let beverage tempt appetite
is advice to scholars moms
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When you send your
' youngster off to school this
" fall, there's a little something you can slip into his
. — or her — pocket that's
sure to click. To spark the
learning process and make
school more fun, get your
back-to-schooler a camera
Children are used to all
sorts of visuals — television,
movies, slide films and
teaching machines. But
when they start producing
pictures themselves, the visual medium becomes their
own message. They develop
1.. their own creative abilities
i? instead of impassively
watching what's flashed on
a screen.
Some teachers use cameras in class to encourage
learning. But since not all
schools supply this imaginative learning device, you

LERUA NC frima 011011,114._PiraimOU
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A. Angled round caae Red dial. Tapered stainless steel
link band. 17 Jewels. $25.95.
B. Domed circular sport case Brown alligator pattern strap
Silver dial. $22.116.
C. Silver satin dial In a classic case. Slim telescope bracelet $19.95.
D. Crisp, smart styling from case to dial Manly leather strap. $10.95.

The fine quail timepiece at economical prices.
All have preci len jeweled lever movements for durability
and lasting a*uracy From $1095

bgZUIJ

off camp'. lam. fall. 4.ra v plaid
The layered look will continue to be important both on and
sleeveleas sweater from the
beggar slacks with a red ploid button-down shirt and gray ribbed
tore and in
King's Road sportswear coectioss. The outfit is under $35 at Sean The-Men's-S
the catalog.
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can provide it for your own
child.
Pick an inexpensive camera that's easy to carry and
use. One good .choice is the
"Hip Pocket," the latest
addition to the family of
Kodak pocket Instamatic
cameras. The new Kodak
pocket Instamatic 10 camera is featherweight, small
enough to slip into a child's
pocket — and a snap to use
Just for fun, each Hip
Pocket. camera comes with
a sheet of brightly colored
self-stick labels so its owner
can personalize it.
There'll be plenty of
learning-oriented uses for
your child's camera,and the
snapshots he takes will keep
you current with his awayfrom-home interests. Maybe
he'll even let you shoot
from the "Hip" once in a
while, too.

Camera in pupil's pocket
makes schoolwork click
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Layered look for on or off campus
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The skirt will feature low
pleats "for movement at the
bottom." Another popular
style wW be the trouser skirt

a part of every girl's dressy
wardrobe the 1973 version is
designed strictly for informal
occasions.
Perfect with either slacks
or a dress, chubbies come in
either real or fake furs and
feature leather trim or stretch
knit ribbing.
"Pants will continue to be
popular," said Mrs. Weisfeld.
"But now they'll accentuate
the waist by featuring high
waistlines with belts and
slimmer, straighter legs.
Returning to fashion prominence along with the chubby
is the biased-swinging skirt
which Mrs. Weisfeld says is
part of a more feminine look
that coeds will have this year.

Copley News Service
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Chestnut Street

Murray Beauty Salon

Fall scenerT is set for a change.
You should be too! Picture your
-"self in a curly ,new hair-do,
Coloring near to your natural,
or a cut that we design just:
for you.
Phone 753-3142

STARTSCHOOL WITH A

g

'HUBBIES ARE RACK I—ThoF' cozy little fur coats of the late
'sand early '40s are going back to school in the sporty styles of
t '70s. Perfect ith either slacks or dresses chubbies come in
f e or real fur and feature either sporty baseball jacket knit
king ilefti or Chic suede leather trim.

.Colors hold the fashion spotlight on the back-to-school
scene this year.
Gone are the garish peacock colors of years past. Enter the subUely gold colors of
fall '73: burgundy, hunter
green, camel and grey.
"Combinations of these colors will be very vibrant as
well as pleasing to the eye,"
Mid Mrs. Betty Weisfeld,
fashion coordinator for a
large West Coast department
store. "They'll be on many of
the styles which were seen
this summer."'
:From elementary school to
college coeds will be wearing
jackets of every description:
bkouson jackets, shirt jackets,
hunting and battle buckets, as
well as blazers.
But the biggest thing in
jaCkets is the return of the
chubby. Originally considered

In accessories, the sweater
vest, long cardigan and battle
jacket will complete any outfit. Belts will continue to come
in a wide range of colors and
styles, as will shoes and
shirts, thereby giving the
clothes-conscious man the
chance to pick a style that
best suits him.

It'll be the luggage look in
purses and totebags with the
ever-popular shoulder bag doing an encore.
Jewelry will feature beads
of enamel and wood; bracelets of tortoise, bone, silver
and gold; and amulets on
chains.
Hats will be more in vogue
than they have been in years,
said Mrs. Weisfeld. Berets,
knit caps and small brimmed
heti will find their way into
just about every girl's closet.
On the guy's side of the
ledger the ever-popular Levi
cut will be the dominant style,
but a modified "Great Getsby" look is expected to carry
on into fall and winter.
This year, too, guys will be
seen wearing knit flares,
cords with cuffs and superstitch pants with coordinated
tops for that casual look.
For the trend setters Mrs.
Weisfeld recommends plaid
pants worn with a small print
shirt.
"The secret of combining
patterns like this is to stay
within the same color range
and keep those colors in the
same intensity," said Mrs.
Weisfeld. "This is a really
new concept and it can be
very pleasing to the eye if it is
done correctly."

Shoes will feature the return of the moccasin. Up
fronts, sport ties, espadrilles,
sandals and pumps will also
be prominent

which zips up the front like
men's trousers.
"Both these styles should be
worn with a tucked-in blouse
or sweater in order to accentuate the waistline," said
Mrs. Weisfled. "A shirt jacket
could complete the outfit."
The feminine look will be
further championed by a style
out of the late 30's and early
40's — sweaters in twin sets.
However, they'll bear the
definite mark of the 70's in
their stylhig.
The toner sweater stops at
the waist, giving it accent,
while the outer sweater is a
long cardigan type.
"This is an excellent investment," said Mrs. Weisfeld.
"It actually gives a girl three
outfits in one because the
sweaters can be worn separately or together or with a
blouse."
Twin sets will be seen in
both matching and contrasting colors featuring solid inner sweaters with striped outer sweaters.
Sweaters will also be seen in
fisherman knits, jacquards,
stripes and argyles and will
feature shawl collars and
deep cuffs.
"I see a new interest in long
and short dresses," said Mrs.
Weisfeld. "Pants are now a
basic part of girl's wardrobe
and a dress offers her a
means of expression. Again,
the accent will be on the waist
using a belt or ribbing or :Arime
kind of detailing."

'Play back' learning

JJ

Mc.at ire, are horn prat,, f hes ahould atas that "as

Jumping-Jacks

For a "hot" little shoe put some suede
here, some there, a little over here ...
and ... BOOM...and that's how JumpingJacks made me ... NITRO! I'm a
soft fitting suede shoe
that loves to be
worn and worn!

Educational aide: If lucre'. is school-age youingster in the
house, bring the classroom there, too. Make learning easier
with an Electrophonic tape record/playback unit. Simply
speak, sing or play an instrument into the microphone, record
and play back. It makes learning a foreign language fun,
poetry and drama come alive and vocal or instrumental music
ran he studiedend enjoyej over and OVer again. Rut this Elec..
irophonic .teer0 system is 0100 a complete home entertainment
.It includes an AM/FM/FM-stereo
,'enter for the whole fismi4,
radio and Garrard record changer for many years of pure
sound enjoyment.
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PLAID BEDSPREADS

YOUR CHOICE
TWIN or FULL 599
SIZE
For lasting beauty, easy-care NO IRON machine washable
100% Cotton

5
Reg.'16" $1

For those rainy school days
Penne press

RAINCOATS

Ladies

Reg. I"

Back to
School Prici

Exciting jacquard weave.

DOUBLE KNIT
SUCKS

NEW HORIZONS by MINETTE

..
1011.1.MO.M"

Reg. Lin

$7

7" Value

Ladies Polyester

$277

Special

Long or Short Sleeve

BLOUSES

Ladies Perma Press

'10

10" Value

PANT SUITS

Ladies Short Sleeve

DOUBLE KNIT
TOPS

Ladies Polyester

BACK TO
SCHOOL
PRICE

Many sty let. colon, and fabrics

DRESSES

Junior and. Junior Peltite

2

88.

Sizes 6.-14.

99'

4-6x

PANTIES
I

Panties

99

Sensationally priced

Crafted of Dixie Belle's
fabric A knit blend of rayon and
cotton. SIM 5-1(t

LADIES PANTIES

Values to 5" yd.

Beautiful new fall patterns, fancies, soh
lacquer& t Z to sew comfortable to we
54" to 60" wide-cut from full bolts.

POLYESTER DOUBLE KNIT,

EVER POPUUR DEERING MILLIKEN

266

PI
Special

2 88c

KNEE-NI NYLON NOSE
Perfect to wear with slacks and pants suits

Reg 594

Ladies

88c

79.

A Knit blend of rayon end cotton
with elastic waist end picot elastic
legs. Sizes 3-14

GIRL'S PANTIES

Embroidered applique and scalloped stitching.

Slip

i 99

Pretty matching pastel colors Sites 6 14

!SLIPS and Matching

TIGHTS

Girls Fruit of the
Loom Nylon PANTY

3ftw '10 2 for

7-14

DRESSES

GIRLS Fashioned •
Back to School

110

2 pr. for $1
Sizes 8-14 Reg. 59' pr.

BIKINI PANTIES

Girls Nylon

Sites 5-1

?MIMS

1104EITI

99c

5-1 59c

Movie Star

Sizes

fitl ?AO
La6es Nylon
PAIleME.S
SWAM

Orlon acrylic solid, some with florid
embroidery trim. 4-6x and 7.14.

999

4-6x and 7 14 Sizes

GIRL'S CAPES

Reg 12.99

Popular waffle weave and ger
()metric patterns in venous
s colors

PONCHO CAPES

Ladies

SWEATERS 'Met
Gteirls:8:469
3
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966

ITS A PROCTOR SILEX
Two irons in one Light in weight

ELECTRIC IRON

STEAM and DRY

LAY
A WAY

SATISFACTION GUA

LERMANS

<-111

Permanent press Well tailored, polyester cotton blend

SLIPS

Girls STONE WEAR

RPr.
es. 491
Guaranteed to stay up 80% cotton 20% nylon

CREW SOCKS

er

7-14 799

L pr. for
1.25 Value if perfect
Popular 2 Size stretch in favorite flattering shades
PANTY NOSE

Lady Carolyn

El

699

Girls STA-FLEX

4-81

Solids, plaids, tweeds and coordinated combination in pretty durable bonded fabrics.

GIRL'S PANT SUITS

Ligatmo_A_Ii s for matoisciwoi
SAVINGS(tA
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sharp watch for their safety.

is up to the motorist to keep a

minds on many other things, so it

ing to and from school have their

Remember that children com-

from behind.

you are approaching it or coming

unloading, regardless of whether

a school bus *hile it is loading or

very carefully. And NEVER pass

Watch for signals. Drive slowly,

course, so do you. But caring has
to be put into action. So keep alert.

The Policeman cares. So does
the crossing guard. And, of

TO PROTECT THEM
BY DRIVING SAFELY!

Kids will be
Kids... HELP US

MUM
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West Kentucky Rural Electric Cooperative Corp.

This Advertisement Published in the Interest of the Safety of the School Children of Calloway County by:
1
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